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RATIONALE

Curric6lum content 0 Coordination of Work and Family is not new to

Vocational Home Economics in Ohio. The dual-role emphasis of past,.
I

-vocational home economics 4Irricula included content that fostered the

combined, roles of fathily member WM wage earner. Though the dual-role

emphasis was well received, changes within societyhave encouraged a

stronger focus upon the interrelating and coordinating of the worlds of
A

work and-family. The impact of current economic and employment trends

and changes in the comRosition of the work force necessitate changes in

curriculum emphasis. Increasing .numbers of families in Which all

adults are wage earners have a'major impact on1the family members as well

as society as a whole. Unemployment - both long term and that of the

newly jobless - has a far reaching effect upon families,

. Though these recent issues-and trends highlight the need for work/

family coordination, interaction between the work world and the family

world is time honored. The perennial problem focus (dealing with
r

problems that recur in families over generations) of the new curriculum

'
is appropriate to the work/family content.

Additional factors encourage.a more overt inclusion of the work

family content. The current.and long term philosophies of home

economics as'well'as the underlying intent of vocational education

1

support the focus on work and the family. The wont /family curriculum

fosters increased productivity at home and at the work site. Success-

ful coordination of work life and family life is of benefit to

individual, family and society.

Upon a thorough review onIth current and -time- honored needs of

4.
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the faVly, the curriculum 'committee members felt that coordinatio of

..

11

work and family constituted a separate perennial problem.. -They s iw a

need to highliqpt issues thaeimpact upon work/family inter*ction; to

.

confront prol5le s arising from these issuesv, and to.foster pOesitive
,

interaction bet en work and family worlds. The practical reasoning

process js highly appllcable-to these needs. Students can readily

/
, t

11; respond to Vlbcrk/familly issues with their Own families. Those students

who are employed as well as .those -who translate "sc,hool",ast.fieir

workplace readily "sfee" and "fee " the reality of this curriculum

approach. 'Future roles can-be easily visualized and adult responsi-

bility can become more 'realistic with the work/family content.

Because of the newness o.-this content as a distinct

(k-area, a list of teacher resources is inducted for your use.

rieulum.

Bird, C., The Two-Paycheck Marriage. Rawson, Wade Publishers,

New York, 19,79. f

Better Homes and Gardens. How Is Work Affecting American Families? -

Attitudesrand Opinions of $2,588 Respondents. Meredith Corp!, 1981.

(free)

Cole, S., Manasi Famil and Work: Co in with Children and Careers.

IJ & R Pus ications, ox 402 Ra eigh, NC 7.20, 1983.

Greiff,"8. and Munter, D., Tradeoffs: Execution, Family, and

Organizational Life. New AmericanLibrary, New York, 1980. '

General Mills, lbc. Families'At Work: Strengths and Strains - The

General Mills American family Repdrt 1980-81.. (Conducted by Louis

Harris and Associates Inc,) General Mills, Inc., 9200 ,1zzata,

Blvd., Minneapolis, MK 55440,-1981. (free)
* .

Kanter, R., Work and Family In The United States:- A CriticalReview.

and Agenda For gesearch and Policy.' Russell Sage Foundation, 1977.

. Porter, J., Impactspf. Work On The Family: A Literature Search.

Minnesota Council on Family Rplattons,/1219 University'Avenue, S.E.?

Minneapolis, MN 55414,101978.

Porter, J. and Etkin, L., Work and Family: Friends or Foes. '

Minnesota Council on Family Relations, 1219 Univerity Avenue, S..E.,

Minneapolis, MN 55414, 1978.
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Spitze, R.; Ed. 'Interrelations Between Work Life and Family Life:
Proceedings'Silverolubilee-Conference, Illinois Teacher of Home

.. Economi-cs. Illinois Teacher, 150 Education Building, University of
Illinois, 1310 South Sixth Street, Champa.gn, IL 61820, 1982.,

, ($4.0q) . .
. .

Vocational Education Work and Family 'Institute inne,sota Department of

'Education. Balancing Work and The Family: An Educational' Resource

For The Business Community. Minnjota Curriculum Services Center,
3554-White, Bear Avenue, 14hite Bear Lake, MN 55110, 1982. ($30.00)

,Voydanoff, P., The Implications of Work - Family Relationships for
Productivity. The Work In America institute, Inc., Scarsdale, NY,

1978.

L
Work In America Institute, Ihc. Productivity: Problems and Prospects.

Arden House,' Harriman, NY, 1980.
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PERENNIAL PROBLEM. What To Do Regar
work and th'evFa

v.

inating

PRACTICAL PROPROBLEM
WhA Should I, D Regdrding:151.oViding
an EccInOmic Bade

TtiNCERN/CONCEPT

ROCESS
SKILLS .

CONCEPTS

Income

.

111

44-

HOMEMAKING SKILtS

40
Assess Oersonal work ethic

dPee-
curement7WotkEth'ic

,
STRATEGIES

41%

Work ethic i
daily life

41.

CI

Factors influenc-
ing work ethic

1

Define work ethic an individual's or a society's attitude or philosophy about work.

Since. the early days of America there has been ap ethic or belief that all able-bodied

people should work. Efficiency and productivity are strong values within' the American

work ethic.

.1Investigate the lives of flople who provide examples of the American work ethic. (Abe

Lincoln, former Congressperson Barbara Jordan, former Ohio Governor James Rhodes, food/

restaurant businessmen Bob Evans and David Thomas.),

Characteristics of the American work ethic include: hard work, perserverance, indus-
triousness, Starting over if one fails, starting from "sc atch,'.' using "American

.j.ngenuity," ambition, self sufficie'ncy and punctuality.
4

Find stories written in the late 1800s and early 1900s that personify the American work

ethic. Report these to class. Search current newspapers to find examples of the, '-

American work ethic being.applied"today. (Young man growing tomato plants to sell in ,

his back yard and developing the business to a large scale; the day after a fire 'Ut

her donut. shop, a dman set up a .whe9led donut cart on the sidewalk_so she wouldn't,

disappoint her stomers.

Discuss how family, environment and economic situations can influence the work ethic.

effects role models that do not follow the American work ethic (parent

refus s to work when able and job is available).

--Envir pment - surroundings, atmosph1ere that does noset the stage for the works

ethic to be applied. 9



WF 1.11

PROMS
SKILLS CONCEPTS

w.

Factors influenc-
ing work ethic
{continued)

s.

.10

STRATEGIES

--Economic situation - economy that does not permit opportunity'rto
. ethic (no jpbs available, no allowable capital to invest).

AW
Discuss if today's work ethic is different from that of 50 years ago
to support your feelings.

demonstrate work

. Give evidence

Interview two individuals representing oilier generations regarding the American work
ethic they were taught and hOW they have been influenced by situational factors.
Analyze to see if there are any differences from yout view/your family members and
draw'conclusions. How does the work ethic portrayed in each case affect the employer,
customer and other co- workers?

Read
work
them
work

the case studies below and dec)ide which case provides-an example of the American
ethic. If you were an employer, whci would you hire'if you .had video tapes of
at work? If you were ToWs employer, what Would you disc.usswith him-about his
habits? If you were ansemployee,who would you prefer to work with and why?

.--Sally, 16, works in a local restaurant..' She arrives at work' 5-10 minutes early so
she will be on time. She greets her co-workers pleasantly. She'Waits on customers
and does the regular tasks assigned. When she is without:a customer of assigned
task, Sally straightens areas, wipes out drawers! and shines. equipment. Many days

.she has not had tipRt to do the assigned tasks so she continues working after hours.
--Tom, 16, mps frbm,is car and Clashes it the door to,punch the timeclo 10 minutes
late Seeing his boss approach he becomes very busSr dusting shelves fin the display
area. "Good job, Tom." The stork man extent gives A 15-"- mir(ute coffee break', but
Tom often takes 20-25 minutes since th boss always leaves duritle'that time to go to

,.the other store. Tom is frienaiy Ind e ficien* with the.cUstbmers. He spends lots
of time visiting with the o er employee,A in other department,s. He a J ays manages
to punch out On time turni g the customer Over, to another'clerk in the department.
Jane replaces Tbm arid i diately begins tb.return the boxes of shoes Tom let accum-
ulate during the day to heir places.

Realizing that "school" an be interpreted es a student's "work" role, create charac-
teristics of student b7h vior, in and out of school,'that typify the American work
ethic.

re

,
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PROCESS
SKILLS

rq

12

*CONCEPTS_

Factors influent -,

ing work iAhic*
(continued)

Workaholics,

t

WF 1.11

STRATEtIES; tr

e e .

Discuss thp alternatives and.consequenceS when outcomes are in opposition to the
American work ethic, (Can't find a job, work hard but can't "get ahead," start from
"scratch" hut fail due to uncontrollable situations.) 'Consider ways to cope with the
situation.

ti

A workaholic. is a person with difficulty controlling his/her Work level. Such a
person may exemplify the work ethic characterlstics toan.extreme. 'Such excessive
workcan be harmful to psychological and physical health. Search for current
articles on workaholics. Considerl'if students eanbe workaholics.
results of/this type of extreme work?

What are some

White a paper explaining your personal work ethic. Discuss how your belief might
affect you, yolit family, your ,income produrement and society.

A.

e

4

S
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.What To Do Regarding Coordinating
Work and the Family

-
What Should.I Do Regarding Providi.ng
an Economic Base?

Income Procurement/Employment
vs. Unemployment

'WF 1.12

of emioloyffient/

-.r
40

PERENNIAL PROBLEM
4 HOMEMAKING-SKILLS

Consider consegdence's
and unemployment

PRACTICAL PROBLEM.

CONCERN /CONCEPT

PROCESS
CONCEPTS

) ti STRATEGIES

14

6

Opportunities of
employment

Use incomplete,sentences as an instrument to identify personal attitudes related to
work. (Work is . . Work makes me feel . . When\not working I feel*. . .

Brainstorm the benefits of employment/unemployment. (Economic, social and personal.)

Read the situational statements and identify your values related to the vatious
situations of employment.

--You are a college student who
home.

--You have beep offered a steady ob wiyl.minimum wages.
--You have been offered a job by our-fAther and he will ay you as he deems

an get room and board for 'w g pi a family's

reasonable.
- -A job is offered to nu. The ppy s low but the company name is good.

Discuss the kisids of opportunities you are seeking in empriiiMent similar to those-
.

,

listed below. i
1 Y

- -The opportunity.0 work on your own without supervision.
...- .

--The opportunity tO Serve others (secretary/boss, receptionist /dentist).
--The opportunity to lairn new thingS.such as further training, inservice

.meetings, reading. \
.

-'-The opportunity to do ings well and have a feeling of achievement.
- -You are offered job A which" pays less than job B but job A allows you tcl5

work with people you know and 1.ikel
.

,....,-.1



WF 1.12

PROCESS
SKILLS'

CONCEPTS STRATEGIES

A

Unemployment

4

--A volunteer position has opened at a nearby ,hospital. There is no money involved,
but you would enjoy helping others and it might lead to a paid position later.
4

Discuss typds ofjunemployedpersonSi retired, disabled, recentl unemployed, unemploy- -
able. (Unemployable are longer term unemployed persons who have few job skills and
little or nu 16Eeciperience.)

Research recent unemployment statistics. Read carefully to determine if the data
reflect, both unemployabll and recentlyfunemplo9ed.
AO

List similarities and differences among the types of unemployed people. Consider
perceptions of the unemployed, expectations of the unemployed, level of interest
and activity of the unemployed.

Discuss consequences of the uneVplOyment for self, family and society. Consider the
level of impact for self, family and society of an individual's unemployment when
(a) he/she is-among many unemployed, *(b) he/,,she is one of the few unemployed.

Listen to speaker from Welfare Office to explain programs available for public assis=
tance and what requirements are necessary to qualify for assistance. In the following
situations, what are the persons'alternatives? Might public assistance be included
in the alternatives? Why? Why not?

,--Gigi wa new furniture, but her husband's income dowers basic necessities for
survival without any frills. Gigi wants to remain home with her two and three-

.

year-old chiren.-

--Denise hasireturned to her parents' home with her fovr-year-old child. She is a
horse trainer, but work is"not steady, so she does not have enough.money to
survive on her own. Her mother, at 45, feels frustrated because she does not
feel the governmeneis fair sincoshe and her husband cannot claim Denise as a
dependent since she does make oVr $1,000.

-- Dustin has been blind since birth. He has graduated from high school. 'He does
work part time, but in the large city it is becoming more and more a risk for
Dustin to travel to work.

16 1110 A111
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WF 1.12

PROCESS
'SKILLS

q

18

,GONCEPT$

Values related to
employment ani
unemployment

a

STRATEGIES

Write A;.if you agree with the statement and D if you disagree.

It, would be.worse far a father to lose his job than a mother.
Wanting material goods is wpng.
A womAn wanting to stay home with .the Thildfen is wrom,
A man Wanting. to stay thome with the children is wrong ,F

it4Waman not staying home with the childr7 and going to work could be
harmful to the familir.

A woman staying home with the phildren and not working could be harmful
to.the famil

4

Discuss the replies t the above with class analyzing how values, and situational
factors alraffect ind vidual responses related to unemployment and employment._

m.1 . . 0
Afterlililstening to a panel of selected adults, reflect their views on employment,
vs. unemployment, discuss the various values presented. (Selected panel may
include employer(s), employee(s), service agency.director(s), public assistance
personnel, organizational volunteer.)

Organize a t1k show with mothers and fathers on topic of employment vs. unemploy-
ment. Consider factors that affect this issue.

19



PERENNIAL PROBLEM

PRACTICAL PROBLEM

CONCERN/CONCEPT.

^1

f(ROCESS

SKILLS

What To Do Regarding Coordinating
%Work and the Family

What Should I Do Regarding Providing
an Economic Base?

Income Procurement/The Economy

ti

NCEPTS

ittp,

Goods-and
services

v
WF 1.13

HOMEMAKING SKILLS

Investigate the conor4c in terms of
work and family

STRATEGIES

I

Supply and demand

,

Discuss the definition of the etorromy1T. the
resources for, unlimited wants. Resources
urilimited. 'Human wants grow and change do

tystem of allocating (gAinIng) tdarce
apples, stereos, paper, housesare-not
the total/Want of h'society,are unlimited.

3

allocate ,(find,DiscuAs this definition related to employment. M.st pf u wish
. I.

ga'in) a Jo (a scarce resource)r but our job-wanpp akfathe' ob wa ts' of socieV are
unlimited`3(morql toney, more fringe benefits, i.etteikconditi s).

, .

.--,_

(.1Diagram the economy of employment-. .(Li ted jobs;
of

C4tegorize goods and .services we use each Ay. Di
and that may cause the limitation. (Limited food
desire to grow such a crop; limited nutping se
limited sidewalk maintenance serviced because 15

4

unlimited need/want of jobs.)
. ,

scuss each related to limitation
crop d*_to weather' or telmite
s beRause of few traine persons,
e find this an undesirable job.)

jr

Si of job on the chalkboai%. Determine if these jobs involve
or servilles.-

Brainstorm a 1
primarily goo

Discuss the level of supply of any good or,service and how it relates & demand.
(Use an example such as thefollowing: , .

.

/4
An Ajax a toma tic pen is produced; as bheopen becomes mow poRular.k(demand increases)
the cost' hcreases. Other comparlils start makirlislIftilAvr pen (supply increases)At
lower costs._ Deiand for Ajax peng"de reaSeslandWthe cost lowers. ,, .-.411"

,,
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WF 1.13

PROCESS
SKILLS

CONCEPTS. STRATEGIES

Employment
servicelw

A

22

What happens if.Ajax holds a secret formula to make the pens and no one else an
produce them? _What happens if it becomes a Statbs symbol to have_an Ajax pen?,
What.is the role of competition in the economy?

Observe the current market for supply' nd demand action. Collect news articles,
advertisementA that reflect these Concepts..

Using the job wanted .ads of several-large newspapers, determine supply and demand
related to jobs. Consult the state employment service to determine if jobs in greatest
supply 'and demand can be seen. (Use spilre employment service data and assistance
from vocational counselors.)

Cir le all the statements on the fOnt par. of a newspaper that relate to he state
of the economy.' DAermine the relationship between the state"of the econo y and the

family., Discuss newspaper statements and their implications for you presently and in
.,..

the future.,
., it

Aa
Using the library, find articles on the current ecA5my and report to ass the
effects on today's family.

IEE- Do reports related to effects of the economy on families (Depression era, times
of crop failure in regions or in various countries).

Using resources available, list the benefits of the following government servimwil
social security, disability, Medicare, unemployment insurance, workers' compensation
and public assistance.

IEt- Determine source of each benefit and means of gaining this source (f eral,

state, lOcal agencies).' Trace the process by which gnin ividuargets a rticular

benefit. Include thArsols of legislation, voting and tax tian:
)

.

.
,

)\.1

create a"case study in which a family has difficulty accep ing a government benefit
of service. Using ractic§1 reasoning process'aissist e family with this
situation, establish lthe family's valuesgoals that might affect trl decision.
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A WF 1.13

PROCESS
SKILLS

CONCEPTS .

24

STRATEGIES

FHA/HERO-Using Impact Planning process, choose a product (popcorn) to sell to

consumers. When assessing the success of this activity consider supply and .

demand, and how it affected saleir. Consider supply and demand related to'the

job of sellihg the product. Was there 4 ready, supply of Workers? Did a reward

(prizes, points) create a demand for salespeople?

Write a paragraph showing the relationship between the economy, supply and demand
for workers and benefits of government to which your family has access.

6

J

7

K.

25



PERENNIAL PROBLEM

PRACTICAL PROBLEM

CONCERN/CONCEPT

'PROCESS
SKILLS

4

-dr

What To Do Regarding Coordinating
Work and the Family HOMEMAKING SKILLS

What Should I Do Regarding Identify altek'ative resources
Providing an economic Base?

Income Procurement/Alternative Resources

'CONCEPTS STOATEGIES

WF 1.14

ROBLEM

GOALS
VALUES
fAC tORS

Money in kind

2.6

4

Draw from the "Pot of Gold": a dollar bill,, coupon with dollar off, 10% discount on
ten dollars of merchandise, 100 pennies, a. -money refund of one,dollar when purchasing'
a $10 item: Discuss what each has in common identifying alternative resources.

t.

Read the following situation and using, the steps of practical reasoning decide what
alternat&ve resources may be available forncome procurement.

4*''t
The boss has told'Jim who is 22 that-he is out of .work. Jim lives alone
in an apartment. He.Was a car payment as well as.a personal loan:

Read the following situation and dete ;mine the consequences of the alternatives
-chosen.

Jana is hard-working but receives 1 ited IncPlue for the hours. opent in cleaning
houses. She seems to master_the,ba necessities for Iiierfamily of four children.
Shehas.a habit of buying a weekly ttery ticket. She plays Bingd.Neach Monday
night. Carlyle wants,a new album to take to a party Saturday.pight. His mother
was hot able'to give dim the money. When the record store clerk was not looking,
Carlyle took the album and left,the store. What are consequences to Carlyle if
He gets caught? Should we just be concerned with getting caught? What if-every-
one chose the-Same'alternative as Carlyle? What.actiOn would. the store manager
have to take if everyone did it?

27



PROCESS
SKILLS

'CONCEPTS

Investments

WF 1.14

STRATEGIES

Receive a telegrami from the teacher which reads: "The King of the Land of Pkomise
is pleased to inform you that you are an heir to a fortune of fifty thousand dollar
However, you can spend only one thousand this year. What will you do with the rest

Investigate ways to invest money. Talk with an investment officer or financial
planner.

Siimmarize in journal the key points of the,orarious investment resources you have found.

Personal vkills Divides into small groups and list ways family members use their skills at home in
exchange for skills of other family members; Discuss how these skills could be used
for income procurement both inside and outside the home.

FHA/HERO-Write an ad selling'yourself as a worker for. FHA/HERO Work Dayy a special.
Saturday. Chapter members use Impact planning process to.work out details for Work

=0,

Day.
.

--
,

)

Invest part of chaPter money for finaAial g n and record gain on chart on FHA/HERO
bulletin board.

Divide into teams and select stock in which to invest. Record the gain br loss of .

this stock seeing which has most "money" by a'given date,

IEE.--Invest some personal money, imaginary or play money int ,an investment program
after selecting the best choice of altdrnAtiveA and follow t e, growth of investment
overA projected period of time. Use the Impact planning process to explain the

#.steps in writing.
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PERENNIAL PROBLEj

PRACTICAL PROBLEM

CONCERN/CONCEPT

What To Do Regarding Coordinating
Work and the Family

What Should I Do Regarding
Providing anliconomic Base?

Income Procurement/Job Obtainment

U

WF 1.15

HOMEMAKING SKILLS

Analyze methods of obtaining employment

PROCESS
SKILLS

CONCEPTS STRATEGIES

;30,

AwareneSs of jobs

Ways employers
get inforMation
aboUt applicants

\i

A
r..

Brainstorm ways to find jobs.

On map of county/city, placeyour name Where you are employed and,number of hours per

week.

Find an ad in a newspaper of a job which would interest ypu. Li4t the characteristics

needed for the job, give youi qualifications and reason you would like'the job. Share

'with class.

Listen to speaker from Employment Bureau discuss availability of jobs in area, steps

for application and purpose of Bureau. Following presentation, reflect with a partner
jobs that are available, step& for applying for a 'job and identify purpose of the

Employment Bureau. .

Write an ad for "employment wanted" for local paper, listing your qualifications for a,

job.

Discuss ways employers get infoimation about applicants. (Application form, resume,

interview, pre-employment test, physical exam; reference, sample of work, school
records.Y

Imagine that you are a manager for the city recreation progrard As manawr, you are
rdsponsible for hiring all personnel. kvarietyof jobs are available yuch as swimming



.
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PROCESS
'SKILLS

/

CONCEPTS.

Standard job .
application
procedures

-11

32
. -

STRATEGIS

pool instructor, craft teachers, baseball coaches. List ways you can get information
about job applicants.

Circle the bestanswer. For most jobs, y'ou need an interview and some references, but
some kinds of information are more important than others for a certain job. The
following information is most,important for which of the three jobs listed?

--Physical exam: large machine operator secretary newspaper reporter
-.-Pre-employment test: secretory housekeeper teacher
--Sample of work: writer salesclerk aftedener
--Applidation form: horticultural worker car painter executive

Read chart *Official' Papers
,

placing a. le in the block.
You May Need. Identify the official papers you have by-

P.

Complete chart *Could I Get a Job?. Compile 'your score and read the explanations given
for meaning. Look at samples of.forms: *Application for Employment (substitute
another), *Sample Follow-up Letter, *Resume. Fill 80$ an application'form And write a
resume, to be presented for interview.

Sign up for a job interview for one of thew following jobs:

--Position 1--The Countz_Youth Agency is hiring summer counselors to
administer programs for,youth ages ra-22. Responsible for planning and adminis-
tering a variety of educational and recreationalIactivities. Pays (insert
amount) per hour. Interested in%applicants with'a sport's background.

--Position 2--A local automobile manufacturer is hiring full-time summer employees
to fiNr in-during the summer vacation seaspn. Would work a variety of.jobs and
shifts, wherever ndeded'in factory. Tay'lirisert 3 x minimum) ,per hour.

-A-Position 3 A nationally known seed company is looking for distributors in Ohio.
Job consists ,of restocking garden seed displays in store of assigned territory.
Company vehicle furnished. Pay (insert dollar over minimum) guaranteed, plus
commission, up to $15 per Set own hours.

0
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PROCESS
SKILLSI

CONCEPTS
-

Appearance for
an interview

STRATEGIES

Traini0Veducation

34

Assume"7ou are competing with your classmates
Training Teachers, Guidance Counselors) Have
viewer as follow-up. *Interview Criteria may
letter with the following components: it

7

for the job. Be interviewed. (Job

an evaluation conference with 'inter-
be shared with you. Write a follow-up

t

--thank the interviewer for talking with you about the job.
-tell the interviewer that yqu are interested in the job.
---tell the interviewer that you thiNe you are qualified for the job.

Use teachtr provided illustrations (portraying unkempt hair, fashion dress, chewing
gum, unshaven lot, wrinkled othes, poor posture). Identify what 'should `be

corrected forp better personal pearance for an interview.

*
Select appropriate dress from a catalog for a specific job you woulb like. Identify

job desired and place'on,bulletin board.

Select three/lobs/careOrs you believe you are interested in and find information about

them in your school's career center. Answer the questions:

-What kind of training or education will you need for the job?
--What will be theAapproxiMate cost for the training or education?

Rank in order of preference (1,2,3,4) what would be most important to you in a job.

The opportunity to work on your own initiative without superviSion.

b. The opportunity to be of service to people.
c. The opportunityoto learn new things.
d. The opportunity to do things well and have a feeling of.accomplishment.

a. Training that will help you to,get a job where people will be responsible

b.

c.

d.,

to you.
Traininglphat-411 help
Training for lob as a
where you coul pe
Training for a job that

to prepare sou, fora job with good prospects for security.
nurse, a counselor, ,a social worker or similar job

ople.
will demand a great deal of effort such as, an artist,

a researcher, a musician.

35'
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PROCESS
SKILLS

CONCEPTS

Responsibil ies
of an employe
employee

36

WF 1.15

4-11- STRATEGIES

I
Reflect on the above rankings and see if they relate to the type of job/career you are
.placing for. How? If not, consider alternatives and consequences.

Listen to Paner"of employee/employers who represent job interests of class members, in
talk on responsibilities and "pet peeves" of employers/employees.

Describe so*one you consider to be a good employer/employee. Identify the qualities
that make them a good employer /employee.

Answer the following questions in your journal.

-,-Do you think you do the best you can to fulfill your job as an employee:(babysitter,
student, newspaper'route)?

--What are your most valuable assets as an employee?
--What are your least valuable assets as an employee? \,_5

Use leThe Promotion Puzzle activity. Discuss the good skills and work habits that will
lead to a promotion.

In a small group, develop steps involved in planlfng for promotion on the job.

Interview a member of yTuk family to see if he/she can identify ways to be promoted on
his/her job. Report 'findings to class.

-In your family, identify an employee/employer. Identify assets and limitations of the
member and tell how she/he might improve and how you might help.

In small group, design a chart on "Rating an Employee." (Accuracy, aler attendance,
quantity of work.) Rate yourself as an employee using chart. Compile rat s and post.

In small group, develop a skit and present to class on one of the following:

- -Do the present job to the best of your ability.
--Upgrade your knowledge and add to your skills.
- -Recommend changes for improving work conditions.
-- Develop good,on-the-job'relationships.
- -Ile prepared for future opportunities.
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PROCESS
SKILLS

CONCEPTS STRATEGIES
'et

38

R

Changing jobs

After your presentation, write the purpose on the board under title, "Ways- to Succeed
on the,Job."

%
Fill in reasons why one might remain on the job and why one might choose to change
Jobs. (Make list on board under each heading.)

Discuss reasons why one should share with family,members before making a decision to-
leave a job.

Illustrate, with drawings, the major reasons for resigning from a job (better job
elsewhere, the job changes, you change, dead -end job). Discuss alternatives and
consequences of not resig ng for each reason given.

IEE - Share with a family member knowledge you have, learned in class and write in
journal what material yqu shared and how it Shotld benefit, the family,. ember.

FHA/HERO-Arrange to have a "hands-on experience" with an employee/employer in an
area of interest.

FHA/HERO,- Participate in fob application and interview skill events.

y



COULD I GET A JOB?,

by Ruth Harms
;IF 1.15

14,e you dyer has a job? Have you ev$r tried to get one? Have you ever wondered if you could get a job? This,
chart is planned to help you get a picture of how employable you are. Different factors are listed which employers
consider when hiring their workers. In order to find Out how employable you are, 'read the instructions c,?,refully
and then fill out the chart. 1

AA" 4
Instructions:'

On the left side of the chart, quostions d relatin9 to employability are fisted. Following each question are, five
possible an4wer4. 'Read eacarquestion and the possible answers. Think ab,4iut yourself in relation -to t4e question.
Circle the number in the Space after the answer or answers true of you.

Some questions will be easier to anskver than others., For instance, you know your age so,the question about-your
age will be easy to answer. To answer other questions, you will have to think about yoursdlf and decide whether
or not the statement is trge of you. Be as honest as you can, (Don't over-rate yourself but do give yourself
credit where you deserve it.) The score that will be most helpful to you is the one that most truly desdribes you
as you really are.

Questions' 1, 2, 3 and 4 have only one possible correct answer. Questionb Jit and 6 have several possible answers,
but you only need to mark the highest level that is true of you or none none is true of yop. 'For the remai
questions you should mark each answer that is true of you it could, be all five categories, or none of hemTV

Sample item for Questions 1-6.
r
Subtotal...

.

What'-is )Our grade
in school?

I
. -

I am in
liade 8

k
I am in

. Grade 9
2

I am in
Grade 10

I amPin
Grade 11

I am in
_Grade 12

N
)

.

3
-

4I.

r

If you are in Grade 10, circle the number in the space-afeer the statement as shown. .Of course, if you are in' \"

another grade, mark in the space after that grade. If your grade is not given in'any of the statements,,do not
mark any. Write the number that*you circled (j.f any) the space on the right side of the page under the heAding
"Subtotal" as shown.

n.

Work quiCkly, but carefully. Do not'spend much tine on any one statement. Be sure" to read a
after each question and then mark accordingto directions. Ha!ve fun:

Source: Illinois Teacher,-1973, Nov-Dec.,pp. 93 -97.

e . -

1 the statements ,?x

41IP
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Mark the one answer which best describes you for Question$ 1, 2, 3 and 4 by circling the ,umber in the box that
follows the deScription .

...
.

1. HOW( OLD AM I? , Under 16 1 16 or 17 2' 18 or 19 3 20 to 24 4 25 and over 5
.

2. WHAT IS MY SEX?

WHAT IS MY RACE

,
.

Non-white female
under age -20.

,

Non-white male
under age 20,

White male/female
under age 20.

.

Non-white gemale
under age 20,

Non-white male or
white female or
white male all
over age 20.

3. AM I PLANNING
AND PREPARING
FORA CHANGING
JOB MARKET?

Ar

,

I am in school
but I have not

completed my
educational
plans.

EP

Y

1

.

I am in school. and

have completed
planning my,high
school course,

but I have nbt
%lade any Jloca-

tional plans .

.

I am interested
in and am pre-
paring for one
kind of job.

.

3

I am interested
in several kinds

.:.,

of jobs and I am
preparing so that
I qualify- for
more than one.

.

4

I am preparing
for several
related occupa-
tions or a

,

"cluster" of
occupations so
that I will have
a wide choice.

5

-4. AM I WILLING
TO MOVE?

I want to, live

and work in my
hometown (or
county) .

.

.

1

I want to live
and work in an
area where my.
wife or husband
can also work.

.

2

I want to live
and work in my
home state.

\..

3

--
4,I would be will-

A

ing 'to go to a

nearby state to
work.

4

I would be will-
ing to go to any
city, state or
country to work.

5

Mark the one highest level you have reached for Questions 5 and 6.

5. WHAT ATTON
O INING DO

-- I HAVE?

I finished

grade school.
.

.

1
I had 2 or 3
years of high
school.

AP- --

2

.

I graduated from
high school. 3

I had special

training beyond
high school--
beauty school , jr .

college, technical
- , I '

4
I graduated
frtam college.

,

,

5

6. WHAT WORK

'XPEFtIENCE ,

HAVE I HAD?

,
. .

I have done
,

volunteer work

(wOirk without
pay)

,
.

.

'I
1

have taken
sChool, courses

related to the
job I will seek,

.

.

2

.

I have had on -the-

job training at
school.

i l

3

-

I have had a job
and my former
employer will
recommend me.

4

.

I .have had a job
related to one I
411 seek and my
former employer
will recommend me .

5

_ -
4'

42
TOTAL

43
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WF 1.15 total
WHICH OF THESE
FOOM,D0 YOU LIKE?)

--N

Orange

1 m

1 Milk 1 Cheese Green Beans 1 Ice CreaM ill
ii

For this question you should-circle the Akhilbers after the/foods -116.0 li

Or none of them. If -you like cheese and ice cream and do not like the
don't like Ay of the foodsiihrou should not mark any. Add the numbers
right side of the page in the space under the heading "'Subtotal."

Mark each statement which is true of you for the .remaining questions(

ke. You might circle all of the
other foods, you should mark as
that are circled and write this

pOssible choices
shown. If you
number at the

Sub-
total

7. WHAT .ACTIVITIES
HAVE I TAKEN
PART IN?

I am a member of
a club. 1

I ha' e done

committee work
for some organ-
ization.

.,

1

I haveyeen
active-in student

government.
.

,

1

I have been a
club officer.

.

1,

I'. have been active

in music, theater
or sports.

1

8. WHAT IS CHE
OINDITiON OF
MY HEALTH?

I am ,pot

pregfiant.

.

0

1

My weight is near.

average for my
age and height.

1

I do not often
catch colds and
other illnesses
whichkeepme home.

1

I do not have a
physical handicap
that would affect
me on a job.

1

I have excellent -'

health and feel
sure I could
pass a physical.

9. WHAT. IS MY
APPEARANCE
LIKE?

-

..,

I am clea5o\-and

have no unpleasant

body or breath
odor.

1

My clothing is
neat and clean. 1

'My hair is
trimmed, clean
and well-groomed.

1

I am careful to
dress in manner
appropriate for
the oacasion.

1

I use makeup (if
any) moderately
and artfully.

1

.

1 .WHAT SPECIAL
ABILITIES OR
SKILLS DO I
HAVE?

I learh new
things quickly.

-

1

I can express
myself well
when speaking.

1

I can express
myself well in
writing.

1

I have special
ability in at
least one area.

- ,

-

.

1

I can usually plan

and organize work
and carry'it out
on my own.

11. WHAT KIND OF
ATTITUDES
I HAVE?

I am willing to
work at almost
anytime other
than school hours.

.

1

.

I do not lose my
temper even if
someone is being
unfair to me.

1

,..,

I would be willing

to work for low
pay and do less
pleasant tasks to
gain experience,
(if its something I
really went to ao).

1

I feel that I
should t,e willing
to do my very best
to please an
employer.

1

I feel that I
would be valuable
to an employer.

1
.

44
TOTAL

4 5 fb-
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eat
Sub-
total

12_ WHICH CIF THESE I am happy most of I get, along well I can accept I like new" situa- I often see
SPECIAL TRAITS the time. with Most people, criticism and tions and can work things to do
DO I HAVE? 1 my co-workers, 1 learn from it. 1 well in them. 1 and 'do them 1

, _ parents, sdhobl- without being
mates and told. ..

- - - a -
13. HOW DEPENDABLE I am nearly always I am neatly f can be trusted I am careful with I am strictly.

/M I? on time. always present, to work when the equipment. honest in what1 11 1wherrI am . boss is not pre- . 1 I . say and do.
supposed to be. sent.

irt -
* -.

,14. WOULD I KNOW I 'know where to go I have filled I know someone who I have had ajjob I know someone
HOW TO GO ABOUT to look for work. 1 out a real job 1 would recommend 1 interview, 1 who would hire 1
GETTING A JOB? application me. ine.

form. ,
e ,i

.

15_ DO I KNOW SOME- My friend or a A relative ether 1-A teacher or , A previous or pre-1 Parent .1 1 1 v 1ONE WHO CAN HELP friend of my than parent. comnselor . sent _employer,
ME GET A JOB? parents.

.

..; .

,

16. WHAT ISM I have a good I have had no I get along well I know at least one If asked about
SCHOOL RECORD? attendance record. 1 serious disci- 1, with most students 1 teacher or courise- Me, at least one

pline troubles and teachers. for who,, would counselor or
in school. recommend me as teacher would

trustworthy. say, "Yes I would
.

, ' hire this person.' '"
. . . .,

17. SPECIAL I have a way to I have a I don drink or I have lived in ift-ssal- my
1get toywork. 1 1 1driver's license - misuse drugs. this community parents work.

- -Tnost of 'my life. - ,a,

\ ,
P-

IO

. ..

46
p.

V
TOTAL,

47
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SoMe Bonus Possibilities:

If you rate extra points,ciycle them, add at the bottom, and"write the bonus total in the space at the r
page. Then you will be ready to add all points for your grand total!

1. IF I have a job I can add
2. IF I plan to look for a job relatdd to my future career I can
3. IF I am a veteran I can add
'4. IF I am perSiqtent I can add extra points:

a. IF, when I don't hear from an employer soon after
I apply, I will check back I can add 1 point.

b. IF, when I don't get the first job'I apply for, I
will try for another one I can add. . , , . 1 point.

c. IF I will keep trying. I Cal? add 1 point,

5 points.
add . . 2 points.

5 points.

Bonus t 1

t
L

WF 1.15

ht of the

Page 1 Total

Page 2 Total

Page 3 Total

Bonus Total

GRAND TOTAL

61

Explanation of Your Score:

40 or less- If you received a score in this range you would probably have some difficulty-getting a job. L ok over
the chart. You might get ideas about some special problem areas in which you can Make changes and
increase your score. Also, be sure to notice where you did rate well. You ca build upon your strengths!

41-47 You have some of the qualities that employers look for when hixing,,but you mj
getting a job. Study the chart for clues to ways in which you 0 become morale
Where can I make changes that will increase my employability? Bsure to notic

ve' some difficulty in
oyable. Ask yourself:
ere you rated well, too!

48-54 Your rating is about average for your age group. You might get a job, but if another person who rated
higher also applied he might get it instead. You are
some of your strengths and weaknesses. Perhaps you ca
your employability rating!

coming employable. Study the chart and pick out
plan to make some changes4vhich will increase

A

55-61' Your rating is good! You have a 'good start at developing the qualities, that employers look for when
hiring. Studying the chart can suggest where you might plan to make changes and rate even higher. You
will also want to keep building in areas iNereprou rate well!

62 or more - Keep up the good work. Your employability rating is high! You have many of the qualities employers look
fOr. Study the chart for clues about your strengths and weaknesses. Don't stop working.

48
49
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Official Popo,. You May Need

YOU MAY NFED
I

When Needed
How and When
to Ott It Issued by ...,

Illield SoeffifY sold *if v you Willy 11y1 i job Apply it YOUf local Soci44
liacurity pm.

1

U.S. Social Smutty Ad
obleenfilliOn OW* OffiC0

I*. WORM*

41141

_ If rewired by
to more ego 1

..

,

Conisei health daparernsist
it orauray uftore you wars
barn or:

Vital &Wades
P.O. lion 210
Jacksonville. FL 32201

Haim dopartment of the
ofiunly where you were
born or your augurs vital
swords department

Week permit
lap eerdfiebeel .

11 yew% under 111: if
you're under It you need
a job offer first

13o to principal's office
and/or county school
beard office -

lune of Florida through
as , he schools

Driver lir.

'.

ff your job Includes. driving

.

.

If you're II or over. apply
.ot your local driver lima
office fyou Must be lel

Florida Department of
Hi.nvay and Motor
Vehkles, Oriver License
Dsion

111.4 NNW diploma

or

Senn* liquirdemy
Diplome 1010)

If required by ihmiciyer

v

if required by senPihVer

Photo 4 a copy t the high
school from which you
'mislead or at the school
board office in the county
where you gradusiod

Cla your county sohoof
board office to find out
how to bite this en

H1 schools

-..

.

Nigh schools. vocational-
technical schools, tom.
swishy iolleges

%Wm, swarm. If required for the job Ilsosivs when you pass e
training 'Wm, ffor oir-
wok "ink" cobs.
*Mei amiettWO

Sponsor of training pro-
yarn (for etimolo.
your school)

Oimmedonsi Names If required to practice
your ocCupation (for
ournflia..11s a barber
or practise, nuns)

When you meet the sties
requirements ter your
oesuposish

The licensing board for
your mpotion, usually
"we* your Its*

Woe cord 01.141ds on job: the em-
plover will tell yew. If
troire member, you cart
weed le thew proof thet
you're a mernbst or thl
yew% told yaw dues.

Receive when you join
mien

.
I it

ik

Union you Ian
'

.

$111611t kleotIlloasion mid
scalene ID)

. t
If required to prove thee
you ero s lltriont

Aak in the echoed offies Your sahool

Source: raw loyability SkJllb eries , Florida beiparbfiont o iduca ion

50,
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Name

APPLICATION FOR EMPLOYMENT

Address

f
Last first

Date,/

Middle

Age Phone

Education

Job Desired

Name of School
Years

Location Attended

Elementary

Junior High
it

Best Subjects

Favorite Activities

References: Give below the names of two)people, not relatives, whom you have known
for one year.

Name Address

r

Work History: List any previous jobs which you have held.

Employer Address Duties

dr

Why do you want this job?*

Why would you be good on this job?*

*No : May be-used as partof interview, rather than application.

51 r.
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In

SAMPLE FOLLOW-UP LETTER

Mr. L. Robert Irvin
Parker's Department Store
4 North Sandusky Street
Browtown, Ohio 43015

2451 State Route 37
Browtown, Ohio 43015
October 15, 1982

Dear Mr. Irvin:
/

Thank you for taking time-to talk with me on Thursday. The
position that we discussed interested me greatly. believe I
have the qualifications to do the job well and hope that you will
consider me,for the position.

I look forward to hearing from you. Thank you again for your
time and consideration.

Sincerely,

Jim Longwell

re



.1.

PERSONAL INFORMATION:

Name:

Address:

Phone:

RESUME

James Longwell Date: October,.14, 19U2
O

325 South Sandusky Street Ages 7

Browtown, Ohio 43015

(614) 369-3272

Social Security Number: 000-000000

g
- EDUCATION AND TRAINING:

Browtown High School, Browtown, Ohio
(presently attending)

4
WORK EXPERIENCE:

Shoe.salesclerk at The People's Store, 310 North Sandusky Street,
Browtown, Ohio - March, 1982 to October, 1982.

REFERENCES:

Mr. Robert Black
2451 State Route ,37
Delaware, Ohio A3015

4

53

WM.

of

4

Ms. Sue Howdy
M432 North Washington Street
Delaware, Ohio 43015

e

'f3



Applicant's Name

Iti

INTERVIEW CRITERIA

CRITERIA

4

Interviewed by-

SCORE
.

.
.

.

excellent

5

good

4

.
'fair

3

needs
work
2

poor

1

,PERSONAL CHARACTERISTICS
--dress and grooming f

--manners .

.
.

SELF-EXPRESSION
--responds appropriately

to questions
. ?

. ,

I

MATURITY '

--makes judgments and decisions
. .

1

.

.

...

b

.

.

PERSONALITY
--outgoing, warm, tactful .

,
. -

..,
1

- 110

EXPERIENCE -

--academicltichievementS
--extra-curricular activities

. .--work experience
r ,

or

,

1.-

A_
ENTHUSIASM AND INTEREST

--interest in job

,

, _

. .

CAREER GOALS ' .-

--how can this job Contribute
to them? r

.

.

'

c,.. .

TOTAL

Interviewei's comments: 4

54-
31 .e



The Promotion Puzzle'

You can make Just as many wrong steps as right ones on
the path to promotion. The puzzle on the 'next page will

show you some of these qteps. in this' puzzle, each move

depends on your Showing good or bad work habits and

skills ,The good skills and work habits will lead you to a ..,ff
proMbtion.

To get started, find the arrow marked "START." As you go
through the puizle, you will be moving forward and

backward. Move the number of spaces each block tells you
W. Use your fingertip to help you keep your place. Some
spaces will ask you to place a letter in the blocks in'the
per right corner of the page. When you ate done; these let-
ters will spell out what you may get on the job for having

good work habits and skills. The promotion puzzle is on the-

next page. ,

-

Source: Employability Skills Series, Florida Department -of-Education.2

JY

3
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You can't get
along with your
co-workers. Go

back

You had loud
argument with a

co-worker. Go
back

You "borrowed" a
shirt from thil
sales rack and
didn't return it.

Go back

Your sales team is
- numbei one

betause of you;
leadership. Move

forward

You are taking a
correspondence
course in your
type of work.
KW! forward

2

You've been
attending night
school to learn
more about youi

job. Put an "N" in
blank #9 and
move forward

Two people also
being considered
forte promotion
have found other

jobs: Put an "0" in
blank #3 and

inoire forward

You signed up for
the company

training program.
With your new
skills, you can
move forward

You've been'
reading about and

studying your
kind of work. Put

"M" in blank
#4 and inove

forward

33
P e2.
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U)
r-4

'Y.
Place ,

Letters
Her.

This competition
"(as too tough and

better qualified
person got the
job. Go back

You lost your
temper with a

difficult

Gettin
1

slam

a

2

3

4

$

fr

You turned in the
bestlooking and
most accurate
report. Move

knward
You've been
with the company
longer than
anyone now.. Put
an -r in blank 07
and move forward

You pay close
attention to the

boss's instnictions.
Moire forward

spaces.

Your woik area is
mesa. Move

bock

311
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PERENNIAL PROBLEM

PRACTICAL PROBLEM

CONCERN/CONCEPT

What To Do Regarding Coordinating
Work and the Family

What Should I Do Regarding
Oiroyiding an Economic Base?

Income Procurement/Self Fulfillment

Se.

HOMEMAKING SKILLS

Explorealternatives for personal
development

WF 1.16

+6,

PROCESS
SKILLS.

'CONCEPTS

58

Rewards.

4

STRATEGIES
, to

Place yourself on a scale of 1-10 (1 sow, 10 super) ,as to hbw you feel about yourself:
Why do you feel that way?

Look of overhead transparency oftWlow's hierarchy of needs. In journal, write how
you feel about yourself related to -emotional needs.

Complete statement's similar to:

4--,The way a parent/guardian feels about his/her job influences.
--The way a parent /guardian feels about his/her job may be reflected in the home by..
--When I work I feel...)

Discuss the charactefistics Of a job that would help one feel fulfilled.

Brainstorm the rewards a worker received at work, the rewards the family receives from
worker and the rewards the worker receives from his/her family.

Develop rewards that could b` used for family members
e

in appreciation of employment
and of work done at home. Place on bulletin boaid.

A
Discuss long and:short-tePm reWards

,
P
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4

Tradeoffs

Improvements

7

60

I

S

STRATEGIES

Use the practical reasoning proces's to &cids:

--for a teacher in Science to continue teaching
--for-one-to manage a restaurant or own one.

a

go inpdb4siness.

\---for one to, be a salesperson' selling paint at Sears o; be a travellAg salesperson
for A paint company selling paint to factories in six states.

1.16

Conbider the consequences. Create a Swap Shop,7. With item brou
exchange for another item when the number is called that is taped
chair. Ohe may-get to 'trade several times fepending'on number in
consi,quenCes of the tradeoffs.

as your assignment,
to the back of your

...c11p. Discuss the

In large group discuss tradeoffs one family memberea use for-income from
another' member.

Brainstorm examples of tasks one me gives -for an exchange of another task.

Summarize in journal what it me.01K for you to be self fdlfille0 at a, job and what
characteristics identify self fulfillment. Identify tradeoffs. How does your)plf
fulfillment influence your-family and your community?

Answer the following questions:

--How could a family member be more fulfilled at work?
--How could one be'\nore fulfilled at home?
--What choices does one have-to improve self fulfillment?

Involve family members irvan effort to reward one another. Share examples in class
at-the end 9f six weeks.

Panel of six employers/employees share how thdy havelpeen fulfilled as workers.

FHA/HERO-Do Swap Shop acting at FHA/HEROsmeeting.
.

I
61
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PERENNIALPROBLEM

,fr

What To -"Regarding Coordinating
Work an the Family, \.

2
1RACT I CAL. PROAM

CONCERN/CONCEPT

'PROCESS

NNN

SKILLS

What Should I Do Regakding PrOkriding
an Econorlic Base?

WF 1.17

SK LLS

--Tiegtermine ealistic expectations

Income Procurement/Reaaistic Expectations

0
A."

CONCEPTS
4. 'STRAT L1 ES

1

6 2

Exploration of
job/career

Close yOur eyes and vis n yli;rself at your first job of r Iiigh school. How old are
yott? Where are you? Tr kt type of job do you save? Can you vision your boss? Share
thopghts partnbr. Cios4 your eyes and #ision yourse f at a job ten years from
now. (Ask the above questions.) Share with partner%

MIN

D aw a picture of youx*eif on a job tenmoprs from now. Under the picture answer the i
tlowing or similar qtleVitions.

--po $rou have

If 'soy- ist.
--If you not hake all the necessary skills and)qualifles at the present time,

identify those you need to. develop and list ways to g

ti
,O

the skills-and qualities necessary for thip job at the present time?

--If you find, that you need further training or educati are th e plans for the
financia3, help you will need in your personal or family budget? not, what
choices lio,you have?

...
.

Estimate the'&mount of ,.pay one receives, for the following year based pn a year's income
for.ten of the following jobs or you may substitute other jobs, if you wish. Choose
(ndmber depending on class size) to check for actual income.

.

, j

I. Fa ory\worker at (local plant) .
2. orb. worker who has been there for 10 years.

ctory worker who has been there for 20 years.
Factory worker who has been s.



PROCESS
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Self search

64

41.

de-'
STRATEGIES -

WF 1.1740

3. Beginning apprentice with a plumber.
4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

A plumber who owns the business.
A secretary in a community agency office.
A legal secretary.
A loan officer with a bank,
A teller at the bank.
A beginning teacher in the system. 4

A teachei- with a Master's degree who has been
A teacher with a Master's degree who has been

V A teacher with a Master's degree who hasapeen
/ 11, A college professor.whohas been teaching for

A college professor who has been teaching for
A college,professor who has been teaching for

12. A coach who has first job coaching in-high sch
A coach who has 12 years of experience.

13. A beginning pngineer.
14. An engineer wlth the State Highway Department.
15. An'engineer wAth a private business.
16. A beginning waitress at first job.
17. A waitress with 10 years of experience.

A waitress with 20 years of experience.
18. A telephone operator.
19. A telephone supervisor.
20. A'housekeeper at 4 motel.'
21. A housekeeper super/iloy at a motel.

Discuss the realities and eXpectationi of eachtef the above

Use checklist on aptitudes and skills for a self search.

4

tea.ing 10 years.
teaching 20 years,
teaching 30 years.
10 years..

20 years.

30 years.
ool.

1

sitions.

.

Write an article titled "Investing in Yourself." Lip goals that you have for jobs-
or a career and identify skills, aptitudes and abilities you hive that will reach the

4
goals.- Identify those u need to accomplish during school and tell what you could
do to reach the goal.

.
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Rewards

STRATEGIES-

Ask guidanceicounselor for recommendations. of resources to help you identify skills,
aptitudes and abilities.a_hoose one to three skills to be developed over the term
And write a contract. Attainment to be reinforced by grade.

rl

Answer the following questions: How many years do you hope to be employed during your
lifetime? How many years do you think you will be employed during your life? Based
on the above information, how:old are you likely .t.o.,be when you-retite? How many years
has your mother worked away from home?' Your father? -.Ask your parents how many years
they thought they would be employed when ehey'were in high school? How reap.stic has
their goal been? What;changed the number of years worked? Compare your expectation
with your mother's/father's and write outcome in journal.

Join a female group if you are a girl and a male group f a fellow. Separate group to
. opposite sides of room or adjoining rooms, if possible. Each group brainstorm for

five, minutes to complete the following sentence related to job and career: ."Because I
an a man, I must... (for the male group) or "Because I am a woman, I must... (for,the
female group). Record your responses in large writing on a large sheet of paper.
Next, using a new piece of paper, brainstorm for five minutes As follows: (For the
male group) "If I- were a, oman, I could..." and (for the female group) ."If I were a
man, I could. In tot group, listen as one person reads the two "must" lists,'then
the two "could" lists (four lists, are posted): Reply to following qdestions Are
.t14tiliany surprises? What are similarities in two lists of musts/coulds? What are
differences in two lists of "musts" and "coulds"?

Number your paper from 1 to 10 down left margin as illustrated and c6ntinue copying the
chart. (See drawing.)

.

.

Activitiesfor Self-Awareness of Jobs/Careers

.

1.

2.

I am a person Who likes

-
.

eit''

*

1

Rank

2

Job

3

Proud

4
,

Influenced
by family

5
-.

Influenced
by others

6

Rewards
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WF 1.17
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PROCESS
SKILLS

S

CONCEPTS

it

STRATEGIES
e.

51i .7 * 6

In space on left write ten things you like to do which you consider
job. IrLCONlumn ..

. ,.

.

1. ,rank the order starting with your favorite 'activity ag_l and continue.
2. identify a job using.this skill;
1. answer yesi or no if y& would be proud'of this job.
4. .check if you have-bben inffUenced by family member(s). ,

S. check if you have been lofluenced by othrrs.
6. list rewards you should receive froth,thit job:

applicable to a

After completing the chart summare'your findings by completing these statements.

have an interest to
realize that I could be,proudir
am aware that my family has in luenced we
know that othersfbave influenced me
recognize the rei

Brainstorm and list ohblackboard rewards one expects to
Categorize into patterns (personal or family ecdnotics).

receive from employment.

Brainstorm and list "headaches"-one may receive from employment. How can we deal
with each of these?

,-
./

TEE Write an autobiography addressing the following points:

- -The way.my past has influenced my'choices for my future plans for employment. ,

- -The way my present circumstance's are influencing my future plans for employment.
--My future plans for employment.

FHA /HERO - Listen to

income procurement.

Work with committee
of employment.

Use uess t

re

g

into t

your

a motivational speaker discuss expectations and realities of
,

.

to make exhibit for school or community

,C

Job/Career aatiylty. Ariswer yes _or no to qUestions the member asks

icture taped on hiS/her badk. Likewiserlyouask others so you-can

on expectations/realiti
)04

f

1

O

A

4.

areer.



PERENNIAL PROBLEM

PRACTICAL PROBLEM

CONCERN/CONCEPT

(.n

What To Do Regarding Coordinating
Work and the Family

What Should I Do R arding
Providing an Economic Base?

Income Procurement/Social ImpliCations

C-

HOMEMAKING SKILLS

to-

,Investigate social implications
of employment

WP 1.18

;

PROCESS
SKILLS CONCEPTS STRATEGIES

Social status

70

Observe two items on your table (status Symbols to which your students could relate--
alligator shirt, tee shirt). Discuss the meaning oS status symbols. Are the items
status symbols? In what way? What do we mean, by social implications? Do they
reflect an economic lev41? Is economic level the reason for the status symbol? Are
there other reasons? 4

Having done research, debate one of the following topics.

- -Status is in the eye of the beholder.
--All students should be required to wear uniforms at school.
-7-Sta%us is a, reflection of work. ,

--Status and income'are synonymous.
- -Public assistance vs. taxpayer.

Using pictures of.earlier iperiodssuch as classrooms, athletic teams, uniformsfor
schoolilsmployee/employer, determine status' symbols. How.are they designated?
the same status symbols prbsent today? If so, why? Is it difficult to defermin
status symbols? Why?

Discuss.with grandparents the following 'questionS. Share with class.

--Did you have status symbols when you were my age?.
--Was this a goal people worked toward?' ti

--Why did it make a difference?
II



PROCESS
SKILLSSKILLS

CONCEPTS

S

STRATEGIES

WF 1.18

--Do you thlilk status is as important in today's society?
--Does it have different meanin today?

nscuss: vf`''
--Does the type of work one does inquencatatia
--Does a woman/man gain statuses bec -fie/she wo

. - .

is a community volUnteer..r pu5lic servant such
--Is your faWy Affect bi the kind of Mork you
would not went your or friends to know?

1
.

Find pictures in magazines that reflect status of work. Share ht the picture
.relates to status--cafeteria worker in uniform.. Place on bulletin board with caption
"Status: Does It Matter?"

1 -

for self and family ?.

S, because he/she stays home and
as president of the school board?
do? Can you think of a job you
Why?

IderiSkfy status in the following situations:

--Mr. and Mrs. Alright Were recently married. When introduced, Mrs. Alright Was
-spoken to kindly, but.when introduced to Bob's wife, the response Was more caring
and warmer. (Husband's job)

--In three'months, Mrs. Alright became a vocational home economics teacher in an
area school. She made home visits and participated actively at the County fair.
Now she is known as Mrs. Alright., (Position-Teacher)-

- -O% a TV talk

homemakers.
old childten
received a 1
women)

show, Mr's. I, Mrs: E. and Mrs. A share the - rewards of being_full-time
Mrs. I Wieves herself to be a good mother, fot her two and four-year-

. Mrs. E is a gOlo-rraveling companion to her husband'and Mrs. Al
,000-hour pin for being a volunteer at the hospital. (Position'of

--Jim washes dishes at a local restaurant. At school he tells his buddies he has
the.iibst important job in the place because he keeps `everyone else "happy.":
(Pride in work)

7 3'

rill
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STRATEGIES

Count'eommissioners and City Council members are recognized at many banquets by being
introdUced with their wives/husbands. You may have noticed on TV that the reporters
stand when the President q1 the United States enters the robm. (Respect for the
office)

fl

Read artic14 on handout sheet Status Also'is in Beholder's Eye. Write a similar story_
relating status-symbols with jobs and careers in your community. May include personal
and environmental factors. .

*all groups *lake a collage to show the social implications individuals or families
gain from income, Identify with short captions. In-4ournal, tell specific things
your faMily derives,. If they are negative results, what cart the family do to deal
with thes4. fcngs? L^ to.

tenOf pr. Tents' friends. Mark those whose friendships began due to employ-
Inent e),Ati ships. In the last year, how many times has your family been to a social
fun. ion re sting to people they work with now? Why do people who work together often

gether? Is this, an advantage or disadvantage? Support your answerwith'
4eason$. What are other social rewards received from workers' employment?

del AD: to: !efer t perennial problem: What to do regarding nurturing human development
area waling i'feth self concept if you need entry level information.

7Have-you been influenced by things people have said to you like "You will be.a lawyer
- when you grow up because'` you like to argue, Y Stop ictilig,so childipsh, Will youeverv.

grow up ? ", "You'd forget your head if it wasilLtattached"? Write dowr cs many -similar

vo. kinds of responses you can remember *people saying to you. These may bemegative or
positive statements. With one of these statements in mind, get up and become a part
of one of two circles,' one going clockwise and on oing in the opposite dfrection.
When the t7cher sayt:stop, say to the person in

,
other circle whom you are near,

P"Hi, I'm and I Would lose-my head i it weren't attached." The person
yO4 have spoken to replies with, "Hi, I'm . and I am going to be a lawyer ,
when I grow up because I like to argue." Co'tinue for,five miriptes, sit down, and _.A.._

respond in discussion to - - A
'Is:-

44
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WF 1.18

--How did you feel when you did this experience? 3

-Did the people with positive statements act differently than those with negative

statements?
--What non-- verbal communication did you see?
-Are our self concepts affected by the things people say to us?

Choose one of the positive statements you have been told aftd wrfte a paragraph on how

you can use itto your benefit to continue to build your self concept in the world of

work. Choose one of the negative statements and use the practical reasoning process

to deal with the problem.

List and critically examine the accuracy of positive and negative expectations of

ycurself which others have expressed. ("I always thought you would be a teacher...".)

Answer the ,following questions: Do I agree with the expectation? Why or why not?

In a small group compile alist of positive ways employees can build self concept at
NN

work. Make a list of4egative ways employees can lower self concept. Change negative

ways to positiv6 ways. (A waitress already overburdened with work is told by the boss

to hurry there are people waiting. Change to "Maria, I see you are extremely busy.

Map I help you by...?") Share lists with ethers in class.

If you are employed, choose _ft,Npartner who is also employed.

choose a partner who is not employed. If you are employed,
post at school,tor,help employees have a good self concept.
prepare four slogans, to p t qp at home to hglp members who are employed.

clams has observed all of s ogans,'choose representatives from the em

OD talk with principal to h approval to.post (teacher may need to discuss with

principal before exper once in feteria, custodian office and teacher lounge to-

build Self concept f employees' nd report any reactions to class. If you are in

unemployed group, put two up at home. Report back to class on reactions of family

members.

you are not employed,
prepare four s ogans to
If you are unem oyed,

the
roups

Reflect and write a paper or statement, "It has been said that some people are
unemployed because they have such a negative self image that they never:ask for

a job."
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PROCESS
SKILLS

CONCEPTS STRATEGIES

7S

1EE- Get family together,or interview members one at a time and develop a list of
family strengths onhe employee/employer relationships as related to your family.
You may use similar topics as listed below to direct your questions.

--Fun things we do together
--What family members appreciate about the family
--What we are. grateful for concerning our family %I

--Strengths and good qualities of different family members

Post, in family room or in conspicuous spot, a family banner reprisenting each
family member's strengths to encourage family support.

FHA/HERO-Help to build someone's self concept at work byrecognizing his/her need
for support. Turn in an account of what you have done in six.weeks.

eft

79, LI
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The Lighter Side

Status also is in
beholder's eye

By Dick West
WASHINGTON (UPI) Status, like

beauty, smog, pollen and cinders, is in
the eye of the beholder.

Attributes that Might incitehero wor-
ship at, say, a truck stop wouldn't
necessarily impress the crowd at, say,
a polo game. And vice versa. .

. I mention this by way 'of. tatdioiting
readers of Penthouse, whose 'July issue
features a UM of Washington status
symbols. Penthouse sometimes con-
fuses status symbols _with mere per-
quisites, or what are known in labor-
management quarters as fringe
benefits. Here is a representative
sampling:

I "Having your phone bugged.';
"Use of the presidential box at the

Kennedy Center."
"Catching the president's cold."
"Exotic trees in Your office,

courtesy of the National Arboretum."
"Having a baby animal at the Na-

tional Zoo named for you."
y can see how these .goodies might

serve as prestige-Anhancers in some
government circles. But let no Pen-
thouse reader be misled into assuming
they would be recognized as status
symbols throughout the capital,

For status-seeking purposes, the
federal establishment may be loosely
diOided into four segment*: Civil Ser-
vants, Polley Makers, Heavy Hitters
and. Eggheads.

Civil Servants are the 'bureaucrats
who actually do the ork.

Policy Makers, including lobbyists,
consultants, whistle-blowers and other
fringe groups, spaitd all their time try-

ing to get a point across.
Heavyt Hitters are congressional

r

46

80

committee chairmen and department
heads.

Eggheads are the token intellectuals
who think things through.
Their status symbols are not

necessarily interchangeable. This point
is nicely illustrated by limch.

Civil Servants, as a class, eat lunch in
gov4rinnent cafeterias; Policy Makers..
have 'three- martini lunches in posh
restaurants; Heavy Hitters have
private dining rooms 'adjacent to their,
offices; Eggheads bring their lunch
from home in brown paper bags.

. The "perks" desired by pail; of the
federal establishment leave other parts
entirely uncovetous, as we shall see if
we apply a couple of Penthouse's status
symbols to the four segments isolated
'above.

A Policy Maker who wangled seats in
the presidential box at the Kennedy
Center would %ain status only among
other Policy Makers, plus a few Civil
Servants who stood in line to buy
tickets.

Heavy liftters would not be interested
in watching a performance from the
presidedtial box unless the president
also was present.

And Eggheads watild prefer to drink
In culture from a blanket' pread on the
lawn at Wolf Trap Farm.

As for "Having your phone \buggesl,"
only Civil Servants conld derive status
from that.

Policy Makers would be the fines who
ordered the bugging. fleecy Hitters
would have security decoding devices
that scrambled their telephone conver-
sations. And Eggheads would use the
pay phone aethe end of the corridor.

I
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What To Do Regarding Coordinating. Work
and the Family _

What Should I Do Regarding Providing
,an Economic:Base?
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.4,1F 1.19

Identify pe4onal leveli of independence

4!"

Income Pvelurement/Independence vs. Qependencer

CONCEPTS, STRATEGIES

4

.

4

NiK

6

AdulthoOd
expectations

0

V

. .

observe display of attractive material things. (Teacher prepares one according to
'Itvalues andtAges 9f class-rctirrent record album, recent concert ticket stub, concert

ir ,
_T-'shi,rt, designer jeans, cigarettes, toy car.) Respond by making -a rWt of those
things you' like to have. .0- m,

,0 -a?! .
41,

Think about how you will obtain these "things." How.many of you immediately thought.
you parents would,tuy these? Are these things -"must ,haves" or "nice-to-havef? Are
they imme#iaf°e or . permanent? ,N111,tkey ing'happl.ness or pleasure? (Is there a

.

11;difference why?)
,

Read eachqfsthese s ituations and categorize as adult 'or youth

-Thq.hpyse TiAg, payment comes lirst &n our-list of ex.penses.

--There's a blousetn sale whit I intend to buy as soon as I
-71 haveo_take Gail to the dentist. May I please have $30?
-I'll call home and get a ride that way.

`--The qO bill is- too high!
--I take tree 30-minute shows a: day tn the summer ,/
--I'm going.to the store. Please give me some money for a','"snack.

- -I'm stopping for 'a beer on the way hoMerfrom work,. so I'll be a little
later than usual..

statement's.

get paid!

,,

--I'm going to get that sound' system foe My -cam with my income tax iefilnd money.
4

.

-
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1

J.

F.

Respons1;bilities
of being inde-
_pendent

I, -

9

p

i>

.0

83.

5)

What do these statements have too mithbeing an " adult" -or "youth"? Are there adults
who are youths? Does being 25.mean you're an adult? Why or why not? Wrie you own
definition of what! being an adult means to you.

o

Brainstorm other situations and/or Ty shoWs wiere adulthood .expectations are being
guestiOned by others in the drama. fWhateffect'do they have on the others in the
s4atiori?

.6
Using resource (personal if you workor Parent/adult if you don't work) deVelop a list,e-

-of responsibilitlep you have_to assume in order to be independent. Do yolf.think of
independence as something y40 strive to attain? Do--yeTwant tb be independent? .Why'or.
why not? Dees it seem overwhelming 410.you? Are you Atisfied being whatyou.are? How
longfdo you think' this satisfacti9 will last? Are you. more understanding. of what frus-
tratigns your parent(s)./gtlardiIplfeel when; they are confronted by the of. their,
resources?, Share your feelings with 'the class., F f

4"
invfte,persons at various staged of being/becqming 14dependent to foitm. a panel. Develop
some questions;to ask these p4Ifie, (Are you happy?' Wliat do you plan to do? Are you
frubteatepunWappy with ,your irct.iEstances? Why?)

-Recent graduate living' at home, going to coligge full time and working part time,
' --Recent Aaduate.living at' home, working and buying.a car.

--College student,]; l ieing.near campus whose parents are paying full expenses.
-Recently divorced pirent who his been home with-the children and has no employ-
ableable skills. % 4

. -, 0
..

--Employed mdle/female (35-46. A) with family.
,

-Employed "Male/female living alone (20,,25).

*pnemploy4d male/female 11\414 at ,home 1Y0-25). ..,
__une pl yed male/femgle who has recently been laid off Wilth no prospeit for future.

ti

, A,.. ..:

Write,:a. summary of the' presentation includAk.some bf t4 ilfi
seems. most depentent? Who" seems happi.4filt or mosti,satisfied?

.

dent? Give re add WS for rour conclusions.
i

v

,..,

r 0
ir

nding's of the class. mho
Who heems most indepen-

,
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Respond to the.statements made at the beginning i which you were asked toiseEirate

the adult. from the youthNindependent from tl}e ndent). Change each youth state-
ment to an. adialtstatement and include, if you want, thet alternative for leaving' thp

statement stand as is. Then analyze the consequences involved for each statement.
4

'Consider how each decision will affect the adult, the youth, relatives, the community.

Recognizable . List situations where peopre. are not independent. (Handicapped, college student,

dependent states .displaced homema4er.) How do you feel' about thVse people?. Are theS'r adrain't6n

sdbiety? How do they affect you,..yourfamily arid your ,community?

(
,, FHA/HERO-Using Impact planning Ncess develop.a service proltct which would help

those people in the recognizable dependent states. Also develop a ne'tvork.,,,of "Where

the Jobs'Are" and share with those o your miptership who have expressed a desire or

need to work.

sot d C
ndividually'complete these sentences:

--I learned 4hat yotIng adults mhyekperience these kinds of "problems when becoming

independent11...
,-When pkople are 'dependent they feel....
--When people are independent they'feel.:..

en dependency le an' accepted fact of life,p1 feel responsible....
think everyone who can,2phould become independent....'

,

Consider positive effects on people,'who are independent and are able to
cope with responsibilities successfully. Consider the 'negative effects on a total

society which (who?) has too many people dependent upon ehe system for the responsi-
bility they are not assuming.

, AD'
F

86,
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1 what To Do Regarding Coordinating1 PERENNIAL PROBLEM
Work and the loamiliy

PRACTICAL PROBLEM

CONCAN/CONCEPT.

[HOMEMAKING SKILLS

What Should I Do IRtegarding Providing Explore home-based careers
an Economic Base?

Income Procurement/Home-Based Careers

I
WF.J.20

-9111

PROCESS
SKILL-S

CONCEPTS SIATEGIES

Definitions

Present
expectations

Re rring to bulletin board, collage, of collection of pictures(teacher prepares)
br nstdtm different types of home -based careers (farmer, dentist, doeXor, beaicittn,
insuranO, architect, artist, caterevy consultant, seamstress, tailor, computer-based
careers). Answer following questions Were you aware' of the number iii existence?

Which- ()ups need training and/or a high level of equipment? Which-nedda moderate '

level of training /equipment? What-types need little or no training/equipment: Select .

a career which appeals to you.-. Using Occupational Outlook Handbook, research what
types. of training would be needed for that career and for applicatibn to home-based
career.

Defi,ne words such as cottage industry, electronic cottage, prosuiner, computer hardware,
software, floppy-'disks, technoSphere, infosphere, sociosphere, electronically- expanded
family. (Refer: Toffler, The Third Wave, pp. 210-242.)

a 7
Intertriew f' ,:or more people you knew whd have home-based careers. What'do they feel

.
,

.

about their careers,? What did you obseryeas you' interviewtd them? Werelpey busy
'sod couldn't 4top? Were there interruptions? What probleTs have they enc untered?
What .kind .of home space would you need ?, Equipment?

t , -4 ',
,. 1.

a.

:Make a listlhof questions you Wquld like to hear' discussed by people, who have home-based
job, s/earex4.. (How is-youehome life affected 11y the job ? What typerof

14,
.

fringe Imnpflts do you pave? ."-social-security, private retirements, health insurance?
.

Listen to a patlqf menurciMeit describe "Or home -based oareers.,
.c. . 4'

. .,.

../
88 -ow
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WF 1.20

STRATEGIES, d
' Look over your chosen career again, d9(you have the skills/talents/desires to do this?
If not, select another home-based career which would realistically suit you. Give
reasons for your change of mind ird'w14y you feel this is albetter choice for you.

Using referertces\and your newly-chosen occupation, make a list of advantages/
disadvantages of'this career. COnsider salary, time, equipment, space, expense

'and hours you would/could work.

4

types of home-based careers are therq
- -What are three advantages and disadvantagsg of,hame-based careers?

qualities would a person need to' be suctessful ,in a home7baspd career? Would
these qualities be the same or different from other types of careers? How? Why?

After your list is complete, (transf`er in two columnsadvantages/disadvantages) know--
ledge about career onto large pieces of paper and post around room--share findings with
otherg (Advantages: lots of income tax, flexible hours; Disadvantages: privacy, no
benefits).

Research by using media center librarian for help to find futuristic 'articles on
Cottage Industry, Electronic Cottage or Homes/Family Life for the future. Report
findings to class.

Assuming that by the year2000, 15% of work force is employed part' or full time in the
home, write your own situational story of a home=based career family in 2000. You may

I
want to address the followin concerns: How would working at home change thq quality
of our personal relationship or the meaning of love? Haw will family structure be?
How-will relationships be formed ?. What 'would life be like in the electrgnic cottage?

4hWhat aracteristics will you look for when choosing a marriage partner? What relation-
ship ill the family have in the community?

As a Sving reporter, interview two students ancNro adults on ideas of what they think
the future homeeillad like? Where will they work? Report back to class on ideas pf.
the future. Are thelndividuals interviewed raking. any RreParationfor -changes?

,
Answer' the followinkg questions:



PERENNIAL' PROBLEM

PRACTICAL PROBLEM

CONCERN/CONCEPT
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What To Do Regarding Coordinating
Work and the Family HOMEMAKING SKILLS

What Should I DO Regarding Develop a financial plan
Providing an Economic Base?

Management of Economic Resources/Financial Planning and ResponsibiriAes

PROCESS'

SKILLS CONCEPTS
STRATEGIES

WF 1.21

91

Reachigg goals
through financial
planning

Identify one item you want badly enough.that yqu and willing to make sacrifices in
order to obtain. Use the $10.0 bill (play money), given to you to help achieve this
spending goal.' List the way or w4ays,which you believe the $100 would be most useful
to you.

'Make a bulletin board or poster using the caption 'Where' Does All the Money Go?,"
Display items Which teenagers buy.

Complete worksheet suppleMent *The Winner.

Prepare a list of your short-term 'and long-term goals. Underline those whi
financial planning in order_'to achieve. Place these lists in your folder; for future
reference.

Using resources, list characteristics of financial planning and be able to discuss
how it helps achieve goals.

A

ReadIesources then divide into groups, List famil needs, wants and goals which ake
up UT cost of living. Decide which of theqe can be accomplished by usi g human
capital to make money and which can be accomplished only by using debt. ,.

list with thpse of the other groups--be prepared to debate' any classr- di erences.

I
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Planning and
risks -

Making !financial
decisions

_ :

4

,

Read selected references on risk taking.- Compare, the two case studies liven in Which
two different types of risk are indicated. See *Risk Taking Case'Studies.- Analyze the
case studies and be prepared to answer the following gUestions and support, your
_answers. Which situation involves the greater-4.ndividu'al.risk?- Which situation'
'involves risk to the largest amount of people? Dó you value money Sn the same way you '-
value life? .Do you consider 'ping into debt'a risk? -How do'lherisks in olved differ?
In term's of `your future,-can the risks taken'in.Cast Stt.Idir,, 2 be almost as levastating

4as those, in Case Study]? If ,yen, in what. ways? If no, why not?

Analyze the fol 'ing statement, "No planning,ihvOlyestaking risks daily!" Prepare
cartoon, poem o ase-study in which you rela-ee this statement to financial planning.

Use references to define terms: Include budget, advertisement, fixed expenses,. flexible
1

expenses, upkeep, credit and investment. .-

.

Develop a plan of spending rising your current allOwance or income for one month. If
you have no income,'see teacher for i realistic amount to use. List needs and wants,
short -range goals and at least one long-range financial goal. (Refer to goals listed
=earlier in folder.) When developing your plan youmilstdetermine prioriAlPs and allow
for possible emergencies;.. Keep tecords of actual ,expenditures through

7
t thepontt.

.

Develop a plan for securing or pudgettng for FHA/HERO dues.'
,

., ,.
Usj.ng the practical reasoning approach compare your plan for spending 61:14 your actual-
expenses. Explain ypur alternatiVe choices and the conseguencesof those choices.
Will,it heplp you achieve e-your short-term' goals? Financial plans? Long-term' goafs?^

4 Llible will this affect your faMily? Analyze the success of your monthly financial plan
according -t4 how well you were able to stay with your plan.

rp

4.1.11

FHA /HERO - Have a mini-poster Corirebt using the theme "Where Did All .The Money Go?"
-Each person or groUP will. illustrate resources, needs, ,wants and-goals and'depict
on poster how these were'lliet.- Posters will be displayed in showcase with winners
receiving ciedit for successfully completing a personal encounter project.

4

94
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Long-range
financial
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95

1

STRATEGIES

1

Discuss the alternatives and consequences of saving for the future.

)Using resources, liftlthe various methods of saving and dcwlop th e3faluative process
fOr determining a long-range financial.plan best suited to your situation.

.FHA/HERO or IE E- survey five families in.your community to determine whether and how
they budget. Answ*. theselquestions: Do you haveaa plan for spending? Do all family
members help with the plan? Are you a multiple income family? Who'controls or is the
"watchdog" over the plan? If you have a budget, do you find it easy to stay within?
If you don't have a budget do you think it is a good idea? Publish results in local

,newspaper or 'in school wspaper. ,

00

ti

I

"We

9
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Your ideas about how youwould-spend money give some indication of your
values. Your choices may reflect your hobbies and interests, the needs
and desires of your family and friends, and your ideas about the causes
you feel deserve support!

`E .WINNER

1

If you won $100, what would you do with the money? Explain what you
would dR and tell why. 1

1,1

What I Would Do Why

What would you dei if the amount you won was $10,000? ,E4377n what you
would do and tell why

What I Would Do
a

Why

if fhe- amount was $100,006 what would you do with the money?

What I Would Do Why

T

V

Now list three ways you spend money in real life and give your reaso for
spending your money as you do.

A

Three. Ways I Spend, Money

s

Reasons I Spend Money These Ways

Whai. differences lo, you see between' your plans for the-imaginary winning
and the ray you spend money in real life? !-.

97
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RISK TAKING CASE STUDIES

)

CASE STUDY.' 1,

1

Th'e day had fiAally 'arrived- -the ,senior picni and,f am a senior! 'Pt's

hard to believe that tale feather is as perfe as my mood. clod mius11. be

smiling on Us today. 15ad4gas given nie the car. with the only condition
that there be no drinking wWn driving. WHat does he now, he'sdisinks

plenty at parties and drive* homel. Qh well, nothing will ruin this day
for-me. 11,,pick Sue up around fb:00 and we can meet Russ-and Jane, Tom
and Alice at the picnic. We've.b6en buddies since first grade and today
is a day,to celebrate. Russ brought a case of beer and Tom has a,fifth
of whiskey. WHAT A PERFECT DAY! Around 6:00 p.m. the perfect day ended
abruptly. On the way,home in the midst of the laughing and singing the
oncoming car was not seen' A. PERFECT DAY FOR WHAT? 4'

CASE STUDY 2

1.

Rita and Joe Were recently married, Joe had completed two years of tech-'

)
nical education and had an excellent job with rirestone. RiOk hadjworked
as a secretary for two years and had a small savings. With two incomes
they felt-pretty secure and knew they would wait to start a family. Rita
and' Joe hated. the idea of throwing money away on rent .so they decided to
buy a house as soon as possible. 1They found a nice small house'that only

,;required $5,000 down and they were sure they could, swing the $359 a month
house payments, after all, combined they had a $1,200 take-home pay a
month and only an installment loan of $175 a month for theiririew car,
However, Rita became pregnant much sooner than Planned.and had a very
difficult pregnancy. The doctor defianded she quit work And stay home when
shemas only four months pregnant. This would make things a little more
difficult but they would make it. The next blow wat totally unexpected--'
Joe lost his job due to company cutbacks and, was unable to find another
one in his town,

4
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What To Do Regarding'Coprdinating
Work and the Family.

.
i* .

'What Should I Do Regarding
.Providing'an Economic Base?,

* it. .,
'

, _
Management of-Economic Resources
Multiple Income Families

ti
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-HOMEMAKING SKILLS

invesVgate advantages'and disadvAatage.g
9f multiincome families
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Ecomic
resources
the, family

F.

Advantages and
disadvantages Of
the multiple

I
income family

99

Role pia the following ,situations A young couple was recently'' married. They are
ivisiing friends and the topic of,why they got married was tiding disCussed.f In the
course of the conversation it became apparent tliat the young woman, married simply for
figancial support --she twan%to'work. +he young man ind4ated he was looking
for someone -'o do his laundry and take care of him. React, fb this situation. it

41-1,typical. of marriage role perceptions today?
' *

,V;41

FHA/HERO or IEE- Plan a panel discussion of married couNis' views on the source of
economic resources in the family from various generations. Try to have a,newly
/married couple it their 20's or late teens .colPreS in their late ap's or 40's,r

Couples in their- 50's or 60's and,a couple in their 70's or 80's. Atk them to express,
their views:on multiple income families Ind whether or not they affect the marriage
relationship. What are the alternatives and consequences of meeting the.economic
resources of each couple? Are there generational. differences?

Using references, develop a fact ghee-onoamployment predictions for, men and women 'to.
the year 2000. Also, develop a fact sheet on cost of liming predictions. Analyze the

,relatIonship' of the two. Prepare a graph which will demonstrate the, significance of
one to the other. (Women work4ng outside the home is the itiost impotant social change
of the 20th. century.)

Debate the-topic "The Multiple Income Family Is Able To Enjoy 'The'Good Life',"
4,

A Q
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Achievement of
wants and goals

1 0

Interview a numirr of two-i,vqiime families and ask the following questions:

--What type of employment clods each person have?
-Did the jobs require advanced education?

--Why are both working?
-Did boC4 partners plan to work after marriage?
-Did they plan for the wife to work after marriage; after children?
-Have there been behefits Zoo the -family such as increased income and satisfaction?

--Have there been sacrifices on, ndividual members or on the family as a whole?
--Have the benefits outweighdd the sacrifice's?
--What adjustments have to be made when husband and wife are working?
-Has your pOily developed a workable plan for meetiriindividual and family goals?

Compile results of the interviews and present findings to the class.

Choose one of the following topics and write a paragraph explai>1ng y
the topic. w

/
- - "I Wish .I Were In A Two-Income Family"
- "I Prefer To Be In/A Single-Income FaMily"

achieve this goat in much less time. What factors will be involye
Determine a personal long-range goal. Indicate how a two-income f

goal? Is it possibleo achieve the goal-just as fast with only o

Read *Case Study. Answer the questions at the case stud

why? If not, why not?

Respond 65 one of the following statements.

--"The More You Make The More You Spend" -
- -"The More You Have The More You Want"

r feelings on

ily would help you
in Achieving this
income? If yes,

In other words, for some families it is neverpossible to manage their money realisti-

cally. Prepare a skit depi!cting either of these problems which afflict many families

today.
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. .4
Analyze the information given and through-he practical reasoning approach'determine
which investment'option seemsest ??Yr multiple income families. (You may wish to

structure 'this for a specific family.) Also, indicate why investments can be more

feasible for the multiple-income family than the single-income family.

FHA/HERO-Prepare a showcase showing the impli6ations of the multiple-inbome family

for the future. Refer to resources given throughout our study of multiple-indbme

families.

1

4,
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0 CASE STUDY

Angie -a4d Frank are career people. Angie is an attorney andyrank-is
an' engineer _ .TheiT.combined income is well above average and th are

. able to purchase the basic thj.'ngs they need and want. They have . ri

8-year-old son, Jason,. and a 10-year:lold daughter, MiChelle. Both
children are-exceptionally bright and activeyObngsters. Angie and
Frank encourage them to participate in as.many activities as possible
as they believe"this will help them excel. As one might imagine,
Angie and,Frank,ate extremely.Asy and rarely at home-

f

Answer the following questions:
0

I. ,What problems do you see arising .in this family?
2. What are some alternatiVeS and consequences to these problems?
3. What values and goals can you find/in this case study?
4. What sacrifices do you believe Angie and Frank are making? What

tradeoffs? o

5. .Uha sacrifices. do yOu believe Jason and.Michelle are making? ,..

What tradeoffs?
6.What solutions might you suggPmirfor .some* of their problems?

7. How have your values affected your solutions for this family?

-t 4
Pete and.4Lucy'have been married 18 years and have a 16-year-old son,
DoUg, and a 15-year-old son, Greg. Pete manages the neighborhood
service station and Lucy recently started working at McDonalds and
helps part tsime with bobks, etc., at the service station. Greg .has
a paper route and Doug works part tiMe at the 6ervice station. Their
combined income is very good and they are able to live_ comfortable.

-

Answer the followin4 questions:

\ i 4

il
problems do with four people in a family working?What probems b you see wour peop

2. What problems might-arise with Lucy starting another job?,
IP 3. Whatvare some alternatives and Consequences to, their,problems?

$

4. What values and goals are obvious to you in this case study?
5. What sacrilices and tradeoffs do you belie\"re his family may be

Imaking?
6. What solutions might you suggest for some of their problems?
7. What personal Values have.affected your decisions?

'105
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Assess costs of employment

Management of Tconomic Resources/Cost Factbf of Employment
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Factors affecting
cost of emplo nt

Role play the following situation. You are 16 and were:just hired 'by the local bakery.

The bakery it five miles from your home and you must rely on an adult for transporta-

tion.- You have just been told thgre will be a*Charge of $5.a week for transportation.

React! 4'

ab 4 /

Divide into groups of three or four. Research the following factors 'in regard to cost

of employment. 1 )
.-- . ...

) ,

''--Transplortation costs for th average working person in your community for one week.

. For example,pqs fare if in a City, cost of automobile okration (gas; insurance,
purchase of itcar, upkeep f car), rapid transit or subway if in a city, carpool

.
option. Chart all ebsts and prepare a cl&ss presentation (skit, role, play, inter-

',view, bulletin board;*posterS).
A

, V

.

- -Child care cost; and requirements felic_one week. Explore babysitting (family versus,
r others), day care centers, preschool. Inert all costs and prepare a class presenta-

tion of ytSur findings.' Refer to-transportation for possible types of presentations.
,...-.

- -Costs of-household help in your community for a week. Many times when both parents

work, Or in esingle-parent family it becomes necessary to hire help for household

tasks: ,Faiplore the cost of cleaning persons, cleaning service, agencies, alsof
include tl,ie personal cost to your family 4A. you decide against hiringoany help.'

lawn n care. Chart yoUr findings and refer to. transportation for poSsible

types ofpresentations.
.

.

,..1,
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--Costs of clothing for the average working man or woman in your community. ' Choose
four or five types of jabs (nurse, tiacfierp secretary, beauician, mechanic).
Interview these people to discover types of clothing requixfsd for their job.
Check various stores to get a cost estimate. Chart your findings and cOleck
transportation for types of presentations.," ,

/

,
) /

. ,

--Cost of eating flinch in a restaurant for a week in your community. Check various
types of restaurants, such as, fast food, moderate priced, and high priced. Also
get an estimate if you decide to brown bag. Chart the costs and check transporta-

,

tion for possible typeh of presentation.

Brainstorm all cost factors of employment which have not been researched*.

Using resources, define income tax and deductions. Use government tax booklets to
determine approximate peiltentages withheld from pay. If working analyze-your own

.pay stub and'report to class percentage withheld from your check.

TEE-Examine withholdings from various companies in your community. *Lou might accom-
plish this through' examination of family or friends' pay stubs. Report fi9dings to
ciaAs either verbally or with a poster. Be prepared toanswer questions in regard to
yopr findings.

Using the interview technique explore initial Aoney outlay for various jobs (carpenter,
plumber, farmer,'small business person). Compare this to money'outlay for teacherst,
nurses, doctors, Attorneys and other professionals. Examine such aspects as:

--How much money ims required to start this occdpation?
- -How lopg beforeyou realized 0 profit (in other words, money for initial-outlay

had been returne4)?
--Are there jobs which require no initial money outlay?
--Does initial Aon"r outlay involve more than the purchase of tools and equipment?
--Can you conthiderollege or trAde school an initial money outlay?
--Why,do people pursue occupations which may cost $20,000 to $300,000. initial money

outlay?

109
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Cost factors may
exceed income

110

--When selecting an occupation or a job are there more aspects to,consider than cost
factor of the employment?

you wish to pursue an occupation which requires further education, have you
considered the initial money outlay for this occupation? Would this consideration
cause you to seek a different type of occupation? How do your values and goals
enter into your decision?

Debate the issue "It is senseless to spend $40,000 on a job that pays $15,000 to
$20,000 a year."

Using the i

I
erview technique, explore the expenses a salesperson or a professional

N/11)person

may e unter without immediate reimbursement. EAmine such factors as:

--How ate commissions 'paid? Who pays housing and food costs when traveling?
--HoW d6 you manage financially when job expenses are'great and reimbuksement or

sales commissiens will not berealized for several months?
V

Examine the *Case Study, Using the practical reasoning approach, decide how you-
believe the family should del with the situation and why.

FHA/HERO-Offer babysitting services for working parents in your community.with small
school-age' children for a semester. Make yourself available early in the mornings
and after schdol. Place pohters in your neighborhood,advertising your services or
contact neighbois-and friends and offer your

i
servicesservices`.

Analyze and compare all information given from class'research concerning transporta-
tion, chlld care, household help, clothing, and food costs. Select one type of employ-,
ment andluse the practical reasoning approach to see if it would be feasible for-you to
accept such a job. Aftei comparing decisions with classmates, answer the following
questions!:

values enter into your decision? In what ways?
--Are your choices similar or different than the majority of your classmates? If

diffetent, why?

111
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--Do yOu believe a working "adult would make the same decisions and for the
reasons as yOu did? ' ' . /. .

-Ts it _always profitable; forbolth partnvs" to work? Wh . or why not?
.

. x.,--Are there reasons otblil than money that may make it, pr itable for both to NA.Tok?
..\

..
LIa

/

411
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CASE STUDY

V

Sam and,Elaine have been married for eight years and have three
"children ages 2, 5 and 7. Sam is .a teacher at the local high school"
and Elaine is a homemaker. Elaine was 18 when she married Sam and
did not have, the opportunity to attend college. She really enjoys
the many rewards of being a mother and wife; however, she believes
her life' is not really very fulfilljng% Financially they really
struggle on a teacher's sal4ry; however, Blaine isn't craned for
any occupation. She had typing and shorthand in school but her
skills are rusty and she really can't compete with today's highly
skilled secretary.

She approached Sam concerning her,lack pf fulfil and4ruggested
she look for a job. He was very hesitant at first and c uldn't
understand *hy her present occupation wasn't fulfilling.e ough for
any woman. After dealing with some rather difficult teen gers in

.

high school, Sam believed the "job" of parenting was more important
than any job she,could find. However,,after much c"onsiderationZaf-7
gave in and said, "Okay, see-4h at you can find."' After about'a upth
of seairching Elaine found a j68 as la 'clerk in a localiVothing saltree
She wit]. receive a discount of 20 percent on all clot 1i purphased.
She was to start work the following Monday and would be paid nOtralpm
wage. Jince Elaine is the "new girl," she has odd hours and rotating'
shifts. Some weeks she will work 20 hours and some 40 hours.

Review all the information' you have been given on cps1 iactorS,
emptpyment and answer the followi,ng questions:.

1. What additional cost fac ork will Sam and Elaine encounter
.

because of Elaine's empl yment?

2. What effects will her employment have on her family? Can these
effects be a cost facto even though money ilia)/ not lime 19°1 d?

. .
.

r

. -' '

tt.

3. What effects will.helP lnployment have. on; Elai4n37 Can there
effects be a cost factor even though money may ho be inv01.446,

II

.,

- 4. Is the) cost factor of Elaindos eMplorent aimoA as much or
#

more than her earning power? . 1

---,I

5. Will the 20 percent discount on,clothin4 Caine Maine to chan e
her values on clothing an purchase.more than,they 64n really
afford?

A

6 . -Using the, practica,l
g

re oning apprbach, decide whether Elaine
should continue her.em oent. tae certain to consider benefits
ire Elaipe and her family as-well os cost factors involvq0. '/ N:
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What To Do Regarding Coordinating
Work and the' Family

What Should I Do Regarding
Providing an Economic Base?

Manageinent of Economic Resources /Use and

WF 1.24

V

PERENNIAL PROBLEM
HOMEMAKING SKILLS

Investigate credit options

Abuse of Credit

PRACTICAL PROBLEM

CONCERN/CONCEPT ---]

PROCESS')

SKILLScr
CONCEPTS

J

\

Use of credit

lk

ST TEGIES

Use clues provided by teacher to go'op a scavenger hunt. (A116 clues should involve
. words which will be uped\n,

e

tudy

FHAIHER0,-0Take a folder frckn teacher's desk anq give teacher 10 for the use of her
'folder. Clipped to thefrontof the folder will be 'a statemerk of the terms of your
credit agreement, plus a contract,whichymust'be signed by you and the%teacher. (Use
agreements fdr, irrtallment credit, revolving credit). At the end of yoUr study of,
credit, calcuXat amoant'of credit charged for your roc folder according to your
(Original credit agreement,Prepare/a mini-poster stating the type(of credit invoWed/
'credit agreement and total cost of-tHe 10 folder. -Place you lobster on the bulletin
board and pay the teacher the remainder owed for the folder. This. money will be used
toward your FHA/HERO dues,

Using resources, write a definition of'credit and deve
borrowing.

Observe role plays of the foil ing
consequence, in each situation,

--John and Marsha had been
zation.' Marsha required
bill.

.

a list of good reasons for ,Ag

4

situations ama determine thir alternatives and

.

married one yearlind felt they couldn't afford hospitali
emergency gallbladder sur4ery and had no way to pay the

116
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WF 1.24

PROCESS
SKILLS

CONCEPTS STRATEGIES

GOAL S

VALUIS
Ri PAC MIS

Cost of,borrowing

--Lamar'always wanted a business of his own. He isdeeply in debt air ady; however,
he has been offered an unbeatable deal on' the corner donut shop.

--Shannon has always wanted to go to college. She ha§ a job but knows it won't put
,

her through college. Her parents are divorced aid are not able to provi' any
'help. It seems her only alternative is to borrcAT money.

--Ron knew he was going VO get a promotion and a raise. He, felt he cou buy a new,
car on time before the expected raise., However, the company developed financial
problems and had 1.146put a freeze on raises.

Using resoutces, develop a plan for borrowing wisely and yardsticks fqr credit buying.
Share plan with class.

Using references, research types of .advertisements and their relationship to the use
of credit.

Collect advertisements which include the option of credit use or are advertisements
for credit. Identify the appeal or "sales pitch" to persuade the consumer to use the
credit optic or to take out a loan or use credit in some other way- Discuss the
following q estions:

--What does the advertisement emphasize in relation to credit? What does it downplay?
--What type of credit is offered?
--Is the choice of credit in-this situation a good use of credit or is it not
advantageousAo the consumer?

Defend your position.

Brainperm why it costs to borrow monelik Select a secretary or FHA/HERO Class chapter
secretary to keep list of ideas. Compare lists to reasons given by guest speakers
later in unit.

('

Complete exercises on figuring interest rate.
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PROCESS
SKILLS

s.

CONCEPTS

Atdlity to borrow

0

Types of credit

Government
regulation

f.

ail

.4r

4

WF 1.24
4

STRATEGIES

Listen to a resource person on hoW to establiSh credit and about* the Fair Credit

Reporting Act.

in your role, play situation.complete credit application form. Use t

Role play the procedures involved in obtaining a loan. A member of the group should
act as interviewer for a-loan company and another member as applicant for a loan.
Class disquss the decision About granting credit in each situation.

TEE- Interview a loan officer *fat a sank or savings and loan. Obtain information
concerning who cap borrow, cost of borrOwing, types of services.

Using reference's, prepare a list' of, various types of credit and advantages and
disadvantages oT each.

Using resources, list the regulations, which the government has in regard to consumer

al

Research and debate,the topic "The U.S. Government Hag Too Many Restrictions on the
'Free Enterprise System."

Role play-minute dramas with a partnern credit purchase. Decide whether credit
should be used for expenditure. Used,the practical reasoning to defendyour.answer.,

Act
4

Refet to FHA /HERO Activity_atbegInnitig of module. Determine the cost of credit on
'irout:-folder'and complete'aesi4nment as given at thebelinning ofiNonit,

it
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PERENNIAL PROBLEM

PRACTICAL PROBLEM

CONCERN/CONCEPT

PROCESS,
$KILLS

I

What To Do Regarding Coordinating
Work and the Family

What ShouleLI Do Regarding
Providing an Economic'Etas?

HOMEMAKING SKILLS

t
Assess needs and wants`

Management of Economic Resources/Needs and Ants 4,

WF 1.25

CONCEPTS STRATEGIES

Varying theories
on human'needs

121

r

Draw a small circle in the middle of a sheet of paperwrite word "heeds" in circle.
Duey lines extending from circlewrite a. deed 9n each line. _Select the one which
seems the most important. Repeat for wants,

Role play a need or a want assigned to group. Evaluate and categorize actions into
needs and wants.

Using:resources, define needs and wants And interpret how they will affect financial
management.

Brainstorm needs which are common,to all people,. Summahze and try to range in
order of importance. Test' your ideals about universal needs against one or More of
the suggested readings. .

,
. ..

Alsonymously write a sentence on an ii.ndex card describing sitpatio that make you
happy. Pass cards to the front of the room. One person will regdAtach card and you
Will categorize according to Maslow's five basic needs. Dktermine which'needs theory
most accurately describes your position'through prioritfizitg needs and wants list.

'construct a two or three-dimensional model of Maslow's.bagic,belds.hisrarchy..

122.

4

,

1'
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PROCESS
. SKILLS

ti

1

CONCEPTS

Individuals
differ

A 123-

,

WF 1.25

STRATEGIES

Draw a diagram to illustrate t relationship amon the following elements: self,

goal, need, want, 4nvironmen worth, motivation, resources, decisions, values,.

behavior! Use references t determine if the relationship is linear, three-dimensional

or other. What cause - and - affect relationship is evident between or among any of the

compoilknts or do,the com nents imply eXiist together simultarieously?

Cut pictures of items from mag tine ads ar4 place on posters in front of room entitled

"Needs and Wants." Discuss each with class and make a Aist that can be both or either

needs and/or wants.

Read each of these situations and describe how some things can beconSidered a need and

a want.

--You choose an Joe cream sundae over a glass of milk.
--You choose a stalk of celery over french fried potatoes.
--You choose a friend because of 411 s/her popularity and connections.
--You choose a friend because he/s e is fun and you have a lot in common.

4

F'HA/HERO- Conduct a survey in school and community to determine the following:

--Approximate percent of income used for needs.
--Approicimate percehtief-income used. for wants,

- -Ts it a singleior 'mtiltiple income family?
--If aemultiple-income fAmily, is the family able to

proportion to needs?

b A

purchase more wants in

Write a summary Of survey results and publish results in schoQi Or community paper

or prepare showcase display.

)

124
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PROCESS
SKULS

CONCEPTS

ROBLEM

GOAIS
VAIUIS
'AC t0111,

Relationship
between needs and
wants and finan-
cial management

A

f

rd

I
STRATEGIES

Respond to the following situations indicating the alternatives and consequences in
each financial management situation: Include the alternative of taking no action.
Consider, how' each decisipn affects all family members.

,--Jeff is.,a senior in high school and an excellent student. He wants to attend a
university which has a highly rated engineering school; however, it is quite
expensive. His parents want him to attend ,the ldcal university'because it is
much less expensive.,_ Jeff solve his problem.

bow'

Sue andiLarry have been married fbr fiveyears. They both work and make an
adequate salary to take care of their needs and.buy some wants. They both like
to travel And save for a yearly trip. Tilley have recently decided it is, time to
start a family.' How will this decision affect theer'present life-style? What
values and goals enter into their decision?'

Liit your wants and needs . Prioritize to three

Use the practical reasonitl
shOuld do to obtain ref

1

g process .to expmine alternatives/consequences - What
urces to me thOse,three needs?

r
O

,
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PERENNIAL PROBLEM What To Do Regarding Coor6linating
Work and the Family

What Should I Do Reg4raing ,

Providing an Economic Base?
and

and goals

4
HOMEMAKING SKILL1

Analy and evalhate,personal
famiTV financial values

PRACTICAL PROBLEM

A

CONCERN /CONCEPT
V 9.

, .

`Management of Economic Resources/Values and Goals
/

44.

WF 1.26

PROCESS
SKILLS

/

CONCEPTS"

JP.

00Al S
VALUIS
FACTORS

Money -A value

and a goal

127

4

Build an object out of construction paper which Yeflects you is a person, your values

and goals. The shape of the object, the kind of object built, the color of the objeCt
will all reflect aspre-tits of you. Explain bp the class how your coAstruction reflects
aspects f you, your values and goals. Other members of the group may respond, ask
questioris or proviAe feedbhck concerning ways in which they perceive the other person.

STRATEGIES ,
I

Observe how .people relate to money. Is it extremely important to them? Would,they

change their,,vAlues in order to obtain more money? Do they indicate a need for status?
Security? Tower? Survival Needs? Is money as important to you as it is to some of

your friends? Read the following case study and determine how you would react.

You are shopping in a nearby mall and happen to k down at.your feet. T your

amazement there is a wallet. Looking quickly ar. d, you realize that t re is

no one nearby whoxould'have dropped it. You fihd the owner's name as well as
several dollar billS7-in fact, you realize'there is a total of $70 in the wallet.
From looking at the address you realize the owner lives about 15 miles from your
home. What would you do? :would-different.people advise you differently? 'Would
it make a llffere:pce if you were in desperate need of money? How have your values
affected yofir de sion? Do you value Money or honesty more? Why?

FHA/HERO or /Er- o ruct .!-questionnaire which uses opposite, terms about money (good

and bad). IntervieW a total of 50 people (sdme class Members). Nally the results.

On the basis o these data can you,state any.cl&nciugions about attitudes towariumopey?_

'128
tAr . 10.N;
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WF 1.26

CONCEPTS

/.._DROBLEM

STRATEGIES

Do adultenttitudes differ from teenage attitudes? Prepare .a display which reflects
the results of the survey. Indicate any generalizations which yoT were able to develop.

Causd-and-e fect Using rvources, diagram or prepare a model which depicts the valuing procat. Explain
relationship of the cauAe=and-effect relationship which values have on goals. Review the following
values and go Is situation and dptermine if, the goal stated follows through on the actual values dis-

played by the person.

Stan wants a college education and knows the only way he can attain this is to
work and save his money. He has decided to save $100 each month. All of his,
friends have purchased cars recently and Stan reasons he will need a car for
college. He finds a good buy which will take $50 from his savings each month.
This means that he will only be able tosave $50 a month for college. He may
need to wait an extra year before he can begin school.

V

Make a list of personal goals. You have $100 worth of insurance.. You are to allocate

s this $100 to-reflect the relative value that ou place on each goal. Now ;assume that
you just purchased Xn insurance policy, writ$ out what you want the-policy to insure
(wealth policy,' job policy, success policy). N..

Goal attainment Write one financial goal, eitherftshort-range or long-range, Explain how your values ,

have influenced this goal selection. In order to achieve financial goals it is
usually necessary to develop a plan'for spending. Now use the *calendar Supplement
sheet and indicate everything yoil would do,for one month toCLitelp you achieve this goal.
Be certain to list your decisions at the bottom and the rationale for reaching these
decisions.

129

Using resources, analyze the financial risk sometimes taken when trying to achiee
goals. Complete *Calendar and *How Much Risk Would You Take, .

130
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PROCESS
SKILLS

CONCEPTS STRATEGIES

GOALS
VALUES
iAC 1005

.

Cause and effect
of values and
goals

Reflection and
evaluation

Read *Case Studies and answer the questions with each case'study. Realize that goal
attaihment may involve personal sacrifice. Also, be aware of the cause-and-effect
relationship of values and goals.

O

Do Free Choice activity in groups of four to six people. Cho se -^ focus person and a
monitor, the rest are helpers., As tho focus person, give a c oice in your life which
involves a monetary decision. QUestions will be asked by helperq to.help you reach a
decision. Use five steps in asking questions: 1. Understanding; 2..Clarifying; 3.
Exploring. Alternatives; 4. Exploring Consequences ;. 5. Exploring Feelings and ChoOsing.
Answer these questions after you were the focus person. How do you feel about your
decision? Did you make sacrifices in reaching your decision? Does your decision
reflect your values? Did your group help, or hinder the decision-makin4 process?

. Prepare a case study, skit,' short story or puppet .show in which you demonstrate the
cause-and-effect relationship of valUes and goals'. Use a Situation which involves a

financial decision. '

In:view of th- fact that we have concentrated on individual financial goal attainment,
now relate is process to family financial Oa' attainment. Develop a case study in

which the amily must pleci,de on financial goals for the year. Did values affect the.

goal choices? How? Is,the same, process Used? Were risks taken and sacrifices made?

In'what way? Is it more' difficult for a family to make goal decisions than an indi-
'vidual? If yes, why? If no, why not?

A
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On the' above calendar indicate everything yob would do in one month. to achieve
the financial goal you have stated. t:

List your,decisionS and the rationale for reaching these decisions/

8
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HOW MUCH RISK WOULD YOU TAKE?

Are you a risk-taker? °Yes No
Do youusually it safe? Yes NQ
Are you consistent in your risk-taking? YeS No

Suppose you are given the following choice
of risk;

A
1

'100% chance-of winning $1 million

or

A
2
-A 170% chance

-An 89,ichance
A 1% chancy

Which would you

SUpgpost you are
choice of risk:

8
1
-A 10% chance
-4 90% chance

orwihning $5 million'
of winning $1 million
of winning, nothing

choose? Al. AA2

given the-follolting-16-'

or
, 1

B
2
-An 11% chance

89% chance

CASE STUDIES

of winning
ofminning

of winning
of winning

q5 million
nothing

$1 million
nothing

C

`t.

1. Dal and Becky need $5000 down,
opportunity tmgo't2.Las Vegas
their $2,500 savings with him.

4'

2. -Jerry has wanted
grandfather were
taken kn high

Which woultl you choose Bi 1:1B2 '

Having mnade .these two choices,

,analyze your decisions accord-
ing to risks;

1. Which choice was more risky?

1 Ai
2. Which chRice was more risky?

B2 . J

S. Did you c ose the more

in A? n B?
,

4, Were TA' consistent?
Yes 2 No

5. not, why not?

.DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

1P

);isky

Would most people choose At.?

Would Personal wealth i fluence
choice?

jos it Wod or bad
ent in risk-tak

What factors determine Sour
willingn2ss to take risks?

be consis-

,

ayment-for their new dream home. Dan has the
o try to winbtlVs amount gambling. He takes.

. . 4

to be a farmer since he-wan a small child. His fader and
h farmers,- in -addition he really 4hjoyed the 'ag courses

col. His father gives him 100 Acres to start-and he borrows
$20,000.to get started.

., 1

3.. Nancy is a teacher and really enjoys-ft, However, she has always wanted to'

b come a principal. Finally hcjob of Princi al islRffered to her. She ..

likmate approximately $5,000 more and sill be abl to achieve a life-long.
g . The.only problem is she will lose job 46 ity and could lose this

job after one year. 4
C-

Answer the following questions:

Is risk invollied in all three examples?
Which involves the greater financial risk?
How are they all alike, all digferent? -

Have values playedia part in these attempts'at goal attainm4t?

t.

4
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CASE STUDIES
1. 407

Judy is a jUnior in high school. -She is a very bright young lady and an
excellent athlete. In fact, she' came in second in the 440 race at Vile,
state tradk meet last year. Judy has always wanted to become a doctor;
however4. her father is dead and her mother barely earns enough money to
keep food on the table. Judy realizes the only way she can. attend
college 1.4 to get, a job and help with the expenses. She has applied
at the corner drugstore for a summer job. On Apfil 5th, Mr. Jones, owner
of the drugstore calls to tell.Judy he wants her to start work ipmediately.
Her hours would be 3:30 till 8:00 weeknights and 8:00 till 5:00 on Satur--

days. This means no spring track. Judy decides to take the job.
gif V

What choices does Judy have available?
What goal or goals do you believe are most important to Judy?-
What values haveanfluences1 her final decision?
What sacrifices were necessary for Judy to make?
Do you agree with her decision? Why or why not?

Connie and Michael have been Tarried for 25 years. They did not have
enough money for a honeymoon Then they got married. Therefore, their
goal Wag a trip to Europe on their 25th wedding anniversary. Michael
had a good job and Connie was a homemaker. They developed a budget
which allowed for no vacations prior to the trip to Europe. Each year
they watched friends and neighbors take vacations and felt a-pertain
amount of jealousy. However, their trip to Europe was the most impor-
tant goal.in their life. Therefore, on their 25th Anniversary they left
for a month in, Europe.

Do y9u believe the sacrifices were worth the final payoff?
Do you believ.they could have achieved this goal differently?
19 25 years a 1,ong time to wait for a payoff?
What if one person had developed a serious illness and they

couldn't take the trip? Would it seem to you they waited
too long for their go?

Do you believe you hhoulAlive for today because yo g never10
know what tomorrow maSi bring?

Would you bf willing to make such a sacrifice? Why or why not?;

135
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What To Do Regarding Coordinating
Work and the Family

What Should I Do Regaiding Achieving A
Balance in the Family and Career Lifestyle?

Effects of Family on-Work/Marital Status

WF 2.11

of marital

11.

PERENNIAL PROBLEM
HOMEMAKING SKILLS

Assess the impact
status on emplolnent

PRACTICAL PROBLEM:

CONCERN/CONCEPT

PROCESS
SKILLS

CONCEPTS STRATEGIES

GOAL S

VAIURS

FAC TORS

Contributions vs.
interference %.

Effects of
marital status
on the job

Read resources on effects of marriaget on workers. (Working wives, househusbands.)

en a cartoon drawing, write an appropriate caption reflecting effects of marrAe
on work. Create bulletin board using cartoon:

In small groups, brainstorm effects of marital status on
them on blackboard.

job. hare ideas by listing

Given a specific job, list advantages_ and disadvantages to this tlloe of jobif you
were married and if you were single. (Traveling %salesperson, job involving :shift
work, a home-based job such as insurance agent, a 9-to-5 banking job, job,where you
are on call-) Alplyze alternative solutions for dealing with this disadvantige.

Develop a .guestionnaire to determine if marriage affects work on the job. Interview
married wOrkips who held the same job before.Marri4ge, determine if marriage affects
productivity, Consider such question as' s Since Marriage has there been any Change
in your attitude toward the job? Have yoUbeerLas productive, more productive'? )3o
you have more difficulty organizing :Our work time? Do you receive the same satis-
faction fromHyour jobl

--Report results of interviews for:TRA/HHR.0prograi- - .

--Analyze interview results.and..ontrast:Vih..hom0.sitgations if 430#) parents work,

136 if one parent has receritly:.retUrOed.t07woraftr)*ing1111eMPloYe4"-:-:-...
--Report fininqs in article for local and/or schooLnewspaper J

4,
-a 14.-t';r7tiA% A.

1
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CONCEPTS
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WF 2.11

STRATEGICS'

Prepare questions for speaker from personnel department of a local company relating to
the'effects of maritpl status on the job. Listen to speaker presentatiion. Compare
comments from speaker with responses from above interviews.

,

You have a friend who enjoys and takes pride in his/her job. He/she ,corks long hours,
travels a great deal and spends much leisure time thinking about and/Or doing'jobrp,
related activities. In a one-page explanation, respond to your friend's question,-
"How will my marriage affect my job?"

Using the following case study, apply the practical reasoning approa4h to help this
couple balance their family and work lifestyle.

Carla and Tom plan to marry in two months. Carla has had aAob foir two years
in the stiles departmen* of a city newspaper. She has recently ben promoted
to district sales manager. She is pleased with this promotion be0ause of
increased responsibility and salary. Tom is in the lavin fertiliztion business
with his uncle. The company is small, but growing rapidly. This year the
company will begin sales in two adjacent States.with,Tom managing this nay
territory.



,,What To Do Regarding GoordinTting
Work and thp Family

What Should I Do Regarding Achieving A
'Balance in the Family and,Career Lifestyle?

Effects Hof Family on Work/Family Life Cycle

1

WF 2.12

of the family
life

1

PERENNIAL PROBLEM
HOMEMAKING SKILLS

,Assess the impact
life cycle upon.work

Changes

PRACTICAL PROBLEM

CONCERN /CONCEPT

Jr.

PROCESS
SKILLS ,CONCEPTS

STRATEGIES.

Economic demands

.Responsibilities
to family members

Contributive
resources

-Human,

-Economics .

4.

Using resources on family life cycles lreadings, films, vlideotapes) find information
regarding the following:. .

--Definition of each stage An the family life cycle.
--Economic nee at each stage of the family life cycle.
--Charact'erist s of the family a each -stage (inClude family member responsibilities).

Interview or have -a panel 'discusiion'of couples at thAit different stage; of the family
life'xcletwho are both working. Have each couple discuss the effects of the family on
the /bb. Anelyze to see if effects differ during various stages Of the,family life
cyc IA .$

USing a calendar for year 2012, filid what- day,ofthe week you will be belebrating your
blrthdeAr. .How old will you be? -MescribeoUr tamily.on this .date (married-unmarried

ildrn..Or noibhil,dren; if chiXdren, theAr,Ages,:sex, activities; familyictivitiesi
our ,job and fate's job, if married; cateerplanss.fgmify goals)

, After .you have com-
pleted the above,- consider these oluestionst. 4

--In what ways do you think your 'attitude toward your creer/job.may have changed
at this stage of the family life cycle? $

- -What factors would be involved in the cKange?

/ a

*444', *7
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STRATEGIES

Given a job demand and a specific stage in the family life cyAcle, role play with a
partner how you would respond to your boss when he/she confronted you with this
request. (You are offered a promotion but you must travel be away from home at
least three nights a week; you are asked to work more overtime--10-20 hours per week;
you will be paid a $2,000 bonus for performing a special job with a high degree of
ris k; you have been assigned a job where you have to work closely with a member of
the opposite sex.)

Do.three role plays at different stages of the family life cycle. Analyze hOw
considerations differ at each stage and why.

Using the "add-on' technique, apply the practical reasoning process in solving the
following probl (The add-on technique requires each student to complete only one
portion of the wor -et *Effects of Work on the Family before passing it on to a
fellow student who *ill complete only the next, step.)

-New mate ism jealous. f colleague you are working with on
-You are a police officer and have been assigned a member
your partner your mate is not happy.

--Your faithful babysitter calls. He/she is ill and will not be
child that day--you have an important obligation at work.

--The school calls the father at work to tell him his son is ill.
ill children the wife's responsibility.

--You encounter hostility from colleagues who look
unfair economic and political advantage.

- -You have been offered a raise of $6,000 a year but it would ,mean moving out of

state. A daughter who is a senior in high school doesn't want to move.
--Your company is closing down your plant. The company offers to transfer you to

another plant 75 miles away. You have 64o years left until retirement.
--You have worked for a business for 25 years. You now have an opportunity to buy

the business at a very'reasonable price.

anew company project.
of the opposite sex as

ableto keep your

His bOss considers

on the double paycheck as an

Interview, as individual or group, employers to assess the effects family has on work.
Analyze your findings to see how these effects maybFIVated to the family life cycle.
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Problem:

EFFECTS OF FAMILY WORK

A. What more do you need. to know about the problem?

(Pass on to next student)

B. Read the above. What choices do you really have in solving this
problem? .

-...----

s.

(Pass on to next student)/

C.1 Relad the above. Select one of the choices listed in SIA4stion B.
the effects tilis choice could have on your work,

(Pass on to next student)

C.2 Read the above. Select a choice not previously selOcted
all the effects it could have on your work.

(Pass on to next student)

and list

C. 'Read the above. Consider the effects listed on C.1 and C.2 and

D.

make a decision.

Myl*ecision would be:

. 0

(Pass on to next student)

0

Read-the above. Evaluate the decision made-. Do you think this
was thebest decision? Why or why not?' Would you make thesame
decision? Why or why 'not?
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PERENNIAL PROBLEM What To Do Regarding Coordinating
WorN a the FSMily HOMEMAKING SKILLS

i

WF 2.13

i.

PRACTICAL PROBLEM Ohat Should'I'Do Regarding Achieving A Assess the impact of family roles upon work
Balae in the Family and Career Lifestyle?

. ,,
,.C1CONCERN/CONCEPT Effects of Family on Work/Personal/Family Roles

PROCE-iS

.SKILLS

\ /
CONCEPTS

. STRATEGIES

ROBLEM

ROBLEM

Expectations

Cultural
influence'

Make a collage of "people at work" using pictures cut from magazines. When completed,
answer these questions: How many depict what we consider "traditional" roles? (Women
doing women's work, men doing men' work.) How many depict what. we would consider
"non-traditional" roles? Of those in "non"-traditional roles," What does their aphear-.
ance (facial expressions, body stature) tell about their acceptance of the role?

Usiirg resources on personal/family roles (readings, filmstrips, videotapes) compile a
fact sheet on traditional and non-traditional roles aria their effect on the job.

Discuss in small groups how those choosing to follow non-traditional personal/family
roles could.create conflicts on the job, Identifyat least five prablem areas.. Share
with the class by writing them on the board. (Acceptpice by colleagues, personal,
concern about what, others think, striving too hard to please.) Using one of the above
problem areas,' create a specific situation and write a "Dear Abby" letter: Exchange
letters with a classmate. Write an answer on bow to deal with the problem successfully.

Write your friend for advice to this question, "How can You avoid being controlled by
the roles you feel you are expected to play on the lob?"

Role play how you would respond to one of the following job situations, Id nti he
values portrayed by each person in the situat*on. What other alter atives er

eiV"
abler What are probable coneequengee of eachActiPnt,.

,'-.Yra
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CONCEPTS STRATEGIES
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%MANS
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41

1

4. 4

, .

.

--You are expected to make coffee each morning.
--Your female boss asks you to pick up her children at nurit*ry_school.
--Your boss asks you to rearrange the furniture in the office.
--Yog are "docked" in pay when you have to pick up you,- sick child at school.
--A colleague complains to the bosh when you are, late-each morning for work.

You are late because you have tb drop your daughter off at nursery school.
The school opens at 8 a.m. andyou areAto be at work at 8 a.m. -4

--You. are passed,over for a promotion bAause your colleagm is Married with a
family'and needs the money associated with the promotion more than you.

--Yo d find it hatd to-concentrate on your job bbcaute you had little sleep the

night before. It was your turn to sit with 16-year-old handicapped son who
has had an asthma attack.

--7A colleague refuses to take his/her turn working oh Sunday because of family

obligatioqs. ?

--An aging parent, who .Lives with his/her child, insists4on calling son/daughter
several times a day, This is quite an annoyance to the son's/daughter's boss
since he/she has to be called from a distance to the phdne.

4

10

Play the role under different circumstances.

Interview ten workers to see If their personal oi family roles had to change to
achieve good job performance. If so, how?

Select a job of your choice. Spend a day with a person on this job: Keep a log o;

the activities performed by this worker.' Analyze' your findings and identify any
direct or indirect effects of .personal an/o family'lroles on the job.

, 4

Interview a teabhdrand/or parent to find out how his/her role as a family member has
1

an effect on the job. Repoirt findings to class and/or FHA/HERO Chapter.
. ,

Interview a man/woman in a "non-traditional" job to find if there are role conflicts,
and_if so, how they influence their job performance. Report findings to class and/or

FHA/HERO Chapterlr
. ,

.

.

.

Tape.n interview with'aXlIlred Worker. Ask him/her questions on how roles
\

,-. .

or familyaffected hih/herillob. Share with class.

1..:
,-
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PERENNIAL PROBLEM'

PRACTICAL PROBLEM

CONCERN/CONCEPT

What To Do gegard.ing Cootdinating
Work and the Family HOMEMAKING SKILLS

What Should I DO Regarding Akohieving A
Balance in the Family and 6areer-Lifestyle

4'

WF 2.14

Investigate concerns of wo :,ing Aoarents

Effects of Family on Work/Work-Parenting Concerns

PROCESS,'
SKILLS CONCEFTS STRATEGIES

I

4.49

Identify concerns

Y-

4 In small. groups "brainstorm".to identify patenting concern of working parents. -Write
on large sheets of paper. When comPleted, postSheets art And the room. Discuss how
the,de concerns could affect work.

Research and debate the topic "Mothers of Small Children Make Poor Workers." (bebate
can be videotaped for use as review--or for use as FHA/HERO program.) In a one-page -

report, cite what you feel were the most important pro-and con points made during .the
,debate. (An alternate debate tObic could be "Childless Couples Make Better Workers
than Parents of Children.")

Parental.responsibilities at times"conflict with job responsibilities.
t.

of these conflicts by listing>them under the following headings:
ft7

--Cohflict which could oocur-when you have preschool Children, ,

--Conflicts which could occur when you have school -age children
-- Conflicts which could occur when you have teenagers'

As an employer, you wantto support strong family relationshlps
You. have found that emplbyees who bare happy at home are he
job. Prepare for this employer a poster whic10e/she soul
bulletin board to PromQte this oonCept,. Sufflgestbd themes fo
Home; Happy at Work"; "Good Family Habits Support Good Joy- H
firings PrOse at Work." DisPUI8 t 1W114119 sal4C1 00131iYPIPser9
Plfted

Ide, tify some

am g your workers.

uctive on the
on the employee

sters: "Happy at
"r "Prise at Home
he room after

62



PROCESS
SKILLS

S

,CONCEPTS

W 2.14

STRATEGIES
r

Appropriate Through use of a questionnaire and interview,' investigate types and satisfactions'Of
child care child care being utilized by working parents in your community. Compile and analyze

findings. Rank types of childcare found to be most satisfactory, found least ,

4 A , factory and sppport your rankings by, your findings. ,(Identify in investigation: types
pf child care available, qualification of personnel,. costs, ages of children, most
important reason given by parents for selecting a specific type child care; do they ,

worry about children while at work)

s

4

:Using a small tape recorder with, a hand microphone, play the,irole of. t "roving

reporter." Interview students and /or teachers, AAk them queitions"re aced to Appro-
priate child care. - (If you were (or are) a parent,- and both you and your mate worked,
at what age would you be willing to leaVe your children at home alonelpfter C'hool?

Why? What factors are related torour'Aecision? If your community provided-a day
care facility, would you use it? 'Why Or why.nor) ,Share,.. tape with class.

.00
VIA/HERO-Listen. to a panel,of parents who .have used different types of child care
discuss the pros and.cons of dach.in relation to their job respopsibilAties.

P Using a checkaist of parent/child situations, indicate which situation would, keep you

away from your job.for a day: 1) without question, 2) sometimes, 3) never. (Situa-

-tions: child is ill, child in hospital, child's graduation, parent-teacher conftrence,

child in school play, 'sports event in Which child is a tea member, child is depressed
and needs you to comfort him/her, teenage child is entertai ing friends at your ,home--
both sexes). Compile answers and discuss how values inflpe ced choices': Discuss

alternative wayi of dealing with each situation.
. -

,
.

\

Considering the needs of self, family, employer and society, write a one-page paper
on what you feel is the most appropriate type child care for igiorking parents. .

0

_

L.



PERENNIAL PROBLEM

PRACTICAL FSROBLEM

CONCERN/CONCEPT

What To Do Regarding Coordinating
Work and the 7amily

,011,

HOMEMAKING SKILLS

What Should'I Do Regarding Achieving A
Balanaeinsthe Family and Career Lifestyle?

Effects of Family-'on Work/Fatily Composition

PROCEU
SKILLS

CONCEPTS

Assess Ur it6act"of
composition upon work

b

WF 2.15

5"

'STRATEOES

GOALS
`AIMS
PACIONS

Number of family
members

'Spacing of
children

153

7

Pr6vide examples of how s m
involved indreases.-

- -Lunch for two

--A family with both
,

parents employed :

--Arranging a vacation
for three

DisCuss the need
resolution.

le situations can begbme complex as the4Utl?er of persons

tanch-ftrfive. or six with each person having
-yariods time schedules:'
A family'. with both parents and three teenagers
employed.
Arranging a vacation for seven.

for skills in management,, interpersonal relations and conflict

110

Arrange a panel of employed parents to determine_howspacing of children can affect
employment. Are theveffects related to: type of employment, extent of invol4,ement in
employment, if and when one seeks employment?

Create the "ideal" spiting of'children to coordinate with the* "ideal" job for you.
,Discuss if and why some persoc1s might find "'no children" an alternative of family

composition.
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PROCESS'
SKILLS

FR

CONCEPTS

Fertility
choices

STRATEGIES

WE' 2.15

Extynded family

155.

Giver that number and spacing_ of chile en are impOrtant fact lated to work/family
o-Ordiriation, determine.fertiliY choices available to assist in gained desired spacing.

bsing the following resources, considp amily planning methods most compatible with
personal values:

-A-Planned Parenthoodespeaker(s)
'--Textbook materials
--Medical personnel (nurseS4. doctors)
--Medical resource books
--Adoption Foster Care Agency*peakers

A

Dis ss the resp6nsibility for. both males and females to consider fertility choices.
Us g the practical'reasoning approach show how a couple reaches a decision relating
to fertility choices and.spacingof children.

Define "extendicreamilyke
,A.1

Use a graph or pictoriaTtechnigue to depict your e tended family. Indicate those
familmAtembers'you.inteiact with most closely. Indicate those family members you
can rely upon when necessary. , -,

A
-

Interview working etrents to letermiie if extended family members are "a help or
hindrance" related the work woror. Ask for examples.

-,,

, I 0 '0 ' ,
Upe die p cal reasoning process to determine what .action to take.

a

- LtAi Aunt7i4ulah'enjoya taking care of children. Though she's busy and active
in the community and works at various freelance Ilkl qhellrcomes having Ed's
children in-her home. ,

,--Paula's father had several heart attacks when he was in his., ate 50's. He is on a

ki
rigid diet and needs' periodic medical assistance. Paula al s only child end,

N Paula's'motnr died, several yeiffs-ikjo.
- -Fred ilas moved,from theSouth to live with his older sister'and brother-in-law,

,

Jessie and Hank. He plans to finish high school in the next twp years. Jessie
and dank are pleaSed to see hoar their preschoolers and Fred get along. together. 'ko

,

.'As a gro project create vignettes shgwing howan family composition can successfully
te- work and family but that some oompositions,reguire more coping, organizingAncdpirpo

, and pl Wing than others. ,

.156
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PERENNIAL PROBLEM What To Do Regarding co6rdinating
Work and the Family

HOMEMALIN..SKILLS

What Should I Do Regarding Achieving A Investigate transferable skill*PRACTICAL PROBLEM
Balance in the Family and, CareeibLifestyle?

CONCERN/CONCEPT Effects of Family on Work/Transferable Skills .

PROCESS
SKILLS

y,.

CONCEPTS

0

STRATEGIES
C.

ti

Home/family
skills'applicable
to work.

Volunteer skills
applicable to work

157

In small groupsjorainstorm td,identify-home/family skills which can be app to work,

(Preparing meals, acting as hostess, managing family resources, repairing leaky faucet,
caring for the yardf painting the house, changing tke_oil in the car, babysitting for
yoUnger brothers anksisters.) Write skills on a large-piece of paper- 1n small
groups, brainstorm to identify skills gained through volunteer work which, can be
applied to paid work9(leadership skills gained!, as an .officer of a group, as a teacher .

in Sunday 'school, caring for children in nurserylicoaching Little League team, assisting
swimming instructor at YMCA, taking responsibility of younger children as camp counselor).
Write skills on a large piece of paper, Share.lists of skills identified in both brain-
storming sessions by posting them around the Classroom. Discuss similarities, differ-
ence's and how these skills can af-fet an employee's performance on the Job,

Move around in,a large group.writh,th6 name of a specific job*pinned to your back. By
talking to members in the group, try to ilAtify the job. The only question yon may

ask is "What skills do I already have which could apply to this job?"

In pairs, or small groups, interview an employer 0 an assigned career area Tape

interviews. Ask employer what he/she looks for Wn an employee at different job'entry
levels and what spec] ic skills he/she woul4 like his/her employees to. have. Listen
to eves. Identify transferable skills. Select one job and write a personal job
resume citing your transferable skills ,for this pecific job.

4 4

%.*
; ',;:t.r1
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PROCESS
SKILLS

.CONCEPTS- STRATEGIES

I

159

Read re renceson how to use transferable .skills in finen jg:a_ob. ( commended:

il
referenc 1 What ColorIs Your Parachute? by Richard Bolles. Chapter N e is most
helpful.) Seek current periodical reference, write atwo-page.report on how this

c .Iinformation can be helpful to you at present and in the future.

Prepare'a bulletin board displtiy using one large round disc and six slightly smaller,
discs. On the large disc write six or eight transferable skillscommonto you and
your friends. Place on the smaller discs jobs Ohere these skills could'be used. To
show the relationship of the skills tokthe Sobs, place the larger di6c in the center
and the smaller ones around the outside. Create an eye-critching,title which depicts
the relationship of transferable skiing to jobs,

FHA/HERO- Research your community to identify those edbcational programs which offer
assistance to "displaced" homemakers. Interview wieicher in one of, the.programs to
identify ways they help homemakers identify transferable skills and some of the skills
hey find common to their homemakers. Prepare a written report of IrMit findings.

ten to displaced homemakers discuss how they use transferable skills on the job.'

Discu s in a written report how use of transferable skills4can be a benefit to
emplo e employer and society.



PERENNIAL PROBLEM
1

PRACTICAL'PROBLEM

-

CONCERN/CONCEPT

PROCESS
SKILLS

I

.4

What To 9oRegaiding Coordinating
Work and the Family HOMEMAKING SKILLS)

What ShoulTI Do Regarding Achieving A
BAlance in the Family'and4areer Lifestyle?.

Effects of Family On Work/FaTily.Stress/Conflict

=

- 1

.

Tyvestigate

A

management of

h

3

WF 2.17

b stress

.

. CONCEPTS:

161

Types of stress
--chronic stress
--acute stress

1

STRATEGIES

(See COncerhs ReOarding Effects of Workon Family/Work Stress-2.24,'for entry lei/el
activities.) A'.4J.

Brainstormrfoi tOn minutes to
infldence your/performance on
various'types of acute stress
board and discuss

Discussthese guestIons regarding stress and the effect of "stress on wbrk.

which. type of stress (acute or chronic). Is the. employer more likely to be°`
sympathetic? Why? How can the emplOyet help you, cope with this type stress?

,

'(Acute, give time off,advanceIway;)
- -To which type of stress arefellow empioyees'most likely to be sympathetic?

(Acute, take over, part of your Job,
. trade work ichedules.)

-Situations of which type stress -are most likely .to be covered in work policy?
(Acute, days off for personal'illneps, death\in fmmily, maternity leave.)

- -Wh&tprovisionslare some emplOYersJoaking tVailable to employees' vwhich' elp
in coping with chronic stress? ,.(Physical fitness centers, shorter-workweek ,mpore r-

fleXible schedules, inservice programer upgr4ding in training.)

, .

identify various types df chronic stress whicll.could
the job. Brainstorm another five;minutes to identify
which could influence your job performance. tist on

. 2. .

-,.
% ,

"Not4.nd debate,"Not all types of,ptres0 hhve a Aftgative effect on job perfor-
ter deblp, list-on board .positive!eff4tsand negative.effects._V . .

,
. VA -t% 1=',' ..-

..4



PROCESS
SKILLS
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CONCEPTS

I WF 2.17

STRATEGIES

Resources for Investigate various coping strategi4 for dealing with stress by reading books and
coping with stress Krticles,.viewing filmstrips or conducting short interviews with workers. Identify

'strategies and 'categorize according to age groups where they would be most beneficialp.

t
.

Define and research assertiveness. Discuss how assertiveness can help in coping with
stress.

;

Prepare and present a skft, case study, TV talk show, to address one of.the following
r.questions:

--HoWsensitive are you to another person' stress?
--How Rensitive are you to the stress encountered by pekole introles of authority?
--In what ways does stress help yOu tp be a more productive worker?
--What 4are.some self-induced typeg of stress characteristid of workers?
--How can aiperRpnal handicap be a stress tO*A,worker?

Select an item from a group of items found on a table.; (A 'snack ood, card with
REPORT DUE in red letters, memo which slys--caA,home immediately, notice of dentist
appointmdnt, football, car keys.) tistall the ways this item cou d cause stress.
Share your list with class.

FHA/HERO- Suppose "stress" has just been declared the No. 1 work problem in the United
%tates,. Design a citizen's action program which could influence,elployers to alter
work policies'and benefits that would help in eliminating stress. XRefer to The
General Mills American Family Report 198081, "Family Strengths, and Strains .at Work,"
for listing of policies and benefits.) (Sample action programsinformational pro-
grams, workshops, newspaper, articles, visits to legislators.)

'Design a protest sign against stress. Display signs on bulletin board or e ideas
from signs for application to T-shirts. T- shirts could be gold for money making
project.

Identify a stress experience you have had recently. Was it acute or chronic? What
mental and physical- effects did it have on you? Evaluate how you coped with this
stress. Complete *Stress Evaluation worksheet.:

1
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PROCESS-
SK I LLS

CONCEPTS
IP

STRATEG*

A-

.4--

.

0* )4-;

Prepare a leaflet giVing ways to turn stress into positive energy. Aksttibute to
classmate -before major exams. .-

Wear a stress "tab" for several
a. list of the most effect!

11

4

-w'gee)log of stressful sitUations Prepare
in which yoi cope with stress.

166
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NAME

STRESS 'EVALUATION

1. Describe stress:

. -
2. -Would you consider this acute or chr tress?

sta:,,tiffoci -you mentally? Phy ically?

.

1.P$ trOS ' affect you in performing your .assigned tasks
At tohool?

B. :$ 1)061-

! a

List.-resources you used and methods you devised in coping wi
your 'stress. Which dok you feel ivere most effective?

0

ti

6. If yoli were ,to encounter qiinilgr stress ih the future, would you
use the same or similar methods in Icoping with your problem?
Why? Why not

#
A

t' 167
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PERENNIAL PROBLEM .
What-To Do eegarding Coordinating
Work and the Family

What ShouldsI Do Regarding Achieving A Investigate compatible
Balance in Family and Career Lifestyle? family .lifestyles

7-
, At.

e ,

Bffeots of Work on Family/Structuring AIII9festyle /
. ,

;!-

PRACTICAL PROBLEM

CONCER/i/C04tEpT
I

'

As

work
1

PROCESS
SKILLS CONCEPTS ,TRATEGIES

1

Analysis, choices
implementation

1 ,

Changes in
"traditional"
afest les

Display pic
Oiscutsion.

of famil t work' and at play -- 'Respond to pictures via class

Relate episode from TV shows which indicate various lifestyles.

Invite a panel of parent4 (male and female) to share what the members would call their
lifestyle N$-Iy iid they chooser or, how did they decide upon this style?

1100' --Dual career
--teal' wldymen N e ittent employhent.
--Two-person ngle career -= Absentee 'fathef/moner

Using. student At -6halkboard, have students exchange ideas which,they have lived with
and/or depict as they have observed more women working and how this influences changes
in lifestyles. (Role exchanges; iver birth rates; household 'optionscommunal, living
with,grandparents/ more aftluent'Ilfestyle.),

1. Traditidnal breadwinnec

-
If both parents work, list,,the jobs you do in your family and .the time they "take away"
'ftoeyou.,mats compared to students-whose parents do'not work. React to your feelings.
Will you', 46 what your parents, are doing? Why or why not?

a

0.!



PROCESS
SKILLS

CONCEPTS

Reflection and
evaluation

...4 2.21

STRATEGIES

Respond to the pane; of parents and study sheet *Husband-Wife Employment Combinations.
Describe thb situation which most appeals to you and the situation which appeals to
you the 14ast. Analyze- the consequences'and/or rewards of the two situations. What
values led to your decisidh? What if everyone held this value?

Consider how your decision will affect you, your family (spouse, children, extended
family) relations and community.

Individually, bomplete these sentences:
1

--I le rned that dual cateer
--I arned that traditiOnal

c n see problems in duala
eel the most helpful in

families...
lifestyles are changing in these ways...
working households such as,..
ights/leainings into.working parents are...

A/HERO- Develop a questionnaire and interview five neighbors to take a poll of
those working and non-working (unemployed because of choice or circumstance) adults,
Determine the differencesfin lifestyles from your questions and/or observations.
Share with rest of class.

6
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HUSBAND/WIFE EMPLOYMENT COMBINATIONS

Almost universally in American society, the husband is employed. WhA)
7 differentiates family employment patterns is whether, or not the wife

works and what occupation each spouse'has. 4.*

Generally speakittg,
'mployment and.tradi
less frequently seen
dual'career families

A . t
'

t

two major employment combinations existdua l
tional breadwinner/housewife. There are some
alternatives: two-person single career and

A

THE' TRADITIONAL BREADWIN4E HOUSEWIFE PATTERN:"

The husband is employed and the wife is a full-time homemaker:

DUAL EMPLOYMENT PATTERN:

.Both husband and wife work at paying,jobs outside the home.
k

TWO-PERSON SINGLE CAREER PATTERN:

Resembles the traditional husband as breadwinner, but invofire-s4he
woman with social and home-oriented responsibilities particularly
designed to fost.er the husband's career. (example:. Minister's wife;
boss to dinner--out ,t0 dinner with husband while entertaining clients).

DUAL CAREER PATTERN: f)

I

Both husband and wife have careers which dertancl social and physical
involvementsbeyond work timoand both place high emphasis on advance-
ment. Alt ugh similar to al employment,. the career usually requires
more extens ye education an or preparation apd'a,high commitment to
the.profession, not just the employer. It necessitates 'Staying \+...

informed of new developments in the field.
.

oq

INTERMITTENT .EMPLOYMENT:

111#

Is characterized by a pattern in which the woman has, a relatively, low
level;j6b in her late teens, marries, has a family And drops out of
the work force. As yhT children get olderg she begins to work part
time and eventually Moves on, to a more substantial or full-time job
as the children become independent.

1 7 ?
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PERENNIAL PROBLEM

PRACTICAL PROBLEM

CONCERN/CONCEPT

PROCESS
SKILLS

y

What To Do Regarding Coordiriating
Work and the Family HOMEMAKING SKILLS

What 'Should I Do Regarding Achieving A
.Balance in the Family and Career Lifestyle?

'Effectiof Work on Family /Overload and
Interference with Family Responsibilities

WE 2.22

?'

Identify/investigate work overload

a

CONCEPTS STRATEGIES

,173,

Overload,

4).

Balancing. work,

needi, duties
and roles

Listen to current records (and/cir "classics" like "Cat's in the'Cred4le'71. Analyze_
Imestages of lyrics.- 'Apply them to You as They.

Usingresources, define "overld.ad" and interpret how that would interfere with f m ly
responsibilities. Apply analogy of overloaded electrical circuit.

Invite a panel of women or men whose spouses are in jobs typical of "overlo t ck
drivers, traveling salespersons living out of state or on the road much of the time.
Have studelits prepare lists of five-questions,ahesd of time about concerns they feel
about these types of jobs. Panel members react to'their own situations and explain
how they cope. .§tudents can direct questions to them.

4

Would there be different implications for men,0"Iwomerl in these situations?
--What role models did
difficulty of their o

y have' in theirfamilies?. Did this affect the ease or

Survey :students in youripschoOl About their parents' work patterns. Tabulate the
reaults and discuss. (Survey might inclu'de aatual time blOaks away from home father,
and/or mother usuallrspends. How much ;,work does 'father and/or' mother do at home? -e

How does life change for yoU and family, when person working/comes back tibme?)
* .

Write .and /or- illUstrate' with your own talents Or collage presentatiOn how you feel'aer
a student about being ollerloaded,wict-work/expec tOionS from Pire.ntat,teacherer and
your own choices (job, social like).

',54. "50,5Zes,At
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STRATEGIg

Role play, simulated situations for balaftging wokk-needss duties and roles. Using the
. -

f --practical reasoning approach arrive at-solution V for each Situation.
411 .

,

'

..
,'

i call--You are a 16-year-old hopvtudent.. Your mother has received a call that your aunt
needs to have you care for her three ki41.(ages 2,'4 and .6) from now until'midnight.'

- You have a chemistry test-tomorrow and'hPe 'a B average in-the class now.
-b--You are the coach of your ton's softball league. 'The playoffs are on the fame, night'1.

. that your boss is coming into town audit your.insuran. books and meet with the
..i

,,_

. rest of your staff (you're the officb managerl. Business-is4aown and yo6 know from
tbetlast meeting that if business figlires"were not'up, you would be laying off two
peoplevirom your,office. - .

.

--You are afull-time homemaker who hyas been invited to go along On your husband's' .-
'business trip. Yourthipe4-year-old was exposed to.chitkenpox anc/is 'allergic to
sevIral medications. Yolltell your husband you 'dcm't,think you should go witji him

-, this time and his respqpse is a negatives "Well, I %.;Torivt be a;"Oing you again!"
--Untii, recently, you've beerf.a full-time hoilSewife and mother. fell= children, .ages

8 and 61 ofe both in school. You h4Ve an.orportunityMio go back to the beauty shop
where you once worked. You decided to takeit Jdn a temporary basis, v worked into

"a fullrtime. ob. You enjoy your work and your.customer clientele is building,
sbpadfly, T e extra money made istTas especially nice and financially you are

t enjoying, freedom you haveri't fel nce the kids were born: A -'

--One dayyour six-year-old says, "Why can't you,,be home when I get home from school
.

like yoU used to? Remember the ,cookies ancT milk you gsed to have waitiAg for us?"
Your hand chimes.in,:"Yeah, I can't, even rememberthe last time I saw an ironed

''" .shirt in WIY41,4oset or mylocks folded--all they fre is thrown in the drawer!" Yauf .

,
eight 7Y4ar-old announces he'd like .you to-see hilrf in the spring musical, but wonders
if'youN11 be able- to come sincg it'll be given on a,Thursday night and that's your
night td work. ,

,
..i,

, ..

. / Ilk 6'. t .

Recogrilze differences whi4'h exist. via "Balance Scales.",, Add to the'llsts on bo'h sides: .'
of the lilance

,

_e
o

41

.001096

15\

x_
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.
WORK, AND ITS DEMANDS

NEEDS, DUTIES, ROLES OF
HOM AND FAMILY :

--Punctuality
- Accountability,

- - Productivity'

- 7Interaction with
./.1pthr workers

--trawel
- Loyalty

-Home inanager

--Parent
--Spouse

Nz.-Social rele
--Confidante,
--Friend_

of.
Makeout cards' with work demand and needs, 'roles, duties demands give students cards-

.

am they come into ;oat. HAI students)plAe cards on app opriate side pf :Scale". and',
rea ct to "Balaricing"possibilitie4. Write your.reftctionito'statements concethig ..
balancing work, needs, duties and family roles. .Define, list and eleforate what them

'r'istatement now means to yo Form small gpoups amid eixchange yourilkistsarid definitions.-.
Compare Ideas--synpibsize sere with the clasi.

Do twq surveys to determine the' importance of routine. Interview children, age 7 to 12;
askingktboUt routines or!patterns (bedtime, Inack time,, meals, recreation, IwIding).
Ask them howAd whY this is important, would it be o.k. to quit the idutine., Ask if
th9y recall routinfs froin earlier periods in their- life. Do the. same survey with
students at your chopl, How do the responses compare4. Have the rotitineh cphanged30,
Reis the importance of the' routines' changed?

A. i o

. %_
. .4 i .,

.

.Form.a round-robin' circle4t),and ask students. to complete oneof.the foliowingstde--'
, ments: ' . / ..

" / .

.
-\,

1 .

ty I:will want to beya parent'And,qUit my job bpsfluse...
will ofVer want to quit my- job buV believP\I-WhntIto be a pare nt

.

be a married career person'bu .oever have ,a Child Veqause...
chOoqetver to Marry because...

P I e

r

4
because:

O
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Using short,stories, pass studies or listings of appropriate films or. teleVision
programs which focus'on families in different situations, individually respOnd to

the following-questions.

- --What is An individual, or family problem which is interfei.ing with the

of this .family? How is it interfering?'

function

--Suggest some changes. in the roles, reSporisibill.ties and/dr behavior of one or
more family members that would help lessiv or solve the 'problem for the family,

Self or others in 'thy community.

FHA/HERO-Discuss at FHA meetAng concerns of students ilfAerms of "overload".in

their personal lives. Share Ness and offer solutions wh4.re/when possible.

Q

14%

a

4r

1 0 '6'

4S0

4
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What To Do Regarding Coordinating Work
and the Family

-What Should I Do Regarding Achieving A
Balance in theFamily and Carder Lifestyle?"

Effects of Work on Family/Parenting Concerns

1'

5

WF 2.23

e

concerns in
work world

PERENNIAL PROBLEM
HOMEMAKING SKILLS

,
1.

Investigate parenting
relation to the

PRACTICAL PROBLEM

011.

CbkERN/CONCEPT

PROCESS
, SKILLS

CONCEPTS

ROBLEM

Identify parenting
concerns/conflicts

N

STRAAGIES
40

Observe your teacher today. (Note to teacher: Appear disheveled, harried and olit of
sorts!) Note any observable differences--have student ,write observations on,chAlk-
boai0. Discuss any reasons as tg,why 1she/he may hot be in her/his usual "form."

.

Write "GRAFFITI" responses on a ]urge sheet of.paper onto which had been put , °

PAR&TINO CONFIACTS. (Note to teacher: This can be on an empty bulletin'bpard oi
mounted on your chalkboard:)' Discuss results. i

J, /'
In Small groups research various parenting co carps and /or'conflicts which exist when
parents work. ,(Use Reader's Guide for resource articles which pertainotb these common
concerns.)

--Time with 1amily. . .

'

--Perceptions of the world around you.
.

--RearrAlOem4t of resources aril s.;r9ngths. ,

. v

-Changes..which are, anticipated when mother goes to work.
- -How jcp.si;-dre)ihared in your home if' your parent4s) already work. -04/r

--SpeCiaf problems associated with the young-child (0.--5 years).
..

'-- Special problems assoclated:with'the S -12-year -old child.
L-SpecAll p;roblems.associatefl with the l3-$11-year-old child,
- -Dad' share in ,.lie hpusehold duties which traditionally belonged to women (washing
s'dishew and-clOtiker, shopping-, cooking, cleaning). a,' 1 *,

*2 . *

the fAm4ly.unit be,erfeete negativelyipoBitively?'
1

..
.182,

..A.

,i,

.

w
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family units of
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STRATEGIES

Record the information on large p sters-and display in the classroom. Fill in with
pictilres students find to suitabl depict some of the concerns/conflicts a parent
might be faced with when She!rhe has a job and responsibility of children.

Refer to orlginal set of concerns/conflicts (poSters around the room). Examine alter-
Ilatiire-sources of help for each problem. Consider communication patterns; and parenting
styles *Rd how a change of patterns or styles might be necessary to lessen the
conflict. Read *Communication and Parenting, Styles.

Break into Buzz'Groups and discuSs what is involved in communication. Have student
spokesperson for each group Share ideas orally and/or on chalkboard.

Discuss why communication is important in parenting roles when parents both work and
have so little time for this function as compared to the non- working parent,

Choose partners and do communication activities. Discuss results and'importance of
good communication. .

. ,.

Share thoughts regardin 1 parenting styles.' Identify youi own parents' styles. Will
these same styles work f r you? DO you feel they are working effectively at present?
How Would you change them?

Conditions fo _pad the following situations. and fttermine whether it would be a positive or negative
success in dealing dutcpme for the child(ren) of.working parents.

.-
A

-No,one home to talk to. . ,

-Sees e ityOn eaning on Saturday.
-- Mom /D isn' ome to start dinner. ,0

t
- -Use p on7 until parent(s) come home. ..

--You.m t watch brOthers/sisters until parent(S) gets home.
--Watch T.V. all afternoon.

4 --You havetthe resgonsibility of makinAinner.
--Oad/Mom isn't home to check if you're home and "grounded."

with parenting
concerns/cOnflicts
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- -You turn up stereo and play your music while perf;rmli g the tasks which
parents/other; expect of,you.

- -You decide to all yourself off from school and stay hOcthe all dj.

Brainelienft other negatii,e/posltive situations which are preg nt when approaching
the same issues from a parentis point of view.

Decide what styles/situations are mcire comfortable to you Which situatiome could
not yoti.accept? Justify your decisions as they, will appl to you, your famTiy 4nd
your society.

Break intoesmall groups and work through *Discussion Questions.

tp

IBE.- Research several child care possibilities for each ofthe age groups.

--Tour the facilities and get the prices of child centers as options (good
friend). Select the one you would choose and state.reasons why'.

- -Check with neighbors who may care for yourvgradeschool child and list problenis
which may be encountered there. Would you be satisfied, with these alternatives?

- -What alternatives are there for the 12 to 18-year-olds who have working.parents?
What are some negative sspectsAof these alternatives? WIlldh one would you choose
or not choose?

FHA/HERO-As a chapter ..or individual Project, volunteer to carekfor thps
and sisters, niece.dr nephews or neighbor children who need .to lbe watched
parents get home. Find out whothosemlatchley" children are and extend
services into ,the community arid/or neighborhood.

a

4,

brothers
until
your
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dOMMUNICATXON AND PARENTING STYLIS.

Y.

Alhoullik effective family communication is not THE Answer to solving a
fthily's problems, 'it is away. to approach the family's goals. It
isn't a cure-all, for conflicts between work and familyi-however, it is
a necessary foundation frOm which to approach the tensions and conflicts.

Communication is related to parenting styles. Rudolf Dreikurs,,,i.a promt-
nent family, life educafor, has identified several' parenting styles: .

iUtocraticf permissive and demociatic. Another style; mentioned in A.
other literature) is oalled hypocritical% . .i

'
, t

These four parenting s yles may overlap, although-in each we can see awn
identifiable dOMinant pattern o parent-child interaction. at 1S women h'
for parenti whp 'basically use o e) style to occasionally resort to charac-:
tetistics of the.other patter Yoi4 might"consider some situations
where,your PArents have used all four!

.

1) The Autocratic parent-relies upon punishment or the threat of it to:
.enforce -his/her dominance. ,Children are considered irresponsible
and'incapOle'of rational decisions without.parental presence. The
parent's behavior is usually authoritarian; demanding,,uncompro-
mising dfr#Cting'ana moralizing. Children- usually react as compliant,
'dependent, resistant, Trustrated, angry and rebellious.

2) The Permissive parent is nearly the opposite of tkhe autocratic.
Theseoparents relinquiih to other institutions (schools, churches)
their parental responsibilities to guide their children's behavior.

-

Children are forced to make their own decisions without parental
guidance. The parentrs behavidr is usually non-interfering, non-
directive and non-demanding, The children usually react as confused,
uncertain, angry, frustrated and independent,. -

3). The Hypocritical parents have high.standardsiOior their children, but
d.

which they themselves have not-adhered,to. They have a "Do What we
say, not what we do" style. The parents. behavior is usually cOn-:
flitting, confusing," inconsistent and indefinite. The children react
by being confused, angry, and cynical. .

,,,, .
.

.0 . .

4) Democratic parents belipire their role isbased on personal involve-
ment And two4fay, communication. Emphasis is on understanding,
reasoning, and clarifitation of values and decisions. Their 00.1

.

standards and expectations for the children's behavior abange as the
childrbn growl; the parents' beipvior is interactibn, verbal exchange, -.

adaptabilitYel'suPPortive, understanding and rationalizing.' The -e

children' t reactions ace4rusting,.satisfied,_acceating, anderstandr_ ___ ______-

ing; impaOetit. IP. .Ak
It

,

,

.

,111

;

.

.4

k, I
Source: Work and Pmlyi'Friends or Foes by Joyce Portner and Larry:Etkik 4

. .
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DISCUSSION QUESTIONS: -
.

1. How much time do you spend with.your parents each day? What .05
you do during -that time? How -could you increase the amount of
time you spend with- your parents and improve 'the quality' of the
things!. that you de9 during that time together?

2. -.Think of yourself as having a half dozen people, 'each pulling
.

et yOki from a' diffeient directiont Consider how uncomfortable
or miserable this' would make you -febl. How might you feel ,if
you were- one of the pullers, able to -see everyonT ,q1sePulling
at the same tithe ; Think of the -pullers as .your your
children, a, community or religiOus function. How would these:
opposing forces fear ?le. yo,u:as a :parent. or spouse? villat could/
would you do to alleviate, remedy or ameliorate the-situation?

.g

.
'3, Think about your parents and their style of parenting. Do y.......'feel they could modify their style to make the- situation have

,,...

less. conflict? How? Digcusls why 'you shOuld or shouldn't change
......)your style once it's been implemented.

4. Have you ever 'hea'rd of or-used, a "family council" approach in
your family? -If you have, how 'did you 'do it? Did .(do) you feef.
-it is a successful techiiitgue?

'Cummary of discussion should include:

e :...

-- Quality of time spent togethex. b- '- 'Irv. .,

--ommuniCe4Xion opportunities and how to improve and clarify. .,--
4

--Structured' fathily time/activities are, important 'enough tO
precede all ether priorities.

Solve:probleths as they arise and be careful to meet -individual:
needs, based on individual circumstances.. ,

, 6 - o .

--Recognize and accept f..amily unit differences7-middle olass -
families have 'different values and punishment and will differ
from. "working class" values and punishment. t '

.

--Good and consistent child care. +I .;

t t

,, . . t

r

1
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PERENNIAL PROBLEM

PRACTICAL PROBLEM

CONCERN/CONCEPT

A

What To Do Regarding Cogrdinating
Work and the. Family

-Whatilhould I Do Regarding Achieving A

HOMEMAKING SKILLS

Assess work stress and its
'Balapce-in the Family and ClAreer Lifestyle? effect on families

Effects oT/Work on Family/Work Stress

1

O

WF 2':24

PROCESS
SKILLS

CONCEITS STRATEGIES
.......r.1

v-1 /

I

GOAL S

VAUTIS
FA( TORS

Determinant's

of stress

A

Symptoms of stress

r.

Wh), do all of these people and situations have inlcommon?,

--17-year-old girl learns her bo friend has been killed in ;an auto
--BbStnessitrson loses a $10,V0 commission to theiv;sompetitor.
--15-year-old boy approaches 4 girl b ash her out fbr the first time.
--Athlete receives a first place award for efforts in'a track event.
--You are about to thke your test for youi. driver's 'license.:
--You are going on hn interview for a job you really ve4nt.

accident..

Are all situations unpleasant? Brainstorm other stress 61 'situations which keset
families. s stress-good (positive) or bad (negative) hat would you call"stress
that is ads (Distress:) How is'stress gqbd? k

Using *S ptoms of Stress'Checklist, relate symptoms of stess'to your own instance.
React to, discuss source and list problems and alternatives ? (including rifestyles) '

)which you may consider in handling these symptoms before th6r,become disabling,
chronic discirders.

.--Employment, alternatives
- School/education alternatives
- -Friends'

-Family.
- -Sex

--Energy*levels
Health

J.
-Personal appearance

-Personal-influence
--Mood swings.

--Habits 't

linviroriments

-- Leisure time aOivftiei.
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Understanding
stress

3

Stages of stress

/

Responding to list on chalkboard, identify the two types of stress (teacher makes
up list, to include examplqs.of *toll type of stress--acute example might be going into
a skid on an icy road; Chronic exampleg might be migraine headadhes, stomach pains,
heartburn, high blood pressure.) , .

-Acute stress situations 'occur: when there is.an immediate`threat toe-a person's life
or physical being and the peison has to respond immediately..

-1 .

1/

--Chronic stress occurs,when a crises situationAs pr longed without any rest or
recovery time for your body. Most of these situati ns,would relate to work/.
family role conflicts. t

Identify symptoms which you would feel in each stress situation:,

- -Racing heart (acute)

--HeadaChbs (chronic)
- -Gastrointestinal problems '(chronic)

--Shakiness after the'initial episode (acute)
- -Cardiovascular problems (chronic)
- -Heartburn (chronic) Y.

Imagine'yourself in the following.situations.- Put the situations in the order in which
they would probably happen by,placing"1, 2 and 3 .befOre each episode while keeping in
mind that our bodies produce a definite series of reactions to stress-- ALARM, RESIS-
TANCE, EXHAUSTION.

--You arevon your way to an important. appointment. at work after'having..> nice Break-1/4
fast with the family when the radio announcer states the time and it is one-hour
later than you think it is. "Is there anybody out there in radioland who..- orgot
to set their cloaks ahead this weekend?"'the announcer asks. Dare, you reminded
your spouse to do that!'

- -You push'the pedal to4the metal-and wheil the high semi suddenly changes lanes to
be in front of you, you put on the brakes hard enough to swerve and narrowly miss
the car(s) in the next lane.

- -You arrive at work to discoVer- the meeting which was scheduled was. canceled because

your client forgot to sq'hiVher cloak ahead' an0 missed the plane.
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Pktteins of ',Read *Stress Patterns. Using current resources, develop a'list,of stress patterns
*stresst

r,
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WF 2.24

I

ee.

'41

Reactions to
stress

Meaning of
stress in-work

1c3

(optimal, typical, hazardous,.drgerous). What dotIthese pattepts all have in common?
What is the most importantperlpeoPtive 'keep'in mind when with stress
patterps? 'What pattern(s) seem to prevail in your life?

SHow do you react when you're under stress? Imagine thisqpredicament: YOU have loads
of homework tonight! When you get home which of these reactions describes how yop
would react tethis stressful situation and possible consequences of your reaction?

4

- i'
SITUATION

,,

REACTION
1

--You do it but it won't be up to your usual level. ToleranCe
--You 'eat or play-

.

a game with your brothers/sisters until, after
dinner, then try to do the best you'can and forfbit T.V. Diversion.

- -Co to your room, tetOphone your best friend,'complain about
the assignments, then take a nap. Ap

t ( .0Withdrawal
-=Get high and pretend you never heard all of the aSsignments Denial

.,,,,
.--Dol something crazy--run away or be tivant: 41,:..,0 .

'Going crazy
--Call in sick*because .you really .are sink. %. '

'Irc

Illness

The following statements are attitudinal statementsthey convey a feeling ytu have
about a situation:, This situation may or may not have ever existed for you, but you
still feel something about it. Find out what your attitudes are. 'TO begin to do
this, number your paper from 1 to 10. As the statements are read,4 quickly, react ,

without t o'thinking abOUt whether yqu agree r disagree. Do not worry if some state - r:

ments contradict bthersmaybe your deeper feelings about work are contradictory.
'4

--Work is a bore because it takes you iwaybfrom the things you really, want to do.
--Work is a qhalle ge-- it,meahs always being given chances to try new things.

Yin' learn new t ings about yourself, too.
--I don't know w at work is, but forspme,reason it concerns tr.
--Who cares, abort work! 'Youeave tor& it, so you do it:
- -I 'like the idea of going 14i-work. It means being around, people all the time

19 4and sounds O.K.
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--Work. means money and money means independence. I cannot Wait until I'm on my own.
--WheD4ou work you always h'ave to do what you,a,re told. Who needs that?
--I know what I want to do for a living'and I can't wait to start doing it. ,

-"-I'm not sure what I'm going to do, but I look forward to doing it.. Whatever
it is, I will do my best.

--I w t tovo out and work. Work means success. I'll be something and people
rwil respect Me.

Which one suits you-best? Which one suits you,least? Do you know why?
What are some of your hahg-ups about work? About having a husband/wife
when yoU work? How would one job seem like stress and another job seem
What is the common factor that separates "work" from "play's?

f

if so, why?'
and children
like play?

Brainstorm categoried of jobs working with ideas, working with things, working wtle)
people. Identify characteristics of peciple in each category. Wharolitional factors
should you consider before'choosing a job?

Brainstorm faebtors which permit/interfere with functioning in
creating stress in the life of those around,you, 59pu, and the
live? How would you coSe with'these? 404

the job, therefore
society in whiCh you

--Varying need's for fulfillment outside the home coupled with the traditional values
most people have about women staying dome And raising the kids.

--A "good" parent has time for-their spouse and children, therefore punctuality often
is achieved at the expenke of the family.

--No support networks boD call on in case the babysitter or wife gets sick and cannot
/fulfill expected roles for you.

--Stress is more evid t in women than in men over family/work conflicts (more
flexible roles, less stereotyping).

After consideling these options, take sine time' -;to ponder what you -'usually do. Can
you see yourself doing the same thing several times? This may be a pattern which
you are developing.
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STRATEGIES

Keep a journal cliaTy of stressful situations throughout a six-week period. Identify
the'situation and record hoW you handled its. See if you can create a graph and record
the frequency factor(s) involved. Is this wayof handling stress going to be benefi-
cial or detrimental to you? What might you have to do to change? (Consideillptions
mentioned at beginning of subconcept regarding alternatives.)

Select one person (male or female) toast pd alone in the middle of the room--this
person, is the worker. Another person Of ,he opposite sex from the worker takes the
right hand of the worker (this is the,spouse). Another person (either sex) takes the
left hitnd of the worker (titis is the firstborn chij.4.) . The second born child grasps
the wolker arctund the waist with both arms from,-the ftpnt. Another person grasps the
worker with both arms frdm arop&he back (widowed mother/father of worker). (If you
want to inv lve morerpeople, two more people can qach grab a leg.)

After. group s assemble3;-pave everyone pull gently and slowly, but firmly, toward
-themselves until everyone Sfeels the pull...then FREEZE, The worker will begin to feel,
stretched, uneasy, uncomfortable and miserable. He/she will even fear he/she will
lose balance.14The workei cannot stay in this position forever., Get responses from
the group (audience or those in the skit) as tohOw the worker can handle these_areas f
of stress/beinglialed in all directions at.once:-

.

--He/She can decide tp'endufb until he/she gets increasingly numb and ho longer feels
anything,. Some of the pulling.forces will conclude that the worker "no longer cares."

worker can get out4by using brute force and some family members might acciden-'
tally get knocked down

--The worker can look at each member of the .family and see the hurt/conflict each may
be experiencing and feel gui-_-/ and blame, him /herself for not being aple to do
what he/she wants. The blame may be projected to the family for gettiAg the wotker

, into these circumstances. reennIs may arise that the worker is mean, unlOvin4and
deliberately hurtful. ..

:--Theworkermay collapse (becoming lick, helpless, or die).
--The: orkerorker may make deals sand bribes he/she can't keep. Feelings' of distrust and
bei let down, will develop ,in the family group.

--The worker can yell for help- --car develop relationships outside the family.

1.98
.
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stress level
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s.
STRATEGIES
4

bind
If yixe permits,. the worker-can role play all of these ways of getting out .of his/her

Use *Problem locater Sheet to evaluatg your ability to identify and work throtth a
pioblem. After working through a personal problem, try to identify a problem which
would,pe (or is) present in the home where both members Of the family work and solve
this .roblem in the same.way.

411

IEE- Use the *Feel Wheel on a reg lari basis every day fora six-week period. Plot
glaphs which hiould showchanges d g that time.- Re,00rickholeiyou felt and relate
to what they actually' did in class during that six-week gfading period. Observe
and discuss'(or write) what caused you to feel'positive and/oendgative and how this.
influenced what you did in class. Relate these results to jobs and how performance
might be affected,

FHA/HERO- tThe *Feel Wheel regarding meeting chapter projects /activities,

1.

,

41
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SYMPTOMS OF STRESS CHECKLIST

Score each symptom from 0-5.

- 0 Never experienced
1 Experienced once

-'2 Experience'd.more.than once in a
3 Experience 1-3 times per month
4' Experience 1-2 times per week.

Pt

lifetime, but not monthly

5 Experlence3 or more'times per week

Score REACTION /SYMPTOM

Pounding heart
Trembling /sha)cing 1

Teeth grinding
I4somnia (trouble falling asleep)
Frequent urination
Indigestion (upset stomach)
Stomach paint
Headache
Migraine headabhe.
Fatigue
Constipation
Itch1nc kin (dermatitis)
Acne

LOss- ppetite
NightAres
Recurrent drpams
1I-limp". in throat

Sore or tense neck
Dry mouth
Sweaty pilms
Excessive perspiration
old hands or feet

back pafn
es

or sore shoulders:
Diarrhea

muscles

J
Score REACTION/SYMPTOM

Troubled breathing
Tics
'"StuffyP sinuses
"Scratchy" pr sore throat
tendency to startleteasily
Irregular penstrual cycle
Anxiety, feeling "uright")
Increased desire to eat
Inability to respond sexually
Accident proneness
Eczema
Hair loss
Sore muscles''in limbs
Waking up, early and, being

unable to go back to sleep
Waking up often at' night
Biting fingernails/lips
,Cold sores
Mental- cohfusi.wn

AbsentMindedPesN
Inability-to concentrate on a task
Crying
-Feeling "blue" (depressed)
Considering suicide
Attempting suicide
Increased alcohol use.
Increased drug use

WHAT THE STRESS, SYMPTOM CHECKLIST SHOWS

Increased time Spent sleeping
Other

The higher your more on the Stre'ss Symptceithecklist, the greater the like-
lihood you'are:alictim of stress overload. Almost eVerydne.has experienced.
several of theSe Ktrest7related.symptoms-at some time' during his or her
so scores between 0 and 100 are normal. If you scored between 100. and 150,
your' body is telling you that MI arein a hi4h-stresptsituation, whether you
are awareof.itor rapt. If you scored, between 150 and 2t25,you are most
-likely in a chronic stress situation, and the suggestiOns provided in this'
book'will be very helRful for you 'tf you scored over 22 points, your
chronic stress4s:very severe,-and it might be a good idea for you to make
an appoiOment fOr',A checkup with your physician.:
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PROBLEM LOCATOR SHEET

'31

1. Identify the problem which'seems most important to you at
time.

J

this

2. Does your problem statement include the person who is hurting or
feeling the "pinch"-? If not, rewrite 'your pioblemstatement to
include these persons.

4

3: Does the roblexestatement include your iplyolvement with the
problem? ''!How are you feeling ? " "How does the problem affect you?"

fi

4. List who or what is causing the,problem. (E.g., others, employer,
total group, family, parent.) Avoid the responte that-everyone is
causing the problem- --this is seldom,...t-rue. Be specific! Maybe
there is s ethingin yourown personality that is causing the _

problem. be it's the way you perceive the, problem and there
really is problem at all.

5. Identify the kind of problem it i
(or mismanagement of it), conflt
certain kinds of behavior, Lick6f
Be specific!

Now, state your problem again.
above.

(IF

i

so (E.g., communication, tip
Of values, inability to tolerate

inadequate resources
'?

\,

41

AL

Ilk

I elude all thp elements listed

15,
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'PERENNIAL PROBLEM

PRACTICAL PROBLEM

CONCERN/CONCEPT

What To Do Regarding Coordinating
Work and the Family

What Should I Do Regarding Achieving

HOMEMAKING SINUS

Balance in the Family and Career Lifestyle?

Effects of Work on Family/Occupational Choices

WF 2.25

Investicjate occupational choices and
select an occupational cluster

PROCESS
SKILLS

CONCEPTS STRATEGIES
1.

205

Self identity

Pick an object out of,a large bag or off a di'splay of objects on a table. (Teacher
collects various objects.) Compare the object you selected to an occupation. Tell
why you chose the iccupation you did to fit the object you whose. (Sca%ors might
representa superv#orior personnel director who has to be the one to determine who
gets hired/fired)(cut)! Would this,occupation fit the one you have thought of your-
self

,

self as having? If so, f not; why not?

Refer to bulletin board. (*Bulletin Board Idea) Dismiss how such components fit
into Occupational Choices. What other consideratioes would a spouse or child(ren)
necessitate?

Do *Personal Traits and *Self Inventory. Considering. your original combination Of
abilities)(skills, aptitudes, natural talents, interests and work preferences),
what changes iri your life-will occur when you get married or have children?

--Are you the same person you were when .you took tbe job? (Are you still_ "good At"
what you.wdre "good at "; working more and enjoying itAess?)

--DO others think.you are happy in'your work? How would they know? (You could ask
. your fellow workers, or: if mature enough, maybe you can "read" spur co-workers'

opinions as you perceive them to be--(Do they "bug" you? Do youfeel you are.
doing your share of the work?)

--Is your:family understanding of your occupation? Do they appreciate what you do?
Do yOU feel you are contributing both at work and.at home?
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PROCESS
SKILLS

.CbNCEPTS

Personal
information

Obtaining occu-
pational
information

1I

*of

42-

4' -'S

OF 2.2'5

w .

STRATEGIES

oF . 'L
#

Compose or do a Self-Inventory--a written description of your abilities, interests,
work preferences and present values. Add to your self inventory the things others
know about you (paents, spouse, children, teachers, friends, employers). Include
past report cards or list what your grades -have been, but remember that although

IlY
grades show you hOW well /poorly, you have done in a course, t- do not glways'indi-
date your capabilities. Con4ider that hard work, new and go ideas.and real .

interest tan make a major difference in whetheryou will work well or just fair.
Take some tests (*) Rating Your Abilies, Charting Your Interests.

In writing, name four kinds,of information about yourself that you should use in
choosing an occupation. (Remembliir to give yourself room to grow and change through-
out life,-but these basic steps in choosing an occupation can and should be applied'
every time.you think about'making an occupatibrial change, eve quitting your job all
together.) A List three ways to find out iiiformation about yourself.'

Brainstorm ideas regarding types of information you want to know about varion^
occupatiqns.

5

--Job requirements are those things you must have in-order to get a job. (Certain
. amounts of education or training, spe6'ial abilities, woigc experience or, special

licendi6.)
--Job descriptions tell you about the occupation itself, duties, pay scales and

working conditions.
--Job futures'include the employment outlodk for oogupations And the chances fetr

' advancement-within the occupation.'

What elqe might you want'to know about specific job requirements, descriptions, or
'futures? (College degree, highrihmeiical driher's pcenle; your own equip-
ment, whether it is indoor or outdoor work, messy or greasy, seasonal employm6nt.),

Determine where the jobs will be during the next ten years by using the Occupation
Outlook Handbook. 'In what arep(s) will there be the most jobs? DC these jobs
require training or expekiencg?. Which job areas offer the most opportunities for
growth?' Which job(s) appeal to you the most? Why? Thy least? Villy hot?
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PROCESS
SKILLSt

CONCEPTS-

4

Changing occupa-
tions in your`

lifetime

STRATEGIES

Using as many-different resources as possible, collect data and list ways you cap find
out about an occupation, where those occupational openings exist and what experience"
is necessary

-Talk to people in that occupation.
--Ask your counselor or employment agency for information.
--Observe workers on the job.
--Think about your own work.experience(s).
-Interview employers who hire workers in the occupation in which you are interested.

--Read about occupations (Worklife and Occupational Quarterly publications).
--Write to professional groups for information about particular occupations.
-Talk to members and officers of various trade unions. .

_ 4
Using the Occupation Outlook Handbook, fill out the *Exploring OccdphtioAstWorksheet.

--Look over the occupations in the index /
--Select the occupation that interests' you the most. 3 Re d 'the art&c140bout ttle...

occupation aid fill out the worksheet where iipt applie .

r

.

.
. N <------ 1 )

List on a pie of paper all of Ihloccupatfon u would iketo consider kyour 'life-
time. You may hays:I a low list or yOttlfs may be e tremely ort: If your list, is long,

put an "4" by those Occupations_which-Are different yet very similar% (A mechaniC )is

a mechaniC and usually has the ability to takeiiqp4 and fix anything, so N-1 aut

tIts
mechanic could easily become a computer rk)air person b ' use the skills, though
difpr'ent, are basically the same.) put a "D" beside lose occupations. which do
_fit into any other category. (A nurse would 'from a mechnic because of,
many reasons--not too much I./Mild be,similar in e oCcupations.) What general stitie-

pents can you say about your choices? In what 'generaloccupational areas do you have
interest? H wjMight the job you do altel in Your lifetime yet be within the same
general occupational area ?. .

.

.
.

Do You Know activity (teacher writes on small pieces of paper or tagBolard pertinent
facts/trivia about occupations and/ot famous per ages who changed occupations e d ..

did their reatest work). ' III, C



PROCESS
SKILLS

CONCEPTS

Considering
consequences can
family and possi-
ble alternatives

WF 2.25

FL STRATEGIES

--Over 20,000 joks people can do for a living./
=You will *change, jobs more than five times in,yout lifetime.

-1Thomas Edison was told by his teachers that he was- too stupid to ler{i anything.
--A newspaper editor fired Walt Disney because he .had no-good ideas.

.

- -Einstein,was four years old before he could speak and seven*forell could read.
- -Beethoven's music teacher once said ofhim, "As a composer, he .is hopeless."
- -You should; call the company .you're interested in to get the name of the personnel
manager or the person in charge of hiring and directly contact him/her.

Select an occupation and answer. theAWlowing awestions:

--How will this occupation affect your life as a family ynember?
--What will this mean to you, yqur spouse, children/society?
--What sacrifices do you anticipAte making?
--What would this mean to your spouse and/or children?
- -Does this fit in with your values and standards as a family member? If so, how?

If not, what may you have to modify or change? At whose expense?
4

4

th.

2.12
.

4



EXPLORING OCCUPATIONS WORKSHEET.

In
N Student's Name
N

Date

Title of occupation to b. explored

Ust the AMOS of books or other materials used, or persons Inter/tried

A'Jeb Itaquireasents

What education and/or training Is 'loaded?

Ust any special abilities needed (verbal, numerical, mechanical, etc.)

Do you need a Oconee or spacial certificate to do this work?

Ust any othor 4Iromen ts for this occupation

Job DeCripilein

What are the dutlas?

Check (0) the kinds of Interests that are rotated to this occupation. Is question may be omitted If the Information
Is not available.)

a artistic D computational D literary 0 outdoor
0 clerk:al 0 mechanical 0 musical 0 scientific

Check (.') any special working conditions associated with this occupation.

O very little movement
O heavy physical work

dangerous work
O night or weekend work
O extreme hest or cold
O get dirty or greasy

O routine, unchanging work
O work that changes a lot
O work under supervision
O work without supervision
0 work mostly with others
O work 'mostly alone

O persuaslvb
O social **mice

O high pressure work
O much travel
O all Inside work .

loud noise

Doss the occupation have any other special working conditions? Describe them.

What Is the pay or pay range for this occupation?

Job Future

What iv, the chansas for advancement within this occupation?

What ant the chances for staying imOloyaa In this oeuprstion (employment outlook)?
,

Oa Vow Opinion 1..

What are the major advantages of this occupation? v.

What arm the major disadvanlaostVpis occupation?

Source: Employability Skills Series, Florida Department of EducSion.
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N BULLETIN BOARD IDEA

f 1!

How to find out
information about yourself

How to find out
Information about occupations

4-`

Source;

Abilities

'interests

4 Work
PreferQnces

Values

,,

1/2:

How to put these together

Employability Skills Series, Florida Department oi rducation.

214
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PERSONAL TRAITS

'ts

In Column I, list four kinds of informatioCabout yourself you should
consider before choosing an occupatibn, In Co4Nmn II, describe,each
one.

(abilities)

2. (interests)-.

3. (work preferences)

4. (values)

.R.e4d each statement and 'assess whether it pertains ,to a verson'g-

interests (I), work pieferences (P)', values (V) or abilities.(A).
Write the letter which you think applies in the blahk preteding each
statement. (There are correct answers.)

I like to work alone. 2.,..mowl

3. I.can type 60 WPM, 4.

5. I think having lots of 6:

money is important

7. I like to get good grades. 8.

9. I would rather take 10.

orders from someone
else than. make and be 4'12.

reSponsible for.deci-
sions myself.

11. I like'sports

KEY: 1. P 2. V 3. A 4.1
9. P 10. A 11, I 12. V

I think having lots of friends
is importan't.

I like to work with tools.1
I like to pfay the piano.

I like to write.

I am very good with numbers.

I wouldTather have a low-
_

paying secure job than a high: J.
paying insecure job.

5. V

215

I

6. I 7. A' 8.



SELF,- INVENTORY

ABILITIES :

List all of the ability areas in which you scored high-or very high.

List your special skills and abilities.

I

How much education do you plan to complete? Check (4) one.

4 high school

0

vocational, technical, or on-the-job training

two. years of college

four years of college

More than four years of college

INTERESTS:

List your three or four strongest interest areas.

VALUEI:

List the three things you value most in an occupation.

WORK PREFERENCES:

Which of the'Working situations desbribed there would yob like?

a

Are there any working 4ionditions that you would dislike very much?
. .



In

I.

p.

.RATING YOUR AbILITIE$
.A

There are. numerous abilities! Mentioned below are a few important
ones when it comes to making choices for the job which best suits
you. Determine y6ur level in eacli ability by -ciroling,the 'most
appropriate number .(1 = very high; 2 = high; 3.=.average; 4 = low;
5 = very.low). After completing this exercise yourself, get input
from three others who know yqu well and have them circle the level
as they perceive you. (It might t)e quite different from your rating)

Verbal able to understand and use 1

words and ideas in speak-
ing and writing

Numerical able to work with numbers 1

accurately and quickly
Ibr

Reasoning able to learn, understand ii
' and solve problems

Perceptual able to see differencgo or 1

Coordination

similarities in the things
and world around you

e o e feet, hands,
and fi s easily and
skillfully

)

2 3 4 5

2-. 3 4 5

2 3 4 5

ot

3 4 5

2 3 4 5

What would be same skills and abilities not decribed above? Th4nk
about your hobbies and activities away from school. Given below are
a few examples:

photography
organizing activities
good helper around thd house
teaching
mechanical ability
high scorer on computer games
work well with people.
selling

Make a list .f some of the things you do WELL.

4..

I

A.'

a.

2



Chartinyour Interests

Occupations can be grouped wider one or more interest areas. Here are Magic In-
lerest areassed in the Kuder General Interest SUrvey.e.Try to spot your major in-
terests by rating them on IMF page. if you have taken an interest lest, you may use
the result; in lolling out this form. If not, ate yourinterests on the basis of what you
know about yourself and what you've been told by friends, relativeszNachers, and
counselors. NI a check I.. In the box that shows how you rate each interest.

Interest
Area
OUTDOOR'

,.(
'Do You Like 4.
*corking Outside most of the lime? working with

:animals and plants?

4

Examples of Occupations
Th4Share This Interest

Rate Your Interests

farmer, forester, ranger, athletic coach, agriculture and
mining engineer, construction worker

MECHANICAl. working with machines, tools, engines? fixing thhIgs? auto mechanic, carpenter, machinist, repairperson,
plumber

COMPUTATIONAL working with num bers?

SCIENTIFICi , discovering new facts and ideas, analysing and solving
problems, inventing livings?

*ERSUASIVIL dealing with people, selling things and ideas, porous
Ina pehple to your point of villw?

ARTISTIC doing emotive work with your hands, designing for eye
appeal, working with Colo; or line?

UTERARY reading and writing? d.

MUSICAL listening .:to music, playing musical Instruments,
pinging?

SOCIAL SERVICE

CLERICAL

helping proopt?

accountant, cashier, payroll cleirk, bu)inesspieson,
math leacher, statistician, stock broker ,

0 0

0 0
chemist, physician, physicist, engineer, 114Cif011iel (1 0 ,o
technician, inventor

actor, clergy, lawyer, politician, salesperson, teacher,
adverilsino writer

architect, hair stylist, artist, dancer, clothing designee,
Interior decorator, illustrator, textile designer

I,

editor, historian, writer, librarian, news reporter.
leacher o .

Cl

0 0 0

0 0 0
-choir director, composer, conductot, mush leacher, 0 ad
performer, band member, music store clerk

clergy, school counselor, nurse, employment counsel. 0 0 0
or, social worker, orderly, lescheripsychlatrIN

keeping things In order? being, precise and accurate? a bookkeeper, Me clerk, keypunch operalors'esCrplary, 0 0
doing office work? working indoors? typist, ward clerk, proofreader

0. Frederic Ruder. MAW Osowat Mims' Swoop Manua Fenn E. picago, Minels: Silence Research Associates, ISINL 0. S.

Where do your interests lie according' to this,
Did you know these thing's about yourself?

Source: , Employabilit'y 1Skills

survey?

Series, -Florida Department of Education.

EST COPY, AVAILABLE
:Lre-4-.7t4

WF 2.25
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PERENNIAL PROBLEM

PRACTICAL PROBLEM

CONCERN/CONCEPT

PROCESS
SKILLS

What To Do Regarding Coordinating.
Work and the Family HOMEMAKING SKILLS

What Should I Do Regarding Achieving A
Balance in the Family and Career Lifestyle?

Effects of Work on FaMily/Fringe Benefits

-Invest igate fringe benefits

WF 2.26

p

CONCEPTS .STRATEGIES

Identifying
fringe benefits

22Q

Divide into two groups. One group. will represent the company/owner/eMployer--the
other group will represent the worker/employee, Your task is to list benefits in
addition to salary which you thin} yOU can give (if you are the employer).- and those
,which you would like to receive (if you are the employee) These are commonly calle(
"fringe" benefits.

EMPLOYER . A

- -2 to & weeks paid vacation '
--Hospitalization (full)
--Dental inSit4ance (partial)
--Prescription insurance
--Company car

expenses, no--e tions
expense account

--Bonus'of.turkey at anksgiving
t

EMPLOYEE

- -'aid vacation
--Paid sick leave
-41W'aid personal leave (5.days/year)
--Hospitalization
- -Dental insurance (full)
- -Prescription insurance

--Picnic At Cedar Point 1.

--Christmas party

Rank order each list of benefits: What would be the most important fori yOu?
family? What would be the least beneficial for you? ,For your family?

Your

J

Dedide-what-other aspects of fringe benefitsvciuld/could be,offered by he 1ployer?
Dedide what other aspects of fringe benefits would be appreciated by 0 employge.

'otei



PROCESS'
SKILLS

CONCEPTS

Cost to employer/
employee

WP 2.26

STRATEGIES

EMPLOYER

What are the costs of the benefits?
Can I Afford to offer them?
Can I,afford not to offer them?
Who' gets what? (Paid vacation

(::7

length determined b seniority
or does everyone g t the same.)

Do the benefits I gi make me
attractive to a certain age or
sexual group?

Who gets a company car and who
receives mileage costs?

Do I giv,e bonuses, incentive or
merit raises, or profit sharing?

Can I afford to offer some or all
of these?

Do men and women receive the same
benefits?

Do I pay relocating/mbving costs?

EMPLOYEE

Can I take my husband/wife along on my businss§'
trips?

Do I need the benefits or would I rather have
the money?

Ali X happy with what I'm doing and feel a high
level of self-satisfaction?

Is the low salary and job security worth all
,

of the "extras"? , ;,

Is there a pension plan and how good is it
compared with what I can get somewhere else?

y/ within the plant?;

Are babysitt ng services offered?
Are there ph sical fitness facilities offered

How do they feel about using the company car
foe personal use -or do I have to leave it
at the garA411 all night?

If I work at a restaurant, can I eat anything
and all / want?

Relate the questions above to an overall situation. What are these benefits going to
do to the rest of the community? What "hidden" factors are involved? (The company
who offers babysittirig services might have a larger number of female employies--how
would I fit into this structure if I were the male?)

Call upon students of multiple working families to share their own thoughts regarding
what "fringe benefits' they receive. (Time alone to be with self and do my jobs at '

my.rate without parent constantly overseeing. An opportunity to become a more inde-
pendent.personandapore actively participating family member. More money so requests
are not usually refused.? Do you like your life more orlaess since your parents both
are working? Why or why not?



PROCESS'
SKILLS

r

CONCEPTS

Reflection and
evaluation.

224

a

STRATEGIES

WF 2.26 4

11.

keferring to *Case Studies; use the practical reasoning_updgss.to determine which
situation would be your choice. Questions will be given on the case studies for
you to direct your thinking.

I

As an individual or club activity,, interview at least five people,

- -Younger)but established person wha'is considered self-employed (doctor, lawyer,
minister, 'salesperson, meal estat% person, contractor/builder, architects,
farmer, any owner of any small builness such as a beautibian, owner of.the local
eatery).

--Retired person who was self-employed but hag sold his/her business.
--Older person who should/could retire but likes to continue working and does.
-Person who worked for a company and was "automatically" retired at age 65.

--Schodl teacher.
-- Personnel /hiring director or finance cksultant for a litrge company. -

Interview questions should include thoughts about those things listed berow and hope-
fully yo should be able to generate some of your own.

"What es each person have as tangible and intangible benefits?
--Are ey satisfied with their personal choices--if so, why? If not, why no?i
--Who would or should be responsible for the offering of-fringe benefits?
--Who can change or request more fringe benefits?
- -Do the trimle benefits remain the same after I retire?
-:-Would'the fringe benefits continue if someone else bought the comparcir2
- -What benefits benefit the workeronly and which, benefit the entire family ?.
-What do you do when fringe benpfits like hospitalitation aren't offered?

--How many dollars taken out l'of each employee's wages are "uhseen" dollars which
must be paid by the employer for all of the "fringes"?

- -How havt these fringe benefits (or lack of them) affected this person's 'outlook
or attitude on life,'his/her family, the society in which.wt live?

'11
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CASE STUDIES

#1 Ben E. Fits took a job with the local school system 15 years
ago. Since he teaches Driver Education, he gets a new car every year
Which allows him to leave the family car for his wife and children.
AlthoUgh his salary of (whatever befits ypur system) isn't the greatest,
he sure was appreciative when his hospitalization paid all of the costs
for his son's broken arm and the x-rays his wife had to have last year..
He also said a personal thanks,when he went to the drugstore to purchase
his ulcer medicine at $30 per 100 pills and flashed his prescription_
card and paid just the 59 cent arvice charge. Just last year, although
he only received a 3 percent salary increase, the school board voted to
approve a good dental and vision insurance plan...just in timpoolMen the
childreh needed braces and his teeth were in need of some necessary
restoration-care he had let go because he didn't feel'he could afford it.

c

A few years ago his wife, pavemore, was offered. and took advantage
the opportunity to work as a secretary in the computer/science depart-
ment.at the local un4persity. Although the gray was low and the benefits
didn't compare with her husband's, any member of the family could
attend the university tuition-free and receive a 25 percent discount
at the university bookstore.

All in all, Ben is a happy worker and the family functions'well. They
have enjoyeda modest lifestyle and appreciaXe the roots they have in
the commuriity and the proximity they are' to,,,friends and family.

#2 Ron E. Rural loves his dairy farm. He's hadAit for 20 years.
He has enjoyed the four children and-the opportunities they've had to
grow an work together as a family. 'It was areal hrd.0( (the first. in

10 years). whenThe and his wife went to Hawaii for a month two years
ago. There was a real feeling of satisfaction to know his 19-year-old
son, with the help of the other children and hired hands, could carry
on with the round-the-clock duties involved in managing .the farm. It

offered him peace of mind. They had their share of good times and a
few bad, but it seemed like they always would have food to put on the
table. If the hospital bills piled up like they did a few years ago
when his dad was sickf he just parcelled of a few acres of land and
sold it. }Iv had been able to buy th4 back and more since then because
tinier . had really been good. His oldest children were now in college
apd the money has been set aside for the younger ones. He always felt
his security was in the land and his,income was controlled by how hard
they all Wanted to work:

It hounded silly when his wife, Renee wanted to go to work last year
Y.

at the local grain/equipMent company, but talk about a .changed woman!
She approaches Ker life With renewed enthusiasm and her family thinks
its the greatest:thiiig that ever happened to her,: The 20 percent' .

discount she vets by working there surd comes in boo* and made quite:.
a difference in expenses at planting :time.

138
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}ppefully, the children will settle close by and thdy can add to
and expand the operation as he did when his dad was just a young
man. He's seen the farm go from 30 acres and 10 head of cattle
to 350 acres and 150 head. Imagine the possibilities yet in store
.if Some oroll of the children decide to settle close,by!

'Looking closely at the two case studies, make a list as complete
as y"bu can of all the fringe benefits you see in each study. They
will bb quite different because the situations are entirely differ-
ent. Lookfor obvious (tangibles) ones and the not-so-obvious
(intangible) ones.

THE FITS THE RURALS

How are the fringe benefits similar? Hovtare they d fferent? Which
situation ,would you rather be in and why? What spec fic factor's
influenced your decision? Why? If neither of these situations
appeal to you or apply to your value system, feel fre to write your
own example. List the specific benefits and apply the questions
listed above to. answer in your own way to your situation
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PERENNIAL PROBLEM

PRACTICAL,PROBLEM

CONCERN/CONCEPT

$

What To Do Regarding Coordinating
Work and/ the Family

.

What Should t Do Regarding Achieving A
Balance in ttite Family ai Career Lifestyle? on the family

HOMEMAKING SKILLS

WF 2.27

Assess the impact of mobility

Effects of Work on FAmill/MObility
MP

PROCESS
SKILLS

CONCEPTS STRATEGIES

Mobility
problems

Those who trove

Use activity Where Would I Go? -Write occupations specific to different geographic
ilocations on different cards. .Locate place on large 0.S. map. Write your name on
0 paper pennant. Pin to map at locatton.where an pOupation of your choicetprivili
Identify other locations or occupations until everyone finds a spot. Discuss/ .

observereactionstolocationofwork.i'lhir hire you chosen this,slte?
11

Discuss facts of mobility.

--Typical Americang move.14 times in their lives.
- -Forty m*IliOnpeaple move elery year, or 12 million faalies.
7-Thieistwice as ,much as the average.EWishMan..
--thissjs three times as much as.the average'.7spanese.'.

Identify the.40110wing situations and iseleat those who could be most likely

--The factory worker
.--The married woman
--Tho-unempl*ed factory wprIcer
--The executive of the factory

, A
- -mimbers of a minority group (blatks, hispanics, etc.)
--The'singie woman J :.
- -The youngcollege graduate
--The-coliple with no childron pt home (retired or chillitsMsbY ch;taft)
-:-The family of six who41 son/daughter -witi4raduate*Om high.401001.01194r

vac



WF 2.247

PROCESS,
SKILLS

CONCEPTS

Impact of' moving.
on families

STRATEGIES

Who would be the least likely to move and why? In which category would you like to
be? Why?

Role play the skits on *Skit Sheet. Look for attitudes, changes of attitudes and
overall effects on the entire

React to the two sets of situations. Which problems in each situation are similar?
Which problemq are different? How is each member Of each family affected?. HoW does
age make a difference? How does sex make a differ'ence? In whi41 situation would
you like to be the student?JA which situation an adult? Give five reasons for
your angwers'based upon how you feel. ..,

. ..
.. .

Giving consideration to all family members and usng the practical reasoning process,
which family would seem happiest, most stable, most adjustable and more able to cope
wfth the changes which moves'bring? Be speCific and substantiate your opinion with
pertinent and relative information.

Describe why people move (when jobs are scarce and skills are difficult to sell, p
.1

stage's in liWbycle and what spouse wants to do regarding job).

Who usually encounters the most problems in a move? Why did you choose this person?

What benefits do you see by,moving? Are they, worth the move?

FA /HERO - Be or form* "Welcome Wagon" system in your FHA/HERO Chapter. Avail your-
self to those new students who come in throughout the year. Beprepared to inform
thdm about school policies, social opportUnitiesi different styles of different
teachers and all the things you see as important in making a transition from one
sdhool to another easier.

V
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q . SKIT SHEET
...
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11
P

#1 Todd Trim{ 1 has been promoted. His family will move from Akron to

.

r,,,Atlanta. This -is the twelfthj:move in their l year of marriage. The
oldest of the three childreff, Blake, has already att'nded eight different
schools: The Travelers make $60,000 a year. (Teacher: insert upper
level income appropriate to comMunity.)

1

Mr. Traveler's views--
. -moves are a way to get ahead

-almost Afraid not to move wits the way the economy is
-he feels he'll get stagnart if he stays too long in one place
-he's looking forward toXt change in climate and to a new office

His wife, Idawann's views--
- feels overwhelmed by all the packing and unpaoking involved
-doesn't look forward to seeking out new schools, doctors, notifying
everyone they've moved

- likAs her.home in Akron because it's close to her sister and the
I. schools are good

- doesn't feel tip excitement other wives in the company seem to feel
-feels like a temporary resident and doesn't really want to.eget
involved in comMUni4y activities anymore because it's always so
temporary!

- she fully expects to move again in two years
- she hasn't been able to find a job but'would like to
-she feels isolated, lethargic and lacks confidence
all she feels she has left are the children

Black's views-
- afrgid he won't find new friends
- every time he gets into extracurricular a vities and is doing
well, it seems they move. ft seems'as so n as this happens in
the next place they'll move again

- he keeps suggesting to his parents that he be allowed to live with
hi9 aunt and uncle to give him a chance to stay in one place.
Parents won't approve.

Dick, the 12-year-old is beginning to feel like his brother. It!seems.
4

like he spends more time looking for new friends than playing with them.

Michael, the 7-year-old is excited! Moving., is such ah adventure.

************************t**************************************************

#2 The Stayawhiles have been married for 18 years. 1They have moved foAr
times, but have reltsed promotions on four other occasions.*Mr. Stayawhile
makes $33,000 a yearquld his working wife, Lisa, makes $16po a year.
(Teacher: Insert ,I)ipper middle level' Income appropriate.to community.) ,

Greg, the father, feels- -

-he has not advanced as far-as he might have but has been able to .

see his -family enjoy a comfortable .lifestyle
-two Of the transfers he accepted were when, the children were young.
and 410E yet in school

4 32
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sr
-the other transfer he adcepted.came at a time when their
older son, Chris; was going 'from elementary to junior high
school

-he turned down one move because it,didn't fit into a normar.4
transition .period

-he's always considered what is best for the Pamily
4-his compady values him enough to be understanding and still
g*ve him another promotion

.r

t.

Lisa, the wife--
-*is a teacher and likes her job
-doesn't mind working to make up the differences in inwome'
posed by the move refusals

,-knows her teaching credentials would not be valid in another
state and there probably wouldn't be a job opening

Chris, the 16': year -old sfiri--

- is doing very well on the varsity basketball team
- is an honor student and likes school
-wants to graduate from this school

Amy, the 12-year-old daughter- -
- is a good gymnast and is afraid a pew school won't Aven have
a symnast's club

- wouldn't mind a move because she's kinda afraid of the big
junior high school anyway

4

s.



PERENNIAL PROBLEM

PRACTICAL PROBLEM'

CONCERN/CONCEPT

What To Do Regarding Coordinating
Work and the Family

What Should I Do Regarding Providing'
an Economic Base?

,

HOMEMAKING SKILLS

Investigate opportunity,costs in
the workplace

Interaction Between Family and Work/Opportunity Costs

VW 2.31

PROCESS
SKILLS

CoNCEPT'S, STRATEGIES

234

Human costs

Economic costs

Read *Casia'4tudies-Opp9rtunity Costs and discuss.what employment opportunity and
what human opportunity (personal or family) was given up in each case. What are

the.possible "payotts",in each Case? What would determine whether or not thete
payoffs were worthwhilek

Discuss the definition of opportunity cost. Opportunity costs are what you could

earn or gain doing something else.

--What one could earn if they chose not"to have children.
- -What one could earn if they chose not totake particular courtiowork.

Apply, the definitibn to earning and gaining matertalit goods (dollars, the likelihood,

of gaining more dollars) in the case studies. Apply thP term to earning and gain-

ing personally (self fulfillment, meaningful situations for self and family).

s

Using current career/occupational guides, establish the actdaf 10 of oppor-

tunity costs .for a_ specific time period for a partiCular'Occupa ibnicareer.

Interview family members or faculty to learn of,opportunity costs they have exper-

ienced. Ask if they would make the same decisions again. Ifs they wouth,le4de.

otherwise, on what would they base heir new decision? Could they justifY*41434;

decision on the bisis of self,. fam ;IF and society? Which of the three took 'prViidenoe

in their :decision ?,.

O
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PROCESS
SKILLS

ASS

VALLItS
!ACTORS

CONCEPTS.

WF 2.31

STRATEGIES

.Using-the case studies (above) consider the decisions made.by the individuals. List
the values and goals that were necessary for them to reach the decision. Ifimou were
to make the same decisions, what values and goals would affect your decision? What
alternatives and consequences would you consider in these situations?

Using the case studies, determine when these indOiduals would be able to objectively
evaluate their decisions-or get the payoffs, Might some of the gains, both human and
economic, be obvious only after many years?

4 Determine an extracurricular activity, job or community education course in which you
' plan to participate. Follow this activity through the year/semester keeping a log.
At the end of the project determine the oppoi.tunity cost ~, (human and economic) of-this
activity. Evaluate the activity in terms of self, family and society.

VCreate (via written example, tape recording or slide/tae esent4tion) an example of
a situation involving' opportunity costs- State the oppor, Itiv costs in terms of

4Thuman costs and economic cots .o Include gts stand value4
.4.

lved. Generate theitalternatives and consequenges to the actiol, hat would invo ve alternatire costs.
Consider how the decision (action) affdcts thq individual, family and society.
Consider the "payoffs" (human and economic) t6 the person involved.

Interview persons in your school who are actively involved in sports or other
activities. Determine the opportunity copts.for.given activities (football player
who gives up after-school job and has costs for various aspects of the activity).
Determine the gains as well as costs (human and economic).

237
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CASE STUDIES - OPPORTUNITY COSTS

. /
1. Ellen is a buyer of children's clothes in a large department store.

She planninglanning to have a baby in five months, She wants to spend
time w her child and therefore will take a-year from her job.
Her boss has said she'll try to holds the job for len but "can't
make any guarantees." The year from the Job-will .,cost Ellen 'a
year's salary. She also puts her job in jeopardy by leaving for ,

a year. If and when she returns to work she will have one leas
year Of seniority. She will also have.lost some experience deal-
ing with trends and fashions and being.Aware of changes in personnel
and activities in the,yearahe was unemployed.

The. total of these costs is what Ellen could have earned if she hadi
for

notIia0d out of wotlq for one year.

2. Greg has world lira machine shop for three years. He likes the
work and people... Greg does not have a machinist's certification.
He has come to realize' that he needs this,Ge*d6gication if' he hopes
to progress' at his jol? or even maintain-110s present position. Greg
has investigated a six-math training program that is highly rated..
Mr. Todd, Greg's boss, says he'll hold the job for him and encour-
aged the course. Mr. Todd offered to loan Greg some tools
necessary for the course.

The money Greg could earn in the six month4, the tuition and sup
cost at the school, and the travel to the school are...opportuni
costs for Greg. y (They are what Greg would have if he had not Tine
to the school.) Greg also had some human opportunity costs. In-
order to pay for the tuition and-earn living money for the six
months, Greg's wife worked overtime at her beautician's job. Greg
saw less of his three-year-old son and five- year-old daughter
during these six months. He often had to studS, when he's have
liked to spend time with his family. .These humanApportunity
costs are what Greg and his family could have gained had he not \-
taken the course.

3. Marie and Santos have been married three years. Marie is a medical
technician: She plans' to quit her joI to-have A baby. She does
not plan to return to work until her children are in schoolgeage4.
,Since Marie old Santos hope Xo.have three children spaced about tito
or three years apart, it will'be eleven or twelve years until Marie .

reenters the work for9p.

The cost of Marie's earnings for the 11 or 12 year (including
likely pay indreases) plus the likely c ursew updating in her
field when she reenters will be the oppor u y ct of Marie's
removing herself from the work force.

*************

NOTE: When evaliliting these cases,,consider possible factors that would
affect the actual dollar opportunity cost. Mtamples are decreased
child care or day care, costs in 1 and 3; assisting with meal pre-
paration because of schedule change in 2.

v



What. To to Regarding Coordinating
Work and the Family

WF 2.32

PERENNIAL PROBLEM
HOMEMAKING SKILLS

.4-

PRACTICAL PROBLEM What Should IDoRegarding Achieving A ,Assess personal commitment to
ealance'in the Family and Career Lifestyles? work and family

Interaction-Between Family and Work/CONCERN/CONCEPT
Commitment to Work and Family

ti

PROCESS
:SKILLS

CONCEPTS

I

Situational
(conteictual)

factors

239

STRATEGIES

Participate or observe minidramas in the "Is Thii Realistic?" soap in ich family
members face situations-that appear to be issues of commitment to work for family..'.

--Child needs parental help on project, but J6), requires parent to beout of town.
wants to be at track meet, but grandfather needs teen's help at family 'store.

--Child is getting special 'award at cotmunity center. Parent is called into boss's
office for emergency budget session.

In each minidraMa, structure a response that incorporates the following statement:

- - "T always choose my family before my lob.".
--"Work always comes first: I have no-choice."

After the minidrama's, discuss questions similar to those listed below:

--Is this realistic?
--Why or why not?:
--Would you answer this way?

a

After discussing the meaning of situational factors (factors particular to a given
situation, rather than situationsin genera*? Wieider what situational factors

' could affect the minidramas.

a I

Ati4F-44:411. .'"")**14A



PROLESS

SKILLS
CONCEPTS

Changing male-
female roles'

A

Work'ethic-

WF 2.32
4

14 STRATEGIES

First drama--out of town trip might be vital to keeping not important).

- -Parent may have low employability level and this job is the'ret
important (or May have high employability level and therefore
to maintajn this job).

- -Child may not really need help (or be failing and desperately
parent may not be able to help child as well as other persons
be the only one who can help):

ore, very .

less-desperate

A

needing help);
could (or-may

Depending upon these situational factors, the family members will make work-family
decisiois. What appears to be the person's commitment may be actually aspects of
situational factors. Can anyone really say, "I'm so committed to work (family).
that I'll always choose it over my, gamily (work) life"? . Do situational factors
usually play a part in choices ,.between work and family?

groupq, how well the following stateme9ts are accepted today.
have been accepted in your grandparents' day? What factors
ge?

Determine, in small
How well would they
have caused the chat

k- -Women are more committed to0work because they must earn' the income.
,If a woman works.outside the home, she has to be less committed to work
than her spouse because shd,has major family responsibility.

- -Both men and women are committed first and foremost to the family; work
becomes-second.

--By being committed to work, you really are committed to family. After all,'
what are you working for if not to help your family?

Debtethefollowing:t"Thedegreeofcommitmen ttoworkisbasedon'sex." Make
an outline of, pointb Made by each side '(pro and con).

Discuss the'term "work ethic" and'list on chalkboard-thoSe factors that may have
assisted'in the development (or lack of development) of work ethic'in individuals.
Determine class opinion on How a strong work ethic might affect the outcomes of
the situations in the initial strategy (above).
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PROCESS
SKILLS

CONCEPTS- STRATEGIES

24

Temporaril $
permanent aspects

1.

After reading the following "Before and After" situations rel ated to commitment, work
in small groups to make generalizations about the temporary/permanent of
commitment.

BEFORE

During the first week of the job, Ed
gets to work early and stays until the
job is complete.

Before Lois was married, she devoted
evening and weekend time to her job.

Before Paul was a father, he took lots
of work home to do in evenings.;,

When Peter and Janice were marries*
they vowed they would always be
together on weekends.

Before Cheryl got to know the kids in
her neighborhood, she Spent lotg of
time with her family.

AFTER

After three months, Ed arrives at work on
the dot or 10-15 minutes late. He is put
the door as soon as possible whether the
work is done or not.

\-40

Sifice Lois is married, she has cut out
extra workhours. 4$

Since Paul's daughter was born, he doe s
not.take work home.

After several years oaf' marriage, Peter'

and Janice no longer make a point to
reserve the weekends for family time.

After,Oheryl got to know new friends, she
made. little efforto spend time with her
family, .

Geeralizations may include some of the following:
P

--COmmitmeneto workoi. family is related't6 life cycle stage.
--Commitment is an idea which may be permanent, but various sltuatibnal

over time, may alter the carried-out commitment.
- -Time is a situatibnfil factor of commitment.
- -Certain points in our lives facilitate"and necessitate
'family.
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PROCESS
SKILLS

GOALS
VAMIS
tA(1011%

CONCEPTS

245
4

A

WF 2.32
yea

STRATEGIES

Assume that the persons in the above situations are unhappy about the changes that
have occurred. What are the alternatives available-to them? What consequences may
result?

FHA/HERO-Use "commitment" as a topic for a group meeting. Discuss (using student
structures visuals) the member commitment toJPHA/HERO. Discussion questions may
includes What actions/behaviors'indicate commitment?. why are some persons more
committed than others? How can more commitmentlbe generated? What.indications
exist that show commitment to FHA/ORO that-Are affected by. stagds of fhe.indi-
vidual's development?

Interview three employed persons'repTesenting:diffeient ages 'and occupations. ASk-,
about their'eurrent commitment levels to their work'andtheir.faMilies. Ask show the
commitment levels have chaffed over.time. Form some generalizaticr about your
findings. RepOrt to clan. ,

Over a period cif several months, observe television/movies that depict levels of
commitment to work and to family. Keep a written log of these shows bp determine'
situational factors that affected the commitment. Determine if sex rdle expecta-
tions were involved in commitment in the dramatizations. Determine if these dramas
were realistic. 1.

, 41`

Given a particular case stud] (Similar to those in the first.strategy), determine
situational factors' that 'affect the commitment to work /to family; consider if sex "
role expectations affected thecommitmqnt level.

Create a situation that you might be currently faced with that involves your commit-
ment level to work and family. Indicate your alternatives and consequences. Indicate
the situational factors that affect your commitment,'determine what, if any, .sex role
expectations have affected,your commitment level.

s
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PERENNIAL PROBLEM

4

PRACTICAL PROBLEM

CONCERN/CONCEPT

What. To Do Regarding Coordinating
Work and the FaMily

What Should Do Regarding Actlieving A
Balance in the Family and Career Lifecycle?

HOMEMAKING SKILLS 16
%

1 -

WF 2.33

Deviblop aer;orkable wor family schedule

interaction Between -Family and 'Work/Scheduling Concerns

ROCESS
'SKILLS CONCEPTS

1

STRATEGIES'

-

241

Quality time

7

Observe and react to several c assmates' performing skit that depict
scheduling of work_ and family sac vities. Skit could be ibased on: f

--Parent at work site; young child n school play at sameti,ime.
--Husband requesting wife'sjiplp in entertaining business contact; wife

oosomitment to job-related ilteeting at same time.
--Teen is to work on school paper; he/she is the only family member who
grandmother to, medical appointment..

p lems in

has made

can take

Discuss why some people appear to hive more than 24 hours in a day while others
appear to have muh less.

Interview a faculty member-who has a family and is highly involved in his/her job.
Determine how he/she handles a busy work/family schedule. Ask about incidents that
havegbeeff particularly.difficult and how they were resolved.

Discuss quality vs: quantity 'of time spent with fmmilf members. Determine how quality
and quantity time can apply to the work world as well as family-world.

Develop time schedules for a father and mother who are employed. Develop one schedule
to emphasize quality of time spent with spouses ,and bhildren1 Aevelop.a seomischedule
to emphasize 'quantity gf time aPentO.th children and spouse. Consider'Which schedule
Would 130 beter for bhiadren/for Pax:wits. PeteminelaPtOrs:thst would 4,1011e
chaise of time or, qu,alty '

7-7N-,14



.PROCESS
SKILLS

gis

CONCEPTS

Flexibility 4

Shared
responsibility

p.

As.

1

/- STRAIGIES

10,1" 2.33

I

ObLve a teacher demonstration4163 exp tion of flexibility and rigid inflexibility.IF(Analogy of soft rubber--or njlon comb ( exible)--and brittle plastic comb (rigidj.
Flexible comb can bend to perform neq_ersary task; plastic comb may break in process
of trying to perform tasks.)

Work in.groups to devise written situations that Muse ty i6 1 scheduling concerns in
students' lives.' (Teacher assign large project at short potice, pi-rent becomes ill,.
best friend cannot get his/her parent to drive,,to play prktice.) Exchange situations
and wo in groups .-to! apply-flexibility.to the situations.

ERO - Using FHA/HERO developed-lprogram of Work; devise possible scheduling
conflicts between chapter activities and me life of members. (Local sports and/or
music activity oly-SAMe-dati,as district

)5iscuss nil° has the responyibility to manag4 or organi e tlhe schedule of.family and
work inletudentsl.homes. tonsider,positiVe and negative aspects of one family member
doing all the scheduling. If one member. takes major responsibility, what can each /

person do to assist?

Obsetve and share ep des in the me, that depict family scheduling problems..
Consider wlipse ,responstbilityWas not carried out fn these. episodes.

eting.) Use ex bility to reach solutions.

.
.,,

CreadjiOur own humorous or, serious drama to-depict poagIble scheduling, concerns.
ighow responsibility taken by family member(s) to prevent r e pr em.

Brainstocm 'tools or devices to assist in smooth work/ f ly scheduling. (A strategi-

sally lot4ated family calendar: Clearly related work schedule f3/4 ach family member.
, sk

Ih.ainstormftechniques and policies of work setting that could assist in preventing
Schedulingsconfl-ict;. 'What would be the effects on faMily of flex-time; society and
work; family leve (for school conference), policy to coordinat vacation with

1children's holiday school.

249 ,
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SKILLS

CONCEPTS

4

251

7. STRATEGIES'

IEE Keep a long-term diary of work/family scheduling, determine characteAgitics
and factors that appear to be causes of the scheduling problems. Devise APIs 'and
techniques to overcome the caul Is.

Given a particular work/family scheduling conflict, explain how you could use
flexibility, quality time, and shared responsibility to resolve and/or have
prevented the sitbation.

4 .67
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What to Do Regarding Coordinating Work,
and the Family

What Should Ito Regardin/ Achievemept
of a Balance in the Family and Career Lifestyle?

Interaction Between Famil ( and Work/Family
c,

2.34

!

values;, goals and priorities
I-

4

PERENNIAL PROBLEM
HOMEMAKING SKILLS

Assess family

Values, goals and Priorities
.

PRACTICAL PROBLEM

COWAN/CONCEPT

44k
A

PROCESS
SKILLS

CONCEPTS STRATEGIES

GOALS
YAMS
to.CT041

Family styles
and themes

53,.

4

Become acquainted with the two families *Case Studiepo Family Values, Goals and
Priorities). Discuss how both families can be so dif rent, yet both are happy and
content. Discussion will include:

--Valuethe relative worth, usefulness, or importance of something.
--Goal--something youhope to attain.
--Priority--a preferred rating, indication for prefererice.

1

Determine if the following-statements 'reflect values, goals or, priOrities..
CO

ve always wanted to be a Cheerleader.
--X enjoy collecting stained glass. .

--He likes classical music, but he usually chooses jazi albums.
--She took the temporary job with the library, in order to afford. the tuition

in nurses' training.
--They both think gourmet cooking is exciting.

.. -

--our whole family wanted,a new stereo, 'but the washing machine,-came first.

lS

Consider theme (or basic shared direction and recurring emphasis) of various _.families
you know. Use photos of famithe in magazines to depict various families. !Nhat,kinde.
of recreation, work -- leisure patte0;. or gen rail strivings do theSe various PitmilAss
have? List some typical then*

. Dismiss ho family valuee, goals and In7lori40s'
affect family themes.- Determine how work 0 titudes eire'affed ed by"lamily styles or

,themes. \
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Communication

or

Design fa'fl4ly theme; T -shirt (short phrases, that cotild fit (In T-shirts.: '"All for One:,
One for ll,.-u. "To Each -Hisrner Own,' "Biking is our Bag,'' 'EDo Your Own Thing.P

Have a sit-downkdiscussiOn4Wthrur family. Ask members what they see as family
'.goals and values/work gohls and values. A worksheet 'can be preated.by class to help
gather the information. Con0Aer,how the goals and values of your family affect the
behavfors and actions of famiiYMembers,.Discuss with family members hoW your.goals
and values are different froxp/simil.anto the goals and values of your Parents' and
Jgrandparents' families. livole play Situations in which family members have less
friction/conflict between work'a family becase they have communicatedthelr.goals,
values and priorities,

, * l

- -Parenti accept tleb's lateness to suppet because they realize,his/her need to
have.extra help liNnath in order to do well on college entrance exam.

- -Child(ren) give Ilp Saturday peer activity to help with patio building because
the patio has be40considered a'family goal.

..
--FamilY members work to paper and paint extra bedroom because alIhave Placed ,

value on having
,

grandmotherImOve in with them.
_

'i

'FHA /HERO - Using the qoals/values/priorities"modelconsiderthe FHA/HERO. Chaptqr
activities .that increate member interaction as "family activities"; consider the .

tasks, fund raising, service projects as "work DeterMine iffthe goals:
and values of the local organization are more "family" oriented or more "wokk"'
oriented.. Decide if the organizatiOn is evenly balanced between "work" and 'family."

With the agreement of family members, make a plan to have p'erloaie family meetings
to discuss how well, family is striving for and achieving its Toals4' Divide goals'
into long-term/short-term goals. Determine agreed upon action by each member to
reach goals or a particular goal. (Suggested time is for'a year's project with bi-,
monthly, family meetings.)

ti
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Complete the fOlowing:

- -A goal

-A value is...
-Priorities are...

t

t
--Co unica tion is helpful-in achieving family goals and values

Fa l--y values, goals" and p-tiorities affect a family theMe or style because...t .. t

. , .,,,,ct,,;--1,,-!-,c

4

4

4

258
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CASE STUDIES: FaMily Values, Goals and .Priorities.

4Ih

., . 1r
,

k, - -7t--

The Latir family lives in a..,pubilrban area where Mrs. Latir is an .
y

_Counselor.at the local children's home. The Latirts have two childrent
Jeff, 15, and Carrie, 13. Mr. Latir is.a salesman for a large company
and is usually outs of townduring the-week. When he returns home on
Friday afternobn, the'family usually spends some time a chin on
the iek's activities. Often, family outings are a p rt,,,of-"t e wee end
plan, and camping plays a major part in thesepu The family as
camped in 28 states/ , il

t
- - 4

'The oixtings

Mr. Latir's
mother.'

and other family activities include Sarah Latir,
daughter from a Oevious marriage who lives with her

`'

Next summer, the entire family, including the dog Jo Jo,- plan to go on
a arge camping trip through northern Canada. Though this-plan
in Ives some concern about summer jobs for Jeff and Sarah, everyone
is orking toward this activity.

.

Thd Hansons own a restaurant. The family-inctudes Mr. and Mrs. Hanson,
. Jane, 18, Paula, 16,,Andy, 12 and Grandma Carson. Everyone works in

the restaurant which, operates 6:30 a,m. to 8:00 p:m. itn the last two
years, the business has done so well that,Mr. Hanson Nits hired four new
empl7yeah Ile Hansons would like to open a golartcatering service.

V"Pto add A o their restaurant. Mrs. Hanson and Jane have been working .on
plans for thiS addition but everyone is excited about -it.... Though the
Whole family agrees there are some problems with family lip.fe when
operating,a restaurant, they like the togetherness of the work as well
as Summer weekends withAoriaays free. 1

.-,

4 It '7''')'*11114.11t

t l 410.
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-What To Do Regarding Coordination
of Work and the Family HOMEMAKING SKILLS

WF 2.35

What Should I Do Regarding Achievement of Establish person4l and family
a Balance in the Family and Caieer Lifestyle -resources for management

Interaction Between Family and WOrk/Resources for Management

3"

CONCEPTS

Available .

management
resources for
'dual-worker
family

260
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STRATEGIES

Observe a skit written by spveral students. Skit .is in form of melodrama. "Oh,
What Do I Do, What Do ? Do ?" and should depict (exaggerated fashion) the difficultTes
of managing in a work-family situation. The skit should also include a resource for
assisting in the management of work and faMily.

Make a list of local Agencies (public and private.)
the management of work and family.

Complete the following regarding re4.ces for management.

--Five material resources available to most faMiliei include:..
humaetesources available to most families/include... .

--List two resources that are not available locally-but would be useful to most.
7families...

--List five techniques to assist families in the management of home and family

that could serve as resources for`--

as

HUMAN

Neighbors'.
-.Eitendei family
- County extension agent

Hired household/yard assistance
triOr444494reSPOnsib.iiitY of all
faini1y members

y

I

.- MATERIAL

Updated filing and bookk
Time-saving household eqpipMent

- Time saving 010

S44P0,0Vof Prqd4OtShAt,
miniffitn2Pftre.

rials'
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HUMAN

-Atbrary iarsonnel Money management guides from bank7or
finance company

,..
r..e,

.

Management tech- 'Mrainstprm techniques folOmproved management itthe)home..
.... .niquePfor dual- Ali «4

f --Prepare fre.Prepare food in quantities and pie.woiker ameiy ,
,

--Rotate 'laundry4chores among members. 41
. -rPlan meals in advance to minimize the number of- hopping trips.

o --Ourdoor planting tb be low liiiiIntenance.. .

1 . --Organize toys, work ivs, ..., so.t)ey can be loCated quickly.
,

., .

Using these chf, 'tin tOn flVe working families td determine which techniques
.

.....

are us. A out others gemenetpchniques the families use.
,

..

,

Manageme
. leisure

r

for

26'2

Listen to a panel of employed ,couples who have been employed for less than two years.'
Be prepared toPask pApel members questions. .

--How has your management changed since you have both been employed?
--What .chinqes have occurred in4work done at home? i _

--Have you altered standards in haw care since you were both employed?
'--24.at litilidsofhhousehold dohs gerPostpoiled? ,r %

r 4w ,. Yet .."----J

Uth4 resources, create a boo144et on management techniques (.4.116) forothe dual-
worker family. Duplicate andpistribute at county fair, carniv ls,,i6cal events.

\

Make a list'oflocal agencies (public and private) that could serve as resources
for the management of work and fatly. -

Write on the board "MANAGEMENT,FoR LE/SURE" Discusslwhy it may be necessary to
manam for' leisure. Why mi4ht leisure be overlooked in the dual-earner family?

--As a group; determine a specific problem related to management of work and
family. State thk problem in question form.

--What can riiy..huipana an .1 do.about organizing our procedures for banking and
spendin4 bur moliey? - -

1:(
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--What can mr family do 'about 'child care from-the time the children are out of
untilschool until the paredts get home fr6m work?

In small groups, determine what other factors will need to be considered in the
selected problem. Discuss alternative choices and how goals and values will affect
the.. solution.

On a posterboard'state the question. Below the question list the alternatives and
consequences. Place the potter in a display case.. Invite student interest with
statements such as, "Tune in next week for solutions."

Determi which alternatives Ailh of you would choose to solve the problem. Take a
vote. lloW proponents of the most commonly chosen solution to defend their choice.
Vot, again to gain the class soluticA.

Write on the board the words SELF FAMILY SOCIETY. Discuss how the solution for
the management problem woulaffect each. Would the soluion be acceptable to most
of society, to your own family, to yourself .in real life? Does the solution require
resources not normally available in most' communities?

,Consider if this solution to,the selected management problem would be bestfor you
. time? Might the solution be .different five years, or fifteen years from now?

10ihy? What values do you hold.now and might you hold in the future?, If you act on
the values you have now, will it help yousachieve yoUr goals fifty years from now?
Fifteen years from now?

List on large shees of paper all the possible resources to help a family manage work
and family. Display the resources, Note duplications. Categorize as human
resources and material resources.

tissess the resource list to determine what resources are available in your work/family
situation that you had not considered as a resource.'"

A,.

A .4
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Brainstorm to determine types of buraanAnateria3. resources that are needed but are
not typically available (after Tfiegool day care...).

'TEE,- Generate ideas about how to gain the resources not.currently available on your
oommunity..Consider ways or securing these needs. Pursue the above concern and
generate community action toward obtaihing a -particular resource. This TEE could
involve several students and would need to be kong term.

v

`S.

,

.4
.
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WhatTo Do Regarding Coordinating
Work and the Family

;11
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What Should I D6 Regirding Achieving A
Balance -in the Family and.Career Lifestyle?.

WF. 2.36

-

Explore _ways to nurture family r1lations
within work-family structure.

Interaction Between Work and Family/Nurturing Family Relatidhships

44

I 4

CONCEPTS

5.1

Ss.

A

A .(

S1RATEGIES

..e."1110

.
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Shared knowledge,
of 410'rk activi-

ties,

268
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0 - - ..

View phgtos or magizine pic
P

res of two gardens. One'is colorful, intere ting,

healthy, and weed 'free; th offler is overgiown yet bate-in spots,"Nrolorle s and
.

04s many.weeds. -One is wel, nut Lured; t6 other has had little nurt*ranc (care
.

and 'guidance tste further development). Consider4family reilotionships and how they

need nurturing to maintain health and life. Whgt.m/ight represent the "weeds" within

- the fmmily rela unship? (Work time encroaching on family time1 lack of uedeistand-
.

,ing ofiffafily m ers, taking family mbe'rs for granted.)

t
In pairs, explain ,,the employment of a parent or a Close relative. Determine why more

is not knbyin about\the actual workplace by persons'close to you. Consider pnd list on
chalkhoardrblssible\gains in family relationships when faMily members obtain knowledge

-
bf-spouse' ,"siingS', children's work wbrld. 4,

, .\

Brainstorm` to consider ways in Which faMirly,members can gain awareness of family

members work(school) worll. ',(Have kids' day at employment site, parent days at
school,.social-emnts where\co=workers family members baniinter'act.)

, . . * 0,

m*
Role play' a family situation inNsyhich.knowledge of the Mork world in geberal and of
familY m4mbers' jobs in partcUlat.can'aSslit in family nurturance. Possible

situation: _
V

-,

'; 3', , ...

'Mother/returns from womko kidlis*off,shcoi, and inopes. child wskaohatVls

, , -Syron and.Aptherisays, "Eunice got a promotion. 1 know ahe'a.been-there

4.1 .13;,0,.,'i",z--.'
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longer than T have, but I work harder and do better work. I was sure
.I'd get the promotion."

Sr

WE' 2.36

Look up the word empathy ±n a dictionary.,
mint by einpathy. How does it differ from
using empathy in classroom with 9Aers.
0 qr?

class resources determiiie what is
ympathr, from understanding? Practice

In small groups create mini7skitsthat- depct a sibling or,parent-child interactiam
involving work-family interaction. Each sia-t should slillow nurturance of family
relatidnshipN by means of empathy.- (Son needs to get to job,. father has golf
date, mother liweeds to gb-out of town for job; children will need child care.)

Wrrie a °Dear Abby" letter.rdque
don't realize` how diSticult yo
to deal with both work and ffl'
empathy in your letter.

g help
'job is, a

ly.. Writh

ecause 6 one "understands" you, they
they don't seem to see how hard,itdis

by's relponse using an explarl'attOnAt

psi several newspapers 1 tilAb and didiDlaycways people are recognized for outstandr
ingraChieveTent in .the worA wor;0. w -.

V
V 0

.I o .. s .
.

achievement." Create ways
own family, within you4

List ways:werecognize"family members for "outstanding
to give fibre recognition to family members within your
cornmuriity and thrilloghout.society.

\ 9

r
d.

Using the "Have Yoti Hugged Your Kidinoday?" bumper sticker as a model, develoP othey
slogans to recogniie and nurture families. ("My Dad's mg World's Best Machinist,"
"My Sister is A Great,Cook [Even if She "is a Grouch].'9 .4

. ,
'HA /HERO- Plan an-FHA/HERO parent event in which ,you foClis on empathy, Have_ student '':,

pa004001iams demobstrate the use Of emptiihy and prictice fl skills together. 40
,

.

A . t

'.iIi4g a Rodn4y Dangerfield record Or a'CAirlie'Brown airtoon, assess why the characters
- ,"get no respe4N" Expla'in why knowledge.,of-the:character's.work' might help his family

give him rOpet. What empathy or recognition do you suggest to help the chfracterls
# 4'.1 'family members, provide nurturance?

-

. -
.

. ..

S.

s,
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Child care
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Read the' following situation: .
s

.
.

You.had pinned your hopes on a-winning socder team. You were confident your
.

team would be yin the regional playoffs and perhaps-win the state finals. You

Apent long hours practicing'your goalie position and you knew youvere.good.
In thelkinal season game; which would decide-who would get to the district,
your tam lost because of your mistake at the goal box.

List the people (on chalkboard) Nvhb4would proilide help to you, encourage you,
empathize with you,' dnd give you assistance inthe above situation. These people

fOrm a support system for.gyow. Consider; if support system might change if

the crisis situation were different. Consider those 'who make up a "constant=' support

system and who make up support systems for only some areas of life.

Revue the above situation to that of an employed pergbn facing the same defeat and
frustration'in his/her job. Consideepupport systems available to this fictitious
person. Realize thatifamilies have support systems just as individuals.

' I V . 6
W . .

'Interview employed parents with young children to determine,child care alternatives
Atiley*use., Ask !pout substitute. child care (if .ormit cop4.givdr is unavailable). The

child care support system of'any fitinily iftcludes,All those sources of regylel and

emergency child care. some of the care givers Moy include: .,, N
- ,. .

-
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.supports

4

- Pre-school.or day care center
- After-sbhool babysitter
- Regular daytime babysiAer
- Acquaintance who trades child
amergency babysitter

- Neighbor or friend
- Grandparents and other relatives
- Evening high school babysitter

care chores

ConSider how child care needs change_ as the life cycle progresses.
board showing these changes.

40*

Using various' resources, determine the "ideal" child care for ,various dual worker '

Using
. milies and single parent workers. Determine the,values.and goals you have refl4cted
l' you choices.

. -
,

.
,

Interview personnel directors from several local businesses to deterbiLne child care
services available in their complpils. Learn why (or why not) these 'service's have
been made available.

Create a bulletin

a

Observea film/filmstrip on single parenthood. Brainstorm why special support systems
may be needed by single parehts. List someof these support's that enable single
Apareht to manage'both home/family life.and.a full=itime job. Some supports would
intlude:

So-op shopping
clrlld care

ance from family members '

Tra
t- Ass

Tduca ,/coping programs
Upe o public recreational and.
educational facilities

_4*

Use human &sources such as guidance-counselors local employment -*counselors, and
Pitsonnirectqrsib nit publictgovernmenti/ agencies that providertooperatime
,suppin.t toshel people carryoaat t eiework and family. roles. (Mental heal entersi)

- Big Brother/Big Sister programs
- Mom's or Dad's "night ,out'! sponsored
by church or community groups

- Parents' ithout Partnem*

4

:141 ib I *
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counseling
schools.)

support, YWCA,' classes to assist-in management and coping, and public

Investigate.and visit a company that provides child care services and learn how the

employers /employees worked together to gain these services. LiSt action steps to

bring about sdbh Service in other companies. See if a brief article' explaining
.

your findings could be submitted to a local newspaper. J...
%

.

Create a mobile to depict various support systems that are available to families.
One. "branch" of mobile can represent the extended family; another "branch" repre-.

sents child care.

FHA/HERO-Research needs and provic)e a support system-to families in your community.

Yoh' have moved to a new community in order to accept an advancement in your '-career-_____1_

Your job is taking excessive work time as you get acclimated. .You are a single

parent with two children age three and eight. Determine those support systems

you may have 1 ft behind. Cdnsider how you can establish new supp6rt systems to

help you.

A
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WHAT KIND Of JOB' IS BEST FOR YOd?

e- 4

"Doctor, lawyer, merchant', chief?" Fortunately, we are not all'suitld
to do the same thinq..-, It would be a sorry world if everyone wanted to
be farmers or a truck'driver or a dentist. Ibis quiz will give you some
hints about %ourself and the kinds of jobs fOr which,you;have thee
greatest aptitudes. Answer Yes orlio on the line which precedes e ach
que0ion. Then turn to the back of lir page to find out where your
greatest talents lie.

1. When you read a murder mystery, do you otten know who the
driminal is before the author tells you?

2. Would you rather attend a concert than a-rock and roll session?

3.- Has it always been easy for you to spell dorrectly?

4. Are you bothered if 15ictute on the wall is crooked?

5. Do you prefer nonfiction to a novel?,

6. Do.you usually remember facts you have read or heard?

7. Would yoirsay.ydu tend to do one
a number of thihgs fairly well?

8. to you enjoy chess or bridge?

10

thing very well rather than

.Do you conscientiously keep some sort of budget book?

Do you enjoy learriing what makes things,
dr motors work?

4C

such as clock, switches,

1.1. you adapt to change easily and maintain flexible routin

12. In.your.leisure time, do you prefer tb participate in a spor
rather than Aad a book?

13. Aremxithmetic and science difficult for you?

14. 1 Do you ,enjoy being- with ople who are younger *6" ou are?

15. Can you fist five people whom you think of,as close frie

16. Do you enjoy parties?

17. to you dislike small detail work?

.4

18. Do you read rapidly?

19. Igo you think the old saying, "Don't
basket" is,gooeadvice?

'20. Do you enjoy new people: pladeb and

Source : BeAon, Harrison ,J. Rat

1.

put:all your eggs in one'
P

4 .

things?

Personality, liprt Asso., 1979.
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ANSWERS-:-WHAT KIN15-OF JOB IS BEST FOR YOGI/
4 ,.

There are no right or wrong.apswers to this "quiz.
merely show how you think. A'

Your answers

1. Circle all your Yes answers.
2. Count the number of Yes. answers for the first-10 questions.

3. C9unt the number of Yesanswers for the last 10-questions.
4. Compare the two numbers.

If you have a great many more Yes answers fot the first 10 questions
than for the second 10., yoU are an intellectual perkm. who will do
well with meticulous jobs requiring.patience, care, and researc1L4
(Doctor, lawyer, scientist,- mechanic, repairperson, teohniciari;

e4tor;.philoSopher, eftgine6r, skilled worker.).,

Lillymi. Ave a gre t 'many more Yea answers, for the ast 10 chest o s

for the first 0, you'are:A sodial pers6P Whohe greatest streng
will be in'jobs deal ng with people. You will have the ideas but

prefer to have someon carry them.out:f6r-you. (Personnel' director,

consultant, recepqioni t,, sports director; cab driver, server, actort
:I--

salesgerson, advertisi executive are likely jobs for you.) :

If your Yes answers are., fairly evenly divided, you will do' well-with
jobs that require detiii. wirk. coupled with good humAn rela,tionships.

(Nurse, teacher, farmer`,-homemaker, secretary, business executive,

artist, lecturer, librartan, politician.)

a

o
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